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AbstratThe oneptual distintion between logi and ontrol is an important tenet of logi pro-gramming. In pratie, however, logi program languages use ontrol strategies whihprofoundly a�et the omputational behaviour of programs. For example, sequentialProlog's depth{�rst{left{�rst ontrol is an unfair strategy under whih nontermina-tion an easily arise if programs are ill{strutured. Formal analyses of logi programstherefore require an expliit formalisation of the ontrol sheme. To this ends, this re-searh introdues an algebrai proess semantis of sequential logi programs writtenin Milner's Calulus of Communiating Systems (CCS). The main ontribution of thissemantis is that the ontrol omponent of a logi programming language is oniselymodelled. Goals and lauses of logi programs orrespond semantially to sequentialAND and OR agents respetively, and these agents are suitably de�ned to reet theontrol strategy used to traverse the AND/OR omputation tree for the program. Themain di�erene between this and other proess semantis whih model onurreny isthat the proesses used here are sequential. The primary ontrol strategy studied isstandard Prolog's left{�rst{depth{�rst ontrol. CCS is desriptively robust, however,and a variety of other sequential ontrol shemes are modelled, inluding breadth{�rst,prediate freezing, and nondeterministi strategies. The CCS semantis for a parti-ular ontrol sheme is typially de�ned hierarhially. For example, standard Prologontrol is initially de�ned in basi CCS using two ontrol operators whih model goalbaktraking and lause sequening. Using these basi de�nitions, higher{level bisim-ilarities are derived, whih are more losely mappable to Prolog program onstruts.By using various algebrai properties of the ontrol operators, as well as the streamdomain and theory of observational equivalene from CCS, a programming alulusapproah to logi program analysis is permitted. Some example appliations using thesemantis inlude proving program termination, verifying transformations whih useut, and haraterising some ontrol issues of partial evaluation. Sine proess alge-bras have already been used to model onurreny, this thesis suggests that they arean ideal means for unifying the operational semantis of the sequential and onurrentparadigms of logi programming.
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Chapter 1Introdution
Formal methods of software engineering attempt to introdue mathematial rigourinto the development and analysis of omputer software. The main motivation ofthe formal approah is to make software veri�ably more reliable, whih is a qualitysorely laking in informal ad ho software development. A seond motivation is toform the neessary foundations for sound omputer{based automati programmingand veri�ation systems, whih require the entire programming environment to beformally modelled. To this end, there has been muh attention given toward developingnew formal methods of program spei�ation, derivation, and veri�ation, as well asdeveloping high{level programming languages.Logi programming is an ative researh area whih is making ontributionstowards formal software engineering and high{level programming language design. Atenet of logi programming is that mathematial logi an be used as a pratial pro-gramming language, and hene delarative logi programs may at as their own spei-�ations (Kowalski 1974). A delarative logi program inherently reets a high{levelhuman{oriented statement of what the program is intended to ompute. This on-trasts to von Neumann languages, where the relationship between programs and theirspei�ations is muh less diret, and whih require formal language semantis to helpmap programs to their intended delarative meanings. This semanti mapping stageis unneessary with delarative logi programs, sine they diretly speify the relationthey ompute. In addition, logi programming oneptually distinguishes the delar-ative logi from the ontrol (Kowalski 1979). This permits the spei�ation inherentin a logi program to be analysed without regard to the partiular refutation shemesused to infer results from it. 1



Most pratial logi programming languages use simple refutation proedureswhih are eÆient to implement. For example, Prolog's standard refutation proedureuses a depth{�rst searh rule and a left{to{right omputation rule, whih is eÆientlyimplemented on urrent omputer hardware1. Unfortunately, this strategy is unfair:the depth{�rst searh an proeed down in�nite branhes of the searh tree, to thedetriment of omputational ompleteness. In addition, Prolog's standard strategyselets lauses and goals by their order within the program, and omputations thereforedepend upon the textual form of programs. As a onsequene, logi programs mustbe tailored with the e�ets of this ontrol strategy in mind, or else ineÆient or non{terminating omputations an arise. The problem is further ompounded when extra{logial ontrol features like the ut are onsidered. All of these operational phenomenaof Prolog detrat from the delarative aspirations of logi programming.Some examples of the idiosynraies of Prolog are as follows. Consider thefollowing simple Prolog program:anestor(X;Y ) : � parent(X;Z); anestor(Z; Y ):parent(bob; tim):parent(bob; jim)parent(mary; bob):The anestor prediate is written with Prolog's standard ontrol strategy spei�allyin mind. If its goals are permuted,anestor(X;Y ) : � anestor(Z; Y ); parent(X;Z):then a looping omputation ours due to left{reursion. The operational semantisof the program is made more omplex if a ut is used,anestor(X;Y ) : � parent(X;Z); anestor(Z; Y ); !:This ut prunes the baktraking in the goals prior to it, and also prunes searh inany anestor lauses following this one. Any adequate operational aount of Prologneeds to formally aount for all the above operational phenomena. Subtle hanges toProlog programs, whih might fully respet the integrity of the program's delarativesemantis, may result in undesirable and erroneous omputational behaviour. The fat1 Heneforth, \Prolog" refers to sequential Prolog as desribed in (Cloksin and Mellish 1981).2



that uts ause onfusion amongst both novie and experiened programmers furtherpresses the ase for a more rigorous semanti modelling of Prolog.Formal methods of program analysis require the use of a semantis of theprogramming language. Programming language semantis are mathematial systemswhih formally model aspets of the omputational behaviour of programming lan-guages, and thereby allow formal reasoning to be undertaken about the language andprograms written in it. The behaviour modelled by the semantis varies aordingto the needs of the analysis. Some semantis are onerned with modelling the om-puted input{output relations of programs, while others an model phenomena suh asresoure usage, termination and non{termination, and other more abstrat notions.Language semantis are strongly inuened by the partiular mathematial tools inwhih they are de�ned, suh as lambda alulus, �rst{order prediate logi, or alge-brai rewrite rules.Proving properties of Prolog programs is an ative area of researh. When un-fair ontrol strategies are being onsidered, the formal analyses of programs require asemanti representation of the ontrol. As shown above, Prolog program omputationsare fundamentally dependent upon the syntati struture of the program, suh as goaland lause order. Therefore, a minimum requirement is that the omputational e�etsof goal and lause order are formally aounted for. Extra{logial failities suh as theut also must be modelled if they are to be used. Di�erent operational semantis forProlog have been suggested for this purpose, inluding denotational, meta{interpretive,and proof{theoreti semantis. The utility of these formalisms is largely dependentupon the mathematial model used and the intended appliation. For example, deno-tational semantis use lambda alulus, whih lends itself well to the modelling of allProlog features under one formalism. The abstrat and omplex domain spaes whiharise, however, make it more suitable for language analysis, and deidedly unsuitablefor proving properties of individual Prolog programs. Meta-interpreters allow the on-ise representation of many omplex logi program ontrol shemes, with the advantagethat suh representations are exeutable. Meta{interpreters are not intended to be ap-plied towards proving program properties, as their operational semantis depends uponthat of the meta{language.Semanti formalisms used for imperative languages are not e�etive for mod-3



elling logi programs, as logi program omputations are quite di�erent in nature totheir imperative ounterparts. Imperative programs are haraterised by transitionsover a state, whih is normally the value of variables in the memory. This is exploitedby Hoare logis, prediate transformers, and other formalisms. Logi program om-putations, however, are nondeterministi rather than deterministi, and the state of alogi program omputation annot be modelled by funtions over the memory (thereis no notion of \memory" to be modelled in the �rst plae). Instead, logi programomputations are better modelled by omputation trees, suh as an SLD or AND/ORtrees. Perhaps beause the logi programming paradigm is onsiderably newer thanother more onventional ones, there has not been as muh attention given towardsderiving useful mathematial models of nondeterministi omputations.This thesis presents a new algebrai proess semantis for sequential logi pro-grams, and in partiular, Prolog. An AND/OR proess model of Prolog omputationsis used, in whih logi program omponents are modelled by sequential proesses oragents. The semantis permits the formal representation of and reasoning about logiprogram ontrol, and an be used as a alulus of logi program ontrol tailored toa partiular ontrol strategy of interest. This is useful for appliations suh as theanalysis of Prolog program termination and transformation properties, whih requirea formal operational semantis of the inferene sheme.The semantis is written in Milner's Calulus of Communiating Systems (CCS)(Milner 1989). Although CCS is normally applied towards onurreny, this thesis es-tablishes its suitability as a tool for desribing and analysing sequential logi programs.The use of a theory intended to model onurreny towards modelling the sequentiallogi programming paradigm is not as ontroversial as expeted, sine the harater-isation of sequential logi program omputations using sequential AND/OR proesstrees is strongly related to theoretial models of onurrent logi program ontrol. Se-quential logi program omputations are e�etively haraterised by AND/OR trees.Asribing proesses to the nodes of these AND/OR trees results in an operational se-mantis for the language. Rather than using onurrent proesses, however, sequentialones are de�ned. CCS e�etively models networks of sequential proesses, as it on-tains the neessary mathematial means with whih sequentiality an be de�ned andreasoned with. This appliation is in line with the philosophial motivations behind4



CCS disussed in the prefae of (Milner 1989):People will use [a theory℄ only if it enlightens their design and analysis ofsystems; therefore the experiment is to determine the extent to whih itis useful, the extent to whih the design proess and analytial methodsare indeed improved by the theory. The experimental element is presentbeause the degree of this usefulness is hard [...℄ to predit from the math-ematial nature of the theory [...℄ In omputer siene there is somethingwhih one may all the pertinene of a theory whih must be judged byexperiment.In this respet, this thesis shows that CCS's theory of onurreny is a very pertinentand pragmati theory for desribing and analysing sequential logi programs.A avour of the CCS semantis is now shown. The above example program istransliterated into a orresponding CCS semanti representation. This representationuses ontrol operators whih orrespond to the partiular ontrol strategy under whihthe program will be exeuted. For example, if standard Prolog ontrol is to be used,the above program is represented in the semantis as:anestor(X;Y ) def= anestor1(X;Y )anestor1(X;Y ) def= parent(X;Z)� anestor(Z; Y )parent(X;Y ) def= parent1(X;Y ) ;̂ parent2(X;Y ) ;̂ parent3(X;Y )parent1(X;Y ) def= (X;Y ) = (bob; tim)parent2(X;Y ) def= (X;Y ) = (bob; jim)parent3(X;Y ) def= (X;Y ) = (mary; bob)The ontrol operators ;̂ and � represent lause sequening and goal baktrakingrespetively, and taken together, model Prolog's depth{�rst{left{�rst ontrol. Thesemantis of the ut is similarly modelled. Appending a ut to the anestor lauseresults in the CCS expression,anestor1(X;Y ) def= parent(X;Z)� anestor(Z; Y )�j` Truewhere �j` is a ut operator. These ontrol operators are de�ned in terms of basiCCS expressions. By applying CCS theory to these operator de�nitions, di�erentomputational phenomena of the soure program an be studied. For example, one5



an apply CCS to this representation to simulate symboli omputation. Using CCS'sstream notation, the exeution of parent results in the streamparent(X;Y ) � su(�1) : su(�2) : su(�3) : done : 0Here, su(�i) are ations representing omputed answer substitutions �i whih havethe form �i = fX  bob; Y  timg. The done ation indiates termination, and0 denotes inativity. The � symbol is an operator denoting observational equiva-lene. Two CCS expressions are observationally equivalent if they generate the sameobservable output or behaviour. With some restritions, observationally equivalentexpressions are substitutive with one another in CCS. More analytial reasoning anbe performed. CCS's domain of streams an be used to analyse termination har-ateristis of the program, for example, how a non{terminating parent lause woulda�et the exeution of anestor. The algebrai basis of these operators permits formalalgebrai reasoning to be performed on programs with respet to Prolog's standardontrol sheme. For example, di�erent assoiative, distributive, and non{ommutativeproperties whih are derived for these operators an be employed within proofs of pro-gram properties. Another powerful property given by the underlying CCS formalismis the ability to perform bisimulations on agents. Two agents are said to be bisimilar ifthey are equivalent with respet to some established notion of behavioural equality, forexample, if they generate the same stream of omputed results. Bisimulation proofsare similar in avour to indutive proofs, and proeed by showing that an equivalenerelation holds for all the possible states and observed behaviours of two agents.Besides modelling Prolog's depth{�rst{left{�rst ontrol with ut, the seman-tis of some other sequential ontrol shemes is investigated. A variety of breadth{�rst ontrol strategies, a basi prediate freezing sheme, and some nondeterministishemes are modelled. The semantis is also applied towards proving properties oflogi programs, suh as termination, the validity of soure{to{soure transformations,and partial evaluation transformations. Given that CCS has already been applied to-wards onurrent logi program languages, this thesis suggests that proess algebrasare a means of unifying the operational semantis of sequential and onurrent logiprogramming paradigms. 6



1.1 Thesis outlineChapter 2 reviews some logi programming terminology, and gives a brief outline of theCCS formalism used throughout the thesis. This hapter is not intended as a tutorialintrodution to either logi programming or CCS; the reader is referred to other souresfor a fuller introdution to these topis.Chapter 3 is the main hapter of the thesis. The topi of programming languagesemantis is �rst reviewed. The basi AND/OR proess tree model whih underliesthe semantis is desribed. A CCS semantis of standard Prolog ontrol is then pre-sented. The entral omponent of the semantis are two ontrol operators whih modelgoal baktraking and lause sequening. The semantis of these operators is �rst de-�ned in terms of rudimentary CCS primitives. Then, using these low{level de�nitions,high{level bisimilarities or behavioural equivalenes are de�ned for the operators. Thesemantis of Prolog's ut is similarly modelled. The issue of dataow is addressed.Sine logial variables are not supported in CCS, some extensions to CCS are nees-sary in order to handle the Herbrand domain of logi programs.Properties of the CCS semantis of Prolog are derived in hapter 4. First, sometermination properties are derived whih desribe the behaviour of the semantis withrespet to streams of omputed answer substitutions. Some ompositional properties ofthe semantis are proven, suh as assoiativity, distributivity, and non{ommutativity.The onept of well{termination is addressed, whih refers to the well{behavedness ofthe semantis with respet to a termination protool. The orretness and semantiompleteness of the semantis is also established with respet to three other semantimodels of Prolog: SLD resolution and the immediate onsequene operator TP ; afuntional semantis for Prolog; and a Prolog meta{interpreter for Prolog.The semantis is applied in program termination analysis in hapter 5. Theprogram termination problem as it pertains to Prolog is reviewed. A simple andgeneral tehnique for analysing the program termination harateristis whih exploitswell{founded orderings of prediative arguments is outlined. A number of examplesare given.Chapter 6 applies the semantis towards validating soure{to{soure Prologtransformations whih use ut. Cuts an be inserted into programs to prune unwar-7



ranted searh. The transformations veri�ed here exploit the determinism of programomponents. The semanti treatment of the ut, as well as CCS's bisimulation prooftehnique, are well{suited to this appliation.A �nal appliation of the semantis is given in hapter 7, in whih the semantisis used to haraterise partial evaluation transformations of Prolog programs. Partialevaluation is aomplished by performing bisimilar transformations on a program'sCCS representation. This permits a rudimentary semantis of the ontrol omponentof partial evaluation algorithms, and explains how this ontrol is related to the ontrolused to exeute the soure and residual programs.The robustness of CCS towards modelling other sequential ontrol shemes isexplored in hapter 8. Three di�erent breadth{�rst ontrol strategies are modelled.As with the semantis of standard ontrol, these semantis are de�ned hierarhially.A simple prediate freezing mehanism is modelled. Some nondeterministi ontrolstrategies are studied, whih an also be onsidered to be semanti models of simpleparallel omputation strategies. The appliation of these semantis within programanalysis is disussed. The possibility of interomposing di�erent ontrol operators tomodel hybrid ontrol shemes is an attrative feature.A summary of major results onludes the thesis in hapter 9. Future dire-tions of this researh are disussed, inluding using the semantis in a semi{automatedenvironment, and the issue of extending the semantis to handle onurreny.
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Chapter 2Preliminary De�nitions
Some preliminary de�nitions are given for logi programming and CCS, whih are usedthroughout the rest of the thesis.2.1 Logi programmingThe following de�nitions are in (Lloyd 1984), and a gentle introdution to them is in(Hogger 1990). A program lause is a sentene of �rst{order prediate logi having theform 8 (H _ :G1 _ � � � _ :Gn) (n � 0)where H;Gi are atoms of arity � 0, H is a positive atom, and all the Gi are negated.The logi program syntax adopted for program lauses isH : � G1; :::; Gn: (n > 0)for rules, where H is the lause head and the goals Gi omprise the body, andH: (n = 0)for assertions or fats. A query is a lause without a positive atom H,8 (:G1 _ � � � _ :Gn) (n � 0)whih has the logi program syntax?� G1; :::; Gn: (n > 0)The term lause will heneforth refer to program lauses. A prediate is an orderedlist of lauses with the same head name and arity (for simpliity, it is assumed that a9



given prediate name will have only one arity value). A logi program is a �nite setof prediates. Clause headers and goals will often be indexed to indiate their relativeorder within prediates and lause bodies respetively.The arguments of the atoms in logi programs are terms, whih are ompositionsof funtors, onstants (0 arity funtors), and logial variables. A shorthand notationfor a tuple (t1; ::: ; tk) of terms is ~t. Given a logi program P , the Herbrand universe UPfor P is the set of all ground terms formed from the onstants and funtions appearingin P . The Herbrand base BP is the set of all ground atoms of P with the set of termsfrom the Herbrand universe as arguments.A substitution � is a set of variable-term replaement pairs fX1  t1; � � � ;Xk  tkg, meaning eah logial variable Xi is simultaneously bound to the orrespond-ing term ti. The empty substitution is denoted �. The appliation of a substitu-tion � to a term t is denoted t�, and means that every ourrene of every vari-able Xi in t that exists in a substitution pair Xi  ti is replaed by ti. For ex-ample, if t = a(X; b(Y;X;Z); Z), and � = fX  w;Z  f(X);W  bg, thent� = a(w; b(Y;w; f(X)); f(X)). When applying a substitution to a tuple of terms,as in ~t�, the � distributes to eah term within ~t. The omposition of substitutions of �and  is denoted � Æ , and has the property that t(� Æ ) = (t�). A substitution � isalled a uni�er for a �nite set of expressions S if S� is a singleton. � is a most generaluni�er (mgu) if, for eah uni�er � of S, there exists a substitution  suh that � = �.Uni�ation algorithms are used to determine the mgu's of terms to be uni�ed.In order for uni�ation to be sound, it is assumed that an our hek is performed,whih heks that a variable is never bound to a term whih ontains that variable as asubterm. It is heneforth assumed that an our hek is performed during uni�ation.Due to the omputational ineÆieny of performing an our hek, however, it is oftendropped in pratial implementations of logi program languages.The logi programming paradigm refers to the following omputational inter-pretation for the above de�nitions. A omputation rule R is a funtion whih seletsone atom from a list of atoms onstituting a program query. For example, Prolog usesthe rule that the �rst goal in a sequene of goals is always seleted:R( A1; A2; ::: ; Ak: ) = A1Let goal Qi be \?� A1; :::; Am; :::; Ak :", and lause Ci+1 be \A : � B1; :::; Bq:", and R10



be a omputation rule. Then Qi+1 is derived from Qi and Ci+1 using mgu �i+1 via Rif: (i) Am is the atom seleted by R; (ii) Am�i+1 = A�i+1; and (iii) Gi+1 is the goal?� (A1; :::; Am�1; B1; :::; Bq ; Am+1; :::; Ak) �i+1Qi+1 is the resolvent of Qi and Ci+1.Let P be a program, Q a goal, and R a omputation rule. An SLD{derivation1of P [f:Qg via R onsists of a �nite or in�nite sequene Q0; Q1; ::: of goals (Q = Q0),a sequene C1; C2; ::: of lause variants from P, and a sequene �1; �2; ::: of mgu's, suhthat eah Qi+1 is derived from Qi and Ci+1 using �i+1 via R. The seleted lause fromC1; C2; ::: is a variant in the sense that it is standardised apart, whih means that thelogi variables within it are uniquely named with respet to any logi variable usedin the derivation so far. This is done to avoid variable lashes during uni�ation. AnSLD{refutation of P [ f:Qg via R is a �nite SLD{derivation whih has the emptylause as the last goal in the derivation. A failed SLD{derivation is one that ends in anon{empty goal with the property that the seleted atom in the goal does not resolvewith any lause.SLD resolution omputes values during the aumulation of substitutions dur-ing the resolution steps for an SLD{refutation. The �nal binding obtained representsan instantiation of terms for whih the refutation holds. This omputed binding sub-stitution is a omputed result for the program. When multiple refutations are queriedfrom the SLD refutation algorithm, eah omputed binding substitution representsanother solution to the query. SLDNF resolution is SLD resolution with negation asfailure, whih permits negative literals to be used in queries and lause bodies. A safenegation as failure rule states that, if ground A has a �nitely failed SLD{derivation,then infer :A.SLD{resolution an be modelled by an SLD{tree. Given a program P , a goalG, and a omputation rule R, an SLD{tree for P [ fGg via R is de�ned as followsEah node of the tree denotes a (possibly empty) goal. The root node is G. If ? �A1; :::; Am; :::; Ak (k � 1) is a node, and Am is the atom seleted by R, then this nodehas a desendent for eah lause resolvable with Am, and eah of these desendentsdenotes the orresponding resolvent goal. Nodes whih denote the empty lause have1 SLD is an aronym for Linear resolution with Seletion funtion for De�nite lauses.11



no desendents, as do nodes whih have no resolvents. In the above, the struture ofthe SLD{tree is dependent upon the goal seletion rule R used, whih is �xed for theentire tree. Changing R will hange the SLD{tree derived.A Herbrand interpretation I is an assignment of truth values to the atoms inBP . A Herbrand model for a logi program P is a Herbrand interpretation whihlogially satis�es all the program lauses in P . However, there an be many di�erentHerbrand models for a program, many of whih ontain more elements from BP thanare neessary to satisfy P . Aminimal modelMMP is the (unique) minimal set of atomsfrom BP whih satisfy the ompletion of P . An important result is that omputedresults arising from SLD resolution on a program P are preisely those belonging toMMP . A formal tehnique for linking the delarative and operational semantis of logiprograms is by the use of an immediate onsequene operator TP , de�ned as:TP (I) = f A 2 BP : A B1; :::; Bn: is a ground instaneof a lause in P; and B1; :::; Bn � I gMMP an be inrementally onstruted from TP . Initially, the setT 1P (;) = fA 2 BP : A true is a ground instane of an assertion in Pgis reated, whih represents the set of atoms from BP derivable from program asser-tions. Then TP is reursively applied to itself:T nP (;) = T (T n�1P (;))It turns out that, beause TP is monotoni and ontinuous,limn!1T nP (;) =MMP2.2 Basi CCS syntax and semantisThis setion briey reviews the essential elements of CCS used in this thesis. This isnot intended as a tutorial introdution to CCS; see (Milner 1989) for a omprehensivetreatment. Appliations of the semantis use relatively little CCS theory, and theunderstanding of basi termination and transformation proofs does not require intimateknowledge of CCS. 12
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Figure 2.1: An agentAn agent or proess is a mehanism whose behaviour is haraterised by disreteations. An agent an be oneptualised as a blak box with input{output lines extend-ing from it whih are labelled with ation names (�gure 2.1). Ations are transmittedalong input lines (non{overbarred) and output lines (overbarred). The behaviour ofthe agent is haraterised by the nature of the transmission of ations. Researh inproess algebras is onerned with the establishing of useful theories for modelling andanalysing this haraterisation of agent behaviour. Of partiular interest are networksof autonomously exeuting agents whih interat via disrete ommuniations with oneanother, as this is a popular model of onurreny. Here, the input{output lines ofagents are shared between sets of agents. Agents an be hierarhial: an entire networkan be onsidered to de�ne an agent, and the internal de�nitions of the agents in thisnetwork an be likewise de�ned by networks of agents.CCS is an algebra whih allows the desription and analysis of the behaviourof omplex networks of agents. Agents are desribed using a set of agent expressions,E , whih use �ve basi operators. Letting E range over E , then E are the formulaereursively onstruted using the following expressions (the meanings of whih aredesribed in detail later): �:E Pre�xPi2I Ei SummationE1 j E2 CompositionEnL RestritionE[f ℄ RelabellingMilner de�nes the semantis of these equational operators using the transitional rulesof �gure 2.2. These transitions are sequents in whih the expression below the line anbe inferred when the expressions above the line (if any) hold. Throughout the �gure,13



At �:E �! E Sumj Ej �! E0jPi2I Ei �! E0j (j 2 I)Com1 E �! E0EjF �! E0jF Com2 F �! F 0EjF �! EjF 0Com3 E !̀ E0 F !̀ F 0EjF �! E0jF 0Res E �! E0EnL �! E0nL (�; � 62 L) Rel E �! E0E[f ℄ f(�)! E0[f ℄Con P �! P 0A �! P 0 (A def= P )
Figure 2.2: Transitional semantis of basi CCS alulusthe expression E �! E0 represents the transition of agent E into agent E0 through theation �. The E0 expression is an �{derivative or derivative of E. When multipletransitions our as in E �1! � � � �n! then �1 � � ��n is an ation sequene of E. TheE expression is oneptually equivalent to the notion of a state in the same sense asin automata theory. An agent's state is de�ned by the behaviour of the agent at apartiular moment in time. Beause an expression E unambiguously determines abehaviour, E itself an be regarded as denoting a state.The meaning of the transitions in �gure 2.2 are now desribed. The At tran-sition represents an agent transition in terms of its immediate ations �. The symbol\:" temporally separates ations. A stream of ations is represented as�1 : �2 : � � �where �i 2 A [ A are ation labels. A is a set of ation names, and A is the set ofo-names. By onvention, names are used for input ations, and o-names for outputations. The set of labels L is L = A [ A. The set of ations At is At = L [ f�g,where � is a distinguished silent ation2. An example transition using At is a:b:E a!2 Beause of the determinism modelled in the thesis, � will not be of great onern.14



b:E b! E. A notation for multiple transitions like this is a:b:E ab) E.The Sumj notation represents a hoie of possible behaviours. For example,the binary expression E1+E2 means that behaviours E1 and E2 are alternative hoiesof behaviour. The summation generalises to any �nite number of terms. The hoieoperator + is normally treated as being nondeterministi in CCS. In pratie, however,deterministi hoies are often made. An example of Sum is the transition (a:P +b:Q) a! P . This represents the ation a being hosen, whih auses the alternativehoie of the other term to be pre{empted.The Com transitions desribe agent omposition, whih is the basi operatorfor onurreny. Agent omposition represents how agents behave, both autonomously(Com1;Com2) and interatively (Com3). A fundamental ativity within CCS is thehandshake, whih is a suessful simultaneous ommuniation between two agents. Inorder for a handshake to our, two agents must simultaneously exeute idential im-mediate ations, one of whih is a o{ation of the other. InCom1 andCom2, if eitheragent on the left or right of the omposition operator j an produe a single transition,then the whole expression makes the transition. However, if both expressions makeomplementary transitions, a handshake results. This is represented by the silent �ation. For example, by using Com1, the following transition an be done:(a:P + b:Q) j (a:R+ :S) a! P j (a:R+ :S)while with Com3, (a:P + b:Q) j (a:R+ :S) �! P j Rsine ommuniation an our between the terms a:P and a:R, resulting in the o-urrene of a silent \�" ation.The Res transition represents restrition. Restrition removes the spei�edations in set L from being observed externally. This is useful for hiding ations fromexternal observation. For example, in (a:P +b:Q)nfbg, the restrition auses b's outputto be suppressed; any transition of the term with b will be replaed by a � ation.The Rel transition is a relabelling rule. A relabelling funtion f : L ! Lrenames ations. A notation for �nite relabelling funtions is [ a1=b1; � � � ; ak=bk ℄where eah bi is renamed by ai. For example, in (a:P + b:Q)[a=℄, any transition usingthe ation a will be relabelled: :(P [a=℄).15



The Con de�nes agent onstants, and is the basi means for reating reur-sive agent de�nitions. A onstant is an agent whose meaning is de�ned by an agentexpression. For every onstant A, there exists an equation \A def= E", where E is anexpression using the aforementioned E operators. The de�nition of an agent onstantis semantially equivalent to the onstant referene itself. The null or inative agent isdenoted 0. An example of an agent onstant is P def= a:P + b:Q.A ommon form of CCS expressions is (P1 j ::: j Pn) n L. The expansion lawonverts suh an expression into one having a summation of terms with all immediateations pre�xed onto orresponding agent states. The (simpli�ed) expansion law is asfollows. Let P = (P1 j ::: j Pn) n L with n � 1. ThenP = Pf�:(P1j:::jP 0i j:::jPn)nL : Pi �! P 0i ; � 62 L [ L)g+ Pf�:(P1j:::jP 0i j:::jP 0j j:::jPn)nL : Pi �! P 0i ; Pj �! P 0j; i < jgThe �rst summation represents the agents whih autonomously hange state. The se-ond summation represents the agents whih hange state interatively with one another(via silent � ations), whih happens when a � and � synhronise, or handshake.Basi CCS uses the agent onstant shema P def= E, where P is an agent nameand E is a CCS expression. However, it is onvenient for agents to have argumentswhih an be ations, terms, or agent expressions themselves. CCS an be extended tohandle value{passing by treating an agent onstant with an argument as representing afamily of agent expressions enumerated over the possible values that the argument mayhave. For example, an agent P (I) def= E in whih I is an integer value > 0 representsthe set of agents, P1 def= E1P2 def= E2:::where eah de�nition is speialised for a partiular integer I. Agent arguments aresimilarly enumerated. This idea will be used in the thesis for extending CCS to handlelogial variables over the Herbrand universe of a program.Reursive agent expressions in CCS are treated as onstant expressions. Forexample, an alternative treatment of the reursive onstant expression A def= a:A is�x(X = a:X), in whih a new inferene rule for the �x operator is used, whih issimilar to Con exept that the solution to the reursive equation is obtained. A resultof this interpretation of reursive equations is that, as long as some guardedness riteria16



are followed, reursive equations have unique solutions (Milner 1989, page 65). If tworeursive equations have the same external behaviours, it an then be onluded thatthey both de�ne the same agent. This uniqueness result will be assumed wheneverreursive agents are being onsidered.A signi�ant part of CCS theory is devoted to various onepts of behaviouralequality. Three basi theories of behavioural equivalene in CCS are given in (Milner1989): (i) � strong equivalene; (ii) = equality or observation ongruene; and (iii) �observation (or weak) equivalene. The type of equivalene hosen depends upon thegranularity of behaviour needed to distinguish the type of onurreny being studied.Observation equivalene is the most pratial for this thesis. It is the least strit equiv-alene whih still preserves syntati substitutivity (or ongruene) with respet to theonstrained use of CCS used here. In basi terms, two agents are observationally equiv-alent if they generate the same observable behaviour under the same onditions. Sinethe majority of ontrol shemes studied here are deterministi ones, there is no needto unduly aount for the nondeterminism enountered with onurrent omputations.Observation equivalene is not stritly a ongruene relation, as it is not fully substi-tutive within expressions. The problem arises beause observation equivalene is notpreserved by summation. For example, b:0 � �:b:0, but a:0+ b:0 6� a:0+ �:b:0. This isnot a pratial problem here, sine substitutions within expressions in summations arenever done.3 The summation expressions used in the thesis denote deterministi hoiesbetween suess and failure. The equality theory used here therefore redues to traeequivalene; proofs, however, will respet the integrity of the observation equivalenerelation,A bisimilarity is an observed behavioural equivalene amongst a pair of agents.Two agents are shown to be bisimilar with respet to some given theory of behaviouralequality by performing a bisimulation on them. The bisimulation proofs in this thesisuse observational equivalene as the theory of equality, and the general form of theseproofs is as follows. Let A �̂) A0 represent the transition of A into A0 where the ationsequene �̂ is one where all silent � ations are removed. Then P � Q i�, for all� 2 At,3 The nondeterministi ontrol shemes studied in setion 8.5 are an exeption.17



(i) Whenever P �! P 0, then for some Q0, Q �̂) Q0, and P 0 � Q0.(ii) Whenever Q �! Q0, then for some P 0, P �̂) P 0, and P 0 � Q0.where At = L [ f�g, and L is the universe of ations and o{ations. To provebisimilarity between two expressions, it must be shown that, for all possible �, their�{derivatives generate the same behaviours. Pratially speaking, bisimulation proofsproeed on a ase{by{ase basis, eah ase being a spei� state transition for an agent.
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Chapter 3An Algebrai Semantis ofProlog
The semantis of Prolog in this hapter is the main fous of the thesis. This algebraiproess semantis is written in Milner's CCS formalism. It is ideally suited for mod-elling the ontrol omponent Prolog, and as a result, will be applied later in the thesisin program analyses whih require a formal aount of the ontrol strategy.The topi of program language semantis is surveyed in setion 3.1. Setion 3.2disusses some design priniples of the semantis. Setion 3.3 presents a CCS semantisof the basi ontrol omponent of Prolog omputation within CCS. This is �rst done atan operator level, and then at a higher level using CCS bisimilarities. The semantisof the ut is given in setion 3.4. The topi of dataow is disussed in setion 3.5. Adisussion onludes the hapter in setion 3.6.3.1 Review3.1.1 Programming language semantisProgramming language semantis mathematially desribe the omputational behaviourof programming languages and programs written in them. Semantis are normally in-tended to desribe languages and programs at a oneptually abstrat level so thathigher{level reasoning about them an be undertaken. Semanti formalisms di�erwidely aording to their intended appliation. Operational semantis model the om-putational mehanisms underlying a language, often in terms of an abstrat mahine.Suh semantis are intended to desribe the funtionality of programming languages ina way whih lends insight into issues of language design and implementation. Program19



spei�ation semantis desribe the meaning of programs at a more human{oriented,problem{domain level, and are used for program veri�ation and derivation.Semantis an be distinguished by the mathematial formalism in whih theyare de�ned, suh as lambda alulus, prediate logi, or algebras. The suitabilityof di�erent mathematial formalisms varies aording to their intended use and theprogramming paradigm they are modelling. For example, the lambda alulus usedin denotational semantis (Stoy 1977) is desriptively rih enough to desribe a widevariety of programming languages. Prediate logi has been suessfully applied informal program derivation and veri�ation, as logi an at as a semanti link betweenlogial spei�ations and the programming language, as well as justify the soundnessof derivation steps between the two (Hoare 1969) (Hoare 1985b) (Hehner 1984). Al-gebrai semantis have been applied towards both language desription (Plotkin 1981)and formal program development (Jones 1986) (Sannella 1988). Algebras are alsouseful for desribing the semantis of onurreny (Hoare 1985a) (Hennessy 1988)(Milner 1989).Axiomati semantis are ommonly used for program development. They aretermed \axiomati" beause the semantis takes the form of a formal logial theory inwhih axioms desribe the semantis of program language onstruts and valid deriva-tions within the theory. Axiomati semantis for partial and total orretness arereadily derived for imperative{style programming languages, sine the determinististate transitions over the memory values whih haraterise them are easily modelledin relational logi. Semantis for partial orretness establish the soundness of resultsfor terminating programs. Semantis for total orretness additionally speify the on-ditions under whih programs terminate, and therefore determine the soundness andompleteness of omputations. The axiomatisation of terminating omputations isgenerally undeidable aording to the Halting problem. This is not usually a lim-itation, sine most pratial programs used in everyday appliations have deidabletermination properties. Di�erent types of axiomati semantis inlude Hoare logis(Hoare 1969) (Apt 1981), prediate transformers (Dijkstra 1975) (Gries 1981), andprogram relations (Hehner 1984).
20



3.1.2 The semantis of logi programs and PrologA primary motivation behind logi programming is that mathematial logi an be apratial programming language, and hene delarative logi programs may at as theirown spei�ations (Kowalski 1974) (Kowalski 1985). A lear oneptual separationan be made between the delarative semantis of the program and the ontrol usedto infer results from it (Kowalski 1979). A delarative logi program is a high{levelhuman{oriented statement of what the program is intended to ompute. The behaviourof the program is dependent upon the inferene strategy applied to this delarativerepresentation. This is in ontrast with von Neumann languages, where ontrol isexpliitly enoded in programs, and the relation between a program and a delarativestatement of what it is intended to ompute is muh less diret. For example, to verifyimperative programs, a mapping of the program to its operational meaning is donevia a program language semantis, and then this expression is re�ned towards a higherlevel delarative spei�ation (Loekx and Sieber 1984).Delarative and operational semantis have been established for Horn lauselogi programs (van Emden and Kowalski 1976) (Apt and van Emden 1982) (Lloyd1984). Many semanti interpretations of logi programs have been derived, and a om-prehensive survey is beyond the sope of this review. Model{theoreti semantis treatlogi programs as logial theories, in whih the program statements are interpretedas logial formulae over the Herbrand universe. Proedural interpretations of logiprograms are onerned with the behaviour of omputations when logial dedutionsare performed on a program and query using SLD resolution. An important result isthat the suess set omputed by SLD resolution (the set of atoms that have SLD{refutations) is equivalent to the minimal Herbrand model for the ompletion of theprogram. Operational semantis of logi programs are onerned with behavioural ef-fets of the implementation, suh as the partiular omputation and searh strategies,extra{logial failities suh as the ut, and the treatment of negation as failure.In pratise, the oneptual separation of the delarative program logi fromthe inferene system ontrol is not guaranteed. Logi program implementations suhas Prolog use unfair and unsafe omputation shemes, and omputed suess sets arenot neessarily equivalent to what is spei�ed by the program's delarative semantis.Beause fair strategies are ineÆient to implement, pratial implementations of logi21



programming languages use weaker inferene strategies whih are pratial to imple-ment on urrent hardware. For example, Prolog with its standard ontrol strategyhas proven to be a popular logi programming language. This depth{�rst traversalof the SLD tree is eÆiently implemented on onventional stak{based arhiteture.Unfortunately, depth{�rst searh is unfair, and termination is not assured: divergeneresults if the program is ill{strutured so that the searh is fored to proeed down anin�nite branh of the omputation tree. Therefore, the orretness and ompletenessof Prolog programs fundamentally depends upon the textual order of goals and lauses,and pratial omputations require programs to be tailored orretly.There is muh reent e�ort in deriving new semanti models of logi programontrol, and in partiular, Prolog's depth{�rst left{to{right ontrol strategy. A seman-tis of ontrol is neessary for analysing the behaviour of partiular ontrol strategies,and proving program properties suh as termination and the orretness of soure{to{soure program transformations whih are a�eted by ontrol.Meta{interpretive aounts of logi program omputations have been suggested(Hill and Lloyd 1988) (Sterling and Shapiro 1986). Meta{interpretive semantis de-sribe omputations via the de�nition of a logial meta{interpreter. Meta{interpretersallow the writing of onise and exeutable operational semantis of di�erent program-ming languages, whih makes them ideal for language prototyping. Meta{interpretersan model the ontrol omponent of a partiular logi programming language, but inorder to do so, the operational semantis of the meta{language itself must be aountedfor. For example, given a meta{interpreter for Prolog that is to be exeuted in Prolog,the semantis of Prolog's depth{�rst{left{�rst ontrol are relevant to any ompleteoperational analyses of the meta{interpreter axioms.Many denotational semantis of Prolog programs have been proposed (Fitting1985) (Jones and Myroft 1984) (North 1986) (Arbab and Berry 1987) (Debray andMishra 1988) (Billaud 1990) (Baudinet 1988) (Niholson and Foo 1989). These seman-tis are ompositional { the semantis of a program is de�ned in terms of the semantisof its onstituent omponents. Denotational semantis are also founded in the lambdaalulus, whose desriptive robustness permits essentially all of Prolog's features to bemodelled within one formalism.Proof theoreti aounts of logi program have been suggested (Andrews 1991)22



(Hallnas and Shroeder-Heister 1988). A tenet of these approahes is that logi, beingan essential omponent of the logi programming paradigm, should likewise be usedto desribe the inferene strategy. Control is modelled by axioms of logial inferene,while at the same time, the delarative semantis of the logi program is retained inthe formalism.There are many other approahes to desribing the operational semantis ofProlog. (Franez et al. 1985) derives Hoare{style axiomatisations of the omputationtree. (Drabent 1987) use indutive assertions for axiomatising the mode relationswithin the left{to{right baktraking of goals. (Deransart 1988) present an attributegrammar aount of logi program ontrol.3.2 Overview of semanti modelThe CCS semantis of Prolog presented in this thesis is an algebrai AND/OR proesssemantis of sequential Prolog. It is a distributed operational semantis in whih Prologbehaviour is modelled by networks of ommuniating proesses. The rationale behindthis model will now be outlined.A tenet of logi programming is that logi programs are diretly interpretableas high{level delarative statements of �rst{order prediate logi (Lloyd 1984). In thedisussion of the logial basis of logi programming in setion 2.1, it is shown howprogram lauses and queries are interpretable as statements of �rst{order prediatelogi, and how logially valid dedutions an be dedued from them by applying SLDresolution. In partiular, the goals within lauses and program queries are logiallydelineated by logial AND (^) onnetives, and lauses by logial OR (_). This logialstruture an be further extended to a logi program's exeution via SLD trees. Eahnode of the tree represents the urrent state of the goal being proessed, and branhesrepresent di�erent resolution strategies. The whole SLD tree represents the evolutionof SLD derivations performed on the program and query.Another way of representing logi program omputations is through the use ofan AND/OR tree. AND/OR trees are delarative representations of logial dependen-ies in logial inferenes and omputations (Harel 1980). The \AND" and \OR" labelsrefer to the logial ontribution of the nodes: at least one OR node must be suess(logial OR), while all brethren AND nodes must be resolved (logial AND). Logi pro-23
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Figure 3.1: AND/OR tree for logi programsgrams have a natural AND/OR tree interpretation (Lindstrom and Panangaden 1984).An AND/OR tree de�nes the searh spae over the Herbrand universe of a logi pro-gram, and omputations whih our over this searh spae orrespond to what isdenoted by the delarative semantis of the program. Program lauses map to ORnodes, and and goals in lauses and queries map to AND nodes. AND/OR treestherefore denote the delarative requirements that program omponents ful�ll withoutforing a rigid proedural interpretation on the details of the derivation proess: theonly proedural requirements spei�ed are the logial satisfations denoted by ANDand OR nodes themselves. AND/OR trees di�er from SLD trees in that they expliitlyrepresent the logial ontribution that program omponents have on the omputation.Suh information is not rendered within SLD trees, as the state of the omputationis denoted only by a dynamially hanging program goal set, along with omputedbinding substitutions. AND/OR trees are espeially useful for representing onurrentlogi program omputations, as the loose proedural requirements assigned to ANDand OR nodes are ideal for desribing onurreny. The terms AND parallelism andOR parallelism refer to the fat that all the AND and OR nodes an be exeuted inparallel; the only proedural requirement is that all AND nodes sueed, and that oneOR node sueeds. 24



While AND/OR trees are suitable for representing the delarative semantis oflogi programs, they do not model the ontrol during omputations. Logi programimplementations require the introdution of ontrol mehanisms in order to make eÆ-ient exeution possible, whereas AND/OR trees do not speify ontrol at all. What isneeded is a way to represent the interation and ommuniation amongst the nodes inan AND/OR tree. The proess onept allows the injetion of an operational seman-tis to AND/OR trees. A proess or agent is a mehanism whose behaviour is har-aterised by disrete ations. The proess paradigm is a powerful means with whihto oneptualise omputations whih are haraterised by disrete autonomous meh-anisms that ommuniate with one another. This is naturally appliable to onurrentlogi program omputations, sine onurrently exeuting program omponents an bemodelled as onurrent ommuniating proesses (Lindstrom and Panangaden 1984)(Conery and Kibler 1985) (Waern 1986). They are partiularly suessful within theonurrent logi program framework, as the modular nature of onurrent logi pro-grams oinides with the ompositional nature of proess semantis.AND/OR proess models ombine the delarative semantis of AND/OR treeswith the operational semantis of proesses. Given an AND/OR tree, eah AND andOR node is modelled as a proess whih has enoded within it a partiular ontrolregimen and ommuniation protool. Doing so introdues an operational semantisto the AND/OR tree: the AND and OR proesses determine the manner in whih thetree is explored.1Communiating networks of proesses are onveniently desribed by proessalgebras (Hoare 1985a) (Hennessy 1988) (Milner 1989). Proess algebras allow thedetailed desription and analysis of omplex networks of onurrent proesses. Thepartiular proess algebra used in this thesis is Milner's Calulus of CommuniatingSystems (CCS) (Milner 1989). CCS has been applied to the semantis of onurrentProlog implementations in (Bekman et al. 1986) (Bekman 1986), A unique ontribu-tion of this thesis, however, is that sequential AND and OR agents are de�ned, ratherthan onurrent agents as in most other proess models. This might seem ontroversialat the outset, as proess models are typially intended for desribing onurrent om-1 One peuliarity of nomenlature is that AND and OR nodes are modelled as OR and AND agentsrespetively. This arises beause AND and OR agents de�ne the operational behaviour of desendentagents, while AND and OR nodes de�ne the logial ontribution of those nodes themselves.25



putations. However, (Saraswat 1989) states that sequential ontrol an be onsideredto be a speialisation of onurrent ontrol; as a result, the modelling of sequentialProlog using tools normally reserved for onurreny is worth onsideration.Unlike imperative omputations, logi program omputations are not easilyharaterised as funtions over the memory state, sine there is no memory involved.Rather than state transitions over a store, logi program states are more naturally mod-elled by omputation trees: the state of a omputation is diretly reeted by the stru-ture of the omputation tree. It turns out that the proess algebra paradigm is ideal fordesribing the semantis of sequential logi program ontrol, sine AND/OR trees anbe modelled by proess algebras. As with onurrent omputations, sequential logiprogram omputations are also haraterised by AND/OR trees whose struture dy-namially hanges during the omputation. This tree struture is e�etively modelledby onurrent proesses, under the provision that they interat sequentially. Sequentialomputation is indeed a speialised ontrol strategy within onurrent omputation,as an be seen in formal treatments of sequening in onurreny theory (Hoare 1985a)(Milner 1989). Deriving sequential models of logi program omputation entails spe-ialising proess interation to omply with a sequential ontrol regimen. A result ofthis thesis is that di�erent inferene strategies used by di�erent logi program ontrolshemes simply require the de�nition of appropriate proesses.The sequential AND/OR proess semantis in this thesis is operationally similarto the onurrent ones in (Lindstrom and Panangaden 1984) and (Conery and Kibler1985), the main di�erene being its sequentiality. As desribed above, the exeutionof a Prolog program will result in the reation and deletion of agents. Viewed asa whole, the dynamially hanging struture of the network of agents parallels theomputation tree for the program. The omposition of agents themselves mirror thesyntati struture of Prolog programs. An AND agent is reated for eah lause ina prediate, and an OR agent is reated for eah prediate. AND agents spawn ORagents, and vie versa, aording to the all struture of goals in the Prolog program.Communiation between agents takes the form of either value arguments when anagent is invoked, or ation messaged when an agent ompletes a omputation. Theabove desription is very general; the following setions will desribe the semantis ingreater detail. 26



The semantis is written as a proess algebra using Milner's CCS. A Prologprogram has orresponding CCS expressions de�ned for it, whih is heneforth olle-tively alled the program's CCS semantis. CCS is a onise and desriptively powerfulalulus of onurreny, and its lean set of ontrol operators quite readily models se-quential Prolog ontrol. CCS's ompositionality of agents is well{suited to desribingthe modular nature of logi programs. CCS's ability for hierarhially modelling om-putations is also ideal for the hierarhial treatment of Prolog ontrol done within thesemantis. CCS theory itself allows many omputational phenomena of logi programomputation to be studied, suh as omputed streams of results, symboli omputa-tions, behavioural equivalene, non{termination, and looping. CCS's stream domainis a powerful means of analysing many Prolog program properties, suh as terminationand transformations.The semantis is oneptually divided into ontrol and dataow, and these twoaspets of the semantis will be presented separately. A semantis of ontrol involvesthe modelling of Prolog's left{to{right omputation or goal seletion rule and depth{�rst searh rule. Dataow is onerned with the representation of the data objets overthe Herbrand universe, the appliation of answer substitutions through the program,and the struture of omputed results. Beause a main motivation in this thesis isto formally desribe logi program ontrol, dataow is often abstrated away. It isassumed in these ases that the data domain being used is the same as with pure logiprograms { a domain using logial variables over the Herbrand universe. However, thesemantis is easily extended to model the details of dataow.3.3 ControlThis setion presents a CCS semantis of the basi ontrol strategy of Prolog. Thede�nitions of some semanti operators for ontrol are disussed in 3.3.1. Setion 3.3.2extends this semantis by onsidering a higher{level desription of ontrol. An exampletranslation and symboli omputation is in setion 3.3.3. See setion 4.4 for a detailedomparison of the semantis and SLD resolution.
27



3.3.1 Control operatorsThe two events a�eting the standard ontrol strategy of Prolog are suess and termi-nation, whih are represented by the ations su(�) and done respetively. The sortfor a program P is L(P ) = fsu(�); done; g. By onvention, overlined ations are foroutput or produed ommuniations, while non{overbarred or o{ations are used forinput or onsumed ommuniations. For example, done is generated by a terminatingagent, while done will be used by an agent whih is awaiting the termination signalof some other agent. A oinident ation and o{ation pair results in a handshake orbasi ommuniation between two agents.The � argument in a su(�) ation is a omputed answer substitution. It takesthe form of a set of variable{term pairs V ar  term, whih represent variable bindings.A typial example is � = f X  a(Y ); Y   g. The � notation may be subsriptedwhen neessary. Empty answer substitutions are denoted by �. It is often onvenientto represent su(�) by just su, and assume that � is impliit. The preise strutureand use of these binding substitutions is disussed in setion 3.5.A fundamental onept is the stream. A suessful �nite omputation takes theform of a stream of su ations,su(�1) : su(�2) : � � � : su(�k) : done : 0 (k � 1)where the ation su(�i) (1 � i � k) represents a suessful derivation returning an-swer substitution �i, ation done represents the end of the omputation, \." separatesstream elements, and the null agent 0 represents the end of all ativity. Finite failureis represented by termination with no suess ations:done : 0The done ation is a termination onvention whih is eventually ommuniated for allterminating omputations. All agents to be used in the semantis are de�ned to bewell{terminating, whih means that they respet this termination protool. In�nitestreams have the form, su(�1) : su(�2) : � � �Here, no done is ever generated. 28



[f ℄ � [ su0=su; done0=done ℄F � f su0; done0 gDone def= done:0True def= su(�):DoneFalse def= DoneFigure 3.2: Some basi de�nitionsSome basi semanti de�nitions used throughout the thesis are in �gure 3.2,while the basi semantis of ontrol are in �gure 3.3. Three types of equality are usedin the �gures. Syntati substitutivity is denoted by �, and is used to make semantide�nitions more onise. Semanti equivalene is denoted =, and is used for de�ningthe translation funtion M[[ ℄℄ in �gure 3.3. Lastly, CCS onstant de�nitions, whihde�ne agents, use def=.In �gure 3.2, the [f ℄ expression is a shorthand notation for the relabellingfuntion whih deorates the su and done ations. The F notation denotes this setof deorated ations. The agent Done denotes �nite failure . The True agent representslogial true, and results in a suess ation with an empty answer substitution, followedby termination. Conversely, False represents �nite failure.The semantis of Prolog ontrol is in �gure 3.3. A funtion M[[ ℄℄ onvertsProlog program onstruts to their CCS meanings. The CCS translations are auto-matially ompiled from Prolog soure programs. Throughout the �gure, atoms arerepresented by apital letters, and tuples of terms are denoted ~t.Prolog prediates de�ne OR agents in (i). Here, a prediate is onsidered tobe an ordered list of lauses of the same name and arity. The operational task of anOR agent is to linearly sequene its hild AND agents whih de�ne the lauses for theprediate. This is done via the sequening operator in (iv). P is exeuted onurrentlywith b:Q. Beause all agents are well{terminating, P will generate a done ation whenit terminates. This ation is relabelled to b, and is further restrited to make it loalto this expression. Q waits for this b ation to be generated; when it is seen, theb and b will handshake, and Q will resume exeution. The net e�et of this is for29



(i) Prediates (OR agents)M[[ [P1; P2; � � � ; Pk℄ ℄℄ = P ( ~X) def= P1( ~X) ;̂ P2( ~X) ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pk( ~X)(ii) Clauses (AND agents)M[[ Pi(~t): ℄℄ = Pi( ~X) def= ( ~X = ~t)M[[ Pi(~t) : � A; B; � � � ; Z: ℄℄ = Pi( ~X) def= ( ~X = ~t)�M[[[ A ℄℄℄�M[[[ B ℄℄℄�� � ��M[[[ Z ℄℄℄(iii) Program queriesM[[ : � A; B; � � � ; Z: ℄℄ = M[[[ A ℄℄℄�M[[[ B ℄℄℄� � � ��M[[[ Z ℄℄℄(iv) Sequening operatorP ;̂ Q def= ( P [b=done℄ j b:Q ) n b(v) Goal baktraking operatorP �Q def= (P [f ℄ j NextGoali) n FNextGoali def= su0(�):(Q� ;̂ NextGoali) + done0:Done(vi) Single goal allsM[[[ G(~t) ℄℄℄ def= 8><>: G(~t) : G is a defined prediateDone : G not definedsu(�):Done+Done : G is a builtin atomFigure 3.3: CCS semantis of Prolog ontrol
30



Q to exeute if and only if P has terminated. Should P never terminate, Q will besuspended inde�nitely. Getting bak to the OR agent in (i), this sequening strategyis employed between all the lauses in the prediate, and results in the exeution oflauses using their textual order in the program. Eah lause (AND agent) referenein the OR agent de�nition is uniquely labelled via subsripts.AND agents are de�ned for individual lauses in (ii). Uni�ation is treated asan expliit all to a uni�ation algorithm. Argument terms are fatored out of lauseheaders as follows. The lause p(X; b(Y )) : � a(X); :::is equivalent to p(A;B) : � (A;B) = (X; b(Y )); a(X); :::where = is a builtin uni�er. This lause is represented in CCS aspi(A;B) def= ((A;B) = (X; b(Y ))� a(X)� � � �The de�nition of the uni�ation agent is:~t1 = ~t2 def= su(�):Done+DoneIt returns either su(�):Done where � is the most general uni�er of ~t1 and ~t2, or Doneif ~t1 and ~t2 do not unify.AND agents for assertions have a single all to the uni�ation agent. Theoperational task for AND agents with baktraking is to sequentially proess the goalsin the lause body using left{to{right exhaustive baktraking. This is done with the� baktraking operator in (v). In P � Q, P is exeuted autonomously. Using [f ℄,all the output of P is relabelled, and then restrited by \nF". The e�et of this is tolimit the sope of P 's output to this expression, whih will allow this expressions to befreely nested within other expressions without ausing interferene. The NextGoaliloop then proesses all the output generated by P . When P omputes a result, Q isinvoked. When Q terminates, the loop alls itself reursively to proess the next ationof P . This ontinues until P terminates (signalled via the done0 ation). Notation isabused somewhat in the de�nition of NextGoali. NextGoali is uniquely distinguishedby the \i" index for eah unique instane of baktraked goal pairs in the program.31



However, NextGoali is more properly de�ned as an agent operator over Q:P �Q def= (P [f ℄ j NextGoal(Q)) n FNextGoal(X) def= su0(�):(X ;̂ NextGoal(X)) + done0:DoneThe NextGoali notation has been hosen over this for oniseness, sine the loop'sontext within expressions is usually known.The semanti meaning of eah goal in the AND agent of (ii) is de�ned in (vi).If a goal refers to a de�ned prediate, the OR agent for that prediate is used. Shouldthe goal be unde�ned in the program database, then Done or False is used. If thegoal refers to a builtin atom (eg. \="), then that agent will be alled. It is assumedthat builtin agents like = either return a result and terminate, or just terminate.Finally, baktraked goal expressions in program queries (iii) have the samesemantis as AND agent bodies in (ii).
a(X;Y ) : � p(X;Z); q(Z; Y ):a(X;Y ) : � r(Y ); a(Y;X):p(f; g):p(f; h):q(h; i):t(X;Y ): ()

a(X;Y ) def= a1(X;Y ) ;̂ a2(X;Y )a1(X;Y ) def= p(X;Z)� q(Z; Y )a2(X;Y ) def= Done� a(Y;X)p(X;Y ) def= p1(X;Y ) ;̂ p2(X;Y )p1(X;Y ) def= (X;Y ) = (f; g)p2(X;Y ) def= (X;Y ) = (f; h)q(X;Y ) def= q1(X;Y )q1(X;Y ) def= (X;Y ) = (h; i)t(X;Y ) def= t1(X;Y )t1(X;Y ) def= TrueFigure 3.4: Logi program and CCS translationAn example translation is in �gure 3.4. Note that beause r is unde�ned, thegoal r(Y ) is replaed with Done or �nite failure. Also note that there is a delarativeinterpretation of the CCS translation, where \ ;̂ " is read as logial OR and \�" aslogial AND, and the atomi agent referenes are relations. The basi CCS rules oftransition in �gure 2.2 are appliable to this semanti translation and the de�nitions32



of ;̂ and �. This permits symboli omputation and other analyses to be performedon the logi program semantis.Inidentally, the or (;) operator used in most Prolog implementations is simplymodelled using ;̂ :M[[ Pi : �A; (B;C);D: ℄℄ = Pi def= A� (B ;̂ C)�D3.3.2 High level bisimilaritiesSeq� 1 : Done ;̂ P � PSeq� 2 : (� : P ) ;̂ Q � � : (P ;̂ Q) (� 6= done)Bak� 1 : (su(�) : P )�Q � P �� Q�Bak� 2 : Done�Q � DoneBak� 3 : P �� su(�) : Q � su(�) : (P �� Q)Bak� 4 : P �� Done � P �Q (y)Bak� 5 : (su(�) : P )�Q � Q� ;̂ (P �Q)Note: In (y) and elsewhere, the expression X �� Y is anabbreviation for X �� (Y; Y 0), where Y 0 is an original state of theright{hand side (explained in text).Figure 3.5: High{level bisimilarities for standard ontrolA bisimilarity in CCS is an observable behavioural equivalene between agentexpressions. It was disussed in setion 2.2 that weak bisimilarity or weak observationalequivalene, denoted in CCS by \�", is an adequate theory of behavioural equality forthis thesis. Sine the provision desribed in that setion will be followed throughoutthe semantis2, � an be treated as an equivalene relation.The bisimilarities in �gure 3.5 de�ne behaviour of the semanti operators at ahigher{level than the basi CCS de�nitions of the ontrol operators (new symbols used2 Substitutions within summation expressions are never done.33



in them are de�ned below). These rules represent various states of the sequening andbaktraking mehanisms.The Seq rules sequenes agents so that the previous agent �rst issues donebefore the next agent proeeds. Beause the Seq bisimilarities are very simple, theappliation of either of the two will simply be labelled as a Seq transition. Thederivation of these Seq rules follow.Theorem 3.3.1 Seq� 1 : Done ;̂ P � PSeq� 2 : (�:P ) ;̂ Q � �:(P ;̂ Q) (� 6= done)Proof: These bisimilarities are derived using the de�nition of ;̂ and the inferenerules of the basi CCS operators.3Seq� 1 : Done ;̂ P � (done:0) ;̂ P : Con Done� ((done:0)[b=done℄ j b:P ) n b : Con ;̂� (b:0 j b:P ) n b : Rel� (0 j P ) n b : expansion� P n b : (0jP ) � P� P : b 62 L(P ) (by defn ;̂ )Seq� 2 : (�:P ) ;̂ Q � (�:P )[b=done℄ j b:Q) n b : Con ;̂� ((�:(P [b=done℄)) j b:Q) n b : Rel; � 6= done� �:(P [b=done℄ j b:Q) n b : expansion� �:(P ;̂ Q) : defn: ;̂2 An OR agent's exhaustive searh of sequened lauses means that multiplesolutions are obtained for a partiular goal invoation. These solutions take the formof streams of omputed answer substitutions, and allow these streams to be proessed ina manner whih models Prolog ontrol. However, rather than using the CCS expansiontheorem, it is onvenient to use the Bak bisimilarities for stream proessing. Theirnet e�et is to take eah result from the left hand side, and apply it to the right handside, until the result stream of the left hand side is exhausted. A new operator is used:P �� i Q def= (P [f ℄ j (Q ;̂ NextGoali)) n FThe expression A �� B represents the state of the baktraking mehanism betweenagents A and B when the omputation of B is ative. The \i" index refers to the3 Heneforth, the right{hand olumn of derivations will justify the inferene step just applied to derivethe urrent expression. The CCS rules of �gure 2.2 will be freely referred to.34



NextGoali loop, whih is de�ned within P � Q. This is a onvenient way of irum-venting the need to arry an extra parameter in �� , suh as in:P �� (Q;Q0) def= (P [f ℄ j (Q0 ;̂ NextGoal(Q))) n Fwhere NextGoal(Q) loops over the agent expression Q. However, the indexed versionis syntatially simpler, and the \i" index an be ignored, sine the ontext of ��within expressions is usually known. The Bak derivations follow. Eah Bak rule isjusti�ed by using the expansion theorem along with the de�nitions of � and �� .Theorem 3.3.2 Let P and Q be agents that generate well{terminating streams. Thenthe following bisimilarities hold:Bak� 1 : (su(�) : P )�Q � P �� Q�Bak� 2 : Done�Q � DoneBak� 3 : P �� su(�) : Q � su(�) : (P �� Q)Bak� 4 : P �� Done � P �QBak� 5 : (su(�) : P )�Q � Q� ;̂ (P �Q)Proof: The derivations take the same form as those for Seq. Note that the form of Pis only relevant so far as it onforms to those given in the bisimilarities; nonterminatingand looping P do not a�et the integrity of the bisimilarities. (Also note the ommentin �gure 3.5, whih explains the form of Bak-4.)Bak� 1 :(su(�):P )�Q� ((su(�):P )[f ℄ j su(�)0:(Q� ;̂ NextGoali) + done0:Done) n F : Con �� (su(�)0:(P [f ℄) j su(�)0:(Q� ;̂ NextGoali) + done0:Done) n F : Rel f� (P [f ℄ j (Q� ;̂ NextGoali) + done0:Done) n F : expansion� P �� Q� : defn: ��The notation Q� denotes the appliation of the binding omputed by P onto Q.Bak� 4 :P �� Done� (P [f ℄ j (Done ;̂ NextGoali)) n F : Con��� (P [f ℄ j (Done ;̂ NextGoal(Q))) n F : defn NextGoali� (P [f ℄ j NextGoal(Q)) n F : Seq� (P [f ℄ j su(�)0:(Q� ;̂ NextGoal(Q)) + done0:Done) n F : Con NextGoal(Q)� (P [f ℄ j su(�)0:(Q� ;̂ NextGoali)) + done0:Done) n F : defn: NextGoali� P �Q : defn:�The derivations of Bak-2 and Bak-3 are similar to Bak-1 and Bak-4, and are35



omitted. The derivation of Bak-5 is more involved. Firstly, by applying Bak-1, theLHS an be rewritten as, (su(�):P )�Q � P �� Q� (1)The bisimilarity is now shown by strutural indution on the size of the stream gener-ated by Q in (1) and the RHS.Base ase: Substituting Q� � Done in both expressions:(1) : P �� Q� � P �� Done : subst: Q�� P �Q : Bak� 4RHS : Q� ;̂ (P �Q) � Done ;̂ (P �Q) : subst: Q� P �Q : SeqIndutive ase: Let Q� � su():Q0:(1) : P �� Q� � P �� su():Q0 : subst: Q� su():(P �� Q0) (2) : Bak� 3RHS : Q� ;̂ (P �Q) � (su():Q0) ;̂ (P �Q) : subst: Q�� su():(Q0 ;̂ (P �Q)) (3) : expansionNow, (2) and (3) are bisimilar by the indution hypothesis, sine Q0 generates a smallerstream than Q. The bisimilarity holds for terminating Q.When Q� loops, then the expressions are bisimilar, sine the LHS yieldsP �� ? �! P �� ?and the RHS gives ? ;̂ (P �Q) �! ? ;̂ (P �Q)These expressions are therefore bisimilar. (The � notation means that appliation ofthe expansion theorem yields no ation sequene.) 2The fat that an agent is nonterminating is irrelevant for the Seq and Bak-1 throughBak-4 bisimilarities, sine they are only onerned with the immediate ations of theirargument expressions.Some normal forms for an expression with baktraking are identi�able, andare normal in the sense that any baktraking expression redues to one of them. Note36



that the anonial normal form of any non{looping semanti expression is, of ourse, astream of zero or more omputed answer substitutions, possibly terminated by Done.However, the normal forms identi�ed here will pertain to the intermediate expressionsobtained during baktraking.Theorem 3.3.3 The normal forms for an expression P �Q areP �QP �� Qsu:(P �� Q)DoneProof: Agent behaviours are denoted by terminating or non{terminating ationsequenes omposed of su and done ations. When expressions denoting these agentbehaviours are plaed within expressions with � and �� , a �nite number of expressionforms are produed. These expressions are the normal forms.The proof proeeds by applying the expansion theorem to the expression A�B,and showing that all possible derivatives of this expression are normal forms. Threepossible behaviours of agents A and B are: (i) A su! A0; (ii) A done! 0; and (iii)B �! B0. Letting, A and B generate all these behaviours, by applying the expansiontheorem to A�B:A�B � (A0[f ℄ j (B ;̂ NextGoali)nF| {z }using (i) + (0 j Done)nF| {z }using (ii)� A0 �� B + Done (1)The behaviour of B in (iii) has no e�et in the above, as \ nF " suppresses it. NowA0�� B is similarly expanded. The possible behaviours of A0 and B are: (iv) A0 su! A00;(v) A0 done! 0; (vi) B su! B0; and (vii) B done! 0. Using these ases, the expansiontheorem is applied to A0 �� B in (1):A0 �� B � su:(A0[f ℄ j (B0 ;̂ NextGoali)nF| {z }using (vi) + (A0[f ℄ j (NextGoali)nF| {z }using (vii)� su:(A0 �� B0) + A0 �B (2)Behaviours (iv) and (v) have no e�et, as they are restrited.In (1) and (2) above, the derivatives are �nite in number and form, and aretherefore normal forms. 237



The next theorem shows that Bak-1 through Bak-4 are operationally om-plete, in the sense that they aount for all the possible transitions between the normalforms of theorem 3.3.3.Theorem 3.3.4 The Bak-1, Bak-2, Bak-3, and Bak-4 bisimilarities ompletelyaount for all the possible transitions between normal forms.Proof: The proof follows theorem 3.3.3, exept that a Bak bisimilarity is identi�edwith eah normal form derived. Three possible behaviours of agents A and B are: (i)A su! A0; (ii) A done! 0; and (iii) B �! B0. Applying the expansion theorem to A�B:A�B � (A0[f ℄ j (B ;̂ NextGoali)nF| {z }using (i) + (0 j Done)nF| {z }using (ii)� A0 �� B| {z }(i) Bak�1 + Done| {z }(ii) Bak�2 (1)This represents the use of Bak-1 and Bak-2. Now A0 �� B is similarly expanded.The possible behaviours of A0 and B are: (iv) A0 su! A00; (v) A0 done! 0; (vi) B su! B0;and (vii) B done! 0. Using these ases, the expansion theorem is applied to A0 �� B in(1):A0 �� B � su:(A0[f ℄ j (B0 ;̂ NextGoali)nF| {z }using (vi) + (A0[f ℄ j (NextGoali)nF| {z }using (vii)� su:(A0 �� B0)| {z }(vi) Bak�3 + A0 �B| {z }(vii) Bak�4 (2)The use of Bak-3 and Bak-4 are shown here.In (1) and (2) above, eah normal form is derived by applying one of thebaktraking bisimilarities. Thus the Bak rules are omplete. 2A result of this theorem is that Bak-5 is atually redundant. It is still useful withinproofs. Another useful bisimilarity is the Resol rule of �gure 3.6. This rule de�nes thebehaviour of a single resolution step, and permits a higher{level abstration of agentinvoation. The proof of Resol follows.
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Resol :Pi(~t) � 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: (i) Done : ~t and ~ti do not unify(ii) su(�):Done : � = mgu(~t; ~ti); and Pi(~x) def= (~x = ~ti)(iii) Q� : � = mgu(~t; ~ti); and Pi(~x) def= (~x = ~ti)�QFigure 3.6: Resolution ruleTheorem 3.3.5Resol :Pi(~t) � 8>><>>: (i) Done : ~t and ~ti do not unify(ii) su(�):Done : � = mgu(~t; ~ti); and Pi(~x) def= (~x = ~ti)(iii) Q� : � = mgu(~t; ~ti); and Pi(~x) def= (~x = ~ti)�QProof: Eah ase is proved separately.Case (i): Non{uni�ability. This means that the all to the uni�ation agent is bisimilarto Done. Therefore, if Pi is an assertion, then Pi(~t) � (~t = ~ti) � Done. If P is a rule,then by using Bak-2, Pi(~t) � (~t = ~ti)�Q � Done�Q � Done.Case (ii): Suessful uni�ation with an assertion. Like ase (i), substituting the equiv-alene su(�):Done for the uni�ation all gives the desired result, where � is the mgu.Case (iii): Suessful uni�ation with a rule. Let Pi( ~X) def= ( ~X = ~ti) �Q, and let theall be Pi(~t). Then (~t = ~ti) � su(�):Done for a mgu �. Expanding Pi:Pi(~t) � (~t = ~ti)�Q : Con Pi� su(�):Done�Q : subst: unifiation� Q� ;̂ (Done�Q) : Bak� 5� Q� ;̂ Done : Bak� 2� Q� : P ;̂ Done � P23.3.3 Example symboli omputationThe ontrol bisimilarities model omputational behaviour idential to that of Pro-log. An example symboli omputation using them is now given. Given the programand CCS translation in �gure 3.4, the following is a symboli evaluation of the query39
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q-1Figure 3.7: AND/OR proess tree\?� a(X;Y )". First, the stream generated by a general all to p is determined:p(X;Z)� p1(X;Z) ;̂ p2(X;Z) : Con p� (su(�1):Done) ;̂ (su(�2):Done) : Resol; �1 = fX  f; Z  gg;�2 = fX  f; Z  hg� su(�1):su(�2):Done : SeqThe all to a(X;Y ) is now derived using the above stream:
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a(X;Y )� a1(X;Y ) ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : Con a� (p(X;Z)� q(Z; Y )) ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : Con a1� ((su(�1):su(�2):Done)� q(Z; Y )) ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : subst: p(X;Z) above� ((su(�2):Done)�� q(g; Y )) ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : Bak� 1� ((su(�2):Done)�� Done) ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : Con q; Resol q1� ((su(�2):Done)� q(Z; Y )) ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : Bak� 4� (Done�� q(h; Y )) ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : Bak� 1� (Done�� su(�3):Done) ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : Con q; Resol q1;�3 = fY  ig� su(�3):(Done�� Done) ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : Bak� 3� su(�3):(Done� q(Z; Y )) ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : Bak� 4� su(�3):Done ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : Bak� 2� su(�3):a2(X;Y ) : Seq� su(�3):(Done� a(Y;X)) : Con a2� su(�3):Done : Bak� 2An AND/OR proess tree representation of the expression \(p(X;Z)�q(Z; Y )) ;̂ q2(X;Y )"in the above derivation is in �gure 3.7. Alternatively, if steps are performed in unison,and if the Bak-5 bisimilarity is used, a more onise derivation is possible:a(X;Y )� (p(X;Z)� q(Z; Y )) ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : Con a; a1� ((su(�1):su(�2):Done)� q(Z; Y )) ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : subst: p(X;Z)� q(g; Y ) ;̂ ((su(�2):Done)� q(Z; Y )) ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : Bak� 5� q(g; Y ) ;̂ q(h; Y ) ;̂ (Done� q(Z; Y )) ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : Bak� 5� q(g; Y ) ;̂ q(h; Y ) ;̂ Done ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : Bak� 2� q(h; Y ) ;̂ Done ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : Resol q; Seq� su(�3):Done ;̂ a2(X;Y ) : Resol q; Seq� su(�3):a2(X;Y ) : Seq� su(�3):Done : Con a2; Bak� 2Throughout the above derivations, there is an impliit dataow used whih reetswhat ours within Prolog omputations. For example, variables are treated as logialvariables, logial variables are automatially renamed when neessary, variables areuniversally quanti�ed within AND agents, and variables are existentially quanti�edbetween sequened AND agent alls within OR agents. Setion 3.5 disusses this inmore depth.
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3.4 The utOne of sequential Prolog's less desirable features is the ut, \ ! ". The ut a�ets theoperational semantis of a program, and is used to allow a measure of user ontrolover Prolog's standard left{to{right depth{�rst ontrol strategy. Used judiiously, itis an e�etive means by whih the searh tree an be pruned during a program'somputation. Although the uts in a program are usually ignored when asertaininga program's delarative semantis, the use of a ut would imply that the programis possibly not written delaratively, sine delarative programs should have as littleoperational information enoded within them as possible.Consider the prediate, p : � a; b; !; d:p : � e; f:p : � g; h:The operational behaviour of the ut is as follows. Goals a and b are �rst resolved.Should a or b fail, then ontrol passes to the seond lause of p. If a and b sueed, thenthe ut is ativated, and d is then resolved. However, ativation of the ut means thatthe hoiepoints for a and b are disarded: a and b are not baktrakable any more.In addition, the lauses following the ativated ut are not searhed. The net e�et ofthe ut is to ommit the searh to the lause ontaining the ut, and not baktrak togoals resolved prior to the ut.3.4.1 Semantis of the utA general shema for translating Prolog programs with uts into CCS is outlined in�gure 3.8. In addition to ;̂ and � from before, three new operators, Æ;, �j , and �j` areused. By onvention, � binds tighter than �j , and �j binds tighter than �j` . Theseonventions a�et the semantis of CCS expressions. Some example translations arein �gure 3.9, with bindings expliitly represented with parentheses.Figure 3.10 de�nes some operators whih de�ne the operational semantis ofProlog's ut. The ut operators �j and �j` orrespond syntatially to the uts withina lause. In the de�nition of �j ,A�j B def= (A[f ℄ j (su0(�):B� + done0:Done)) n Fonly the �rst solution is obtained from A, after whih B is invoked and A is ignored.42



Let prediate P be defined by lauses [P1; :::; Pk ℄;and Pi : � Goals: be a lause of P:M[[ [P1; � � � ; Pi; Pi+1; � � � ; Pk℄ ℄℄ = ( P def= � � �Pi Æ; Pi+1 � � � : ut 2 PiP def= � � �Pi ;̂ Pi+1 � � � : otherwiseM[[ Pi : � Goals: ℄℄ = ( Pi def= M[[ Goals ℄℄ : ut 2 Goals; Pi not last lausePi def= M[[[ Goals ℄℄℄ : otherwiseM[[ Goals ℄℄ = 8>>><>>>: True : Goals = !:M[[[ Goals0 ℄℄℄ : Goals = !; Goals0:a�j` M[[[ Goals0 ℄℄℄ : Goals = a; !; Goals0a�M[[ Goals0 ℄℄ : Goals = a;Goals0M[[[ Goals ℄℄℄ = 8>>><>>>: True : Goals = nulla : Goals = aa�j M[[[ Goals0 ℄℄℄ : Goals = a; !; Goals0a�M[[[ Goals0 ℄℄℄ : Goals = a;Goals0Figure 3.8: Translating prediates with uts into CCS
M[[ Pi : � !: ℄℄ = Pi def= TrueM[[ Pi : � a; b; ; !: ℄℄ = Pi def= (a� b� )�j` TrueM[[ Pi : � !; a; b; : ℄℄ = Pi def= a� b� M[[ Pi : � a; b; !; ; d: ℄℄ = Pi def= (a� b)�j` (� d)M[[ Pi : � a; b; !; ; d; !; e: ℄℄ = Pi def= (a� b)�j` (( � d)�j e)where P def= � � �Pi Æ; Pi+1 � � �Figure 3.9: Example translations of lauses with uts43



A�j B def= (A[f ℄ j (su0(�):B� + done0:Done)) n FA�j` B def= (A[f ℄ j (su0(�):B� + done0:Done[`=done℄)) n FP Æ; Q def= (P j `:Q) n `where ` 62 L(A) [ L(B) [ L(Q)Figure 3.10: Operator de�nitions for utThis di�ers from the baktraking operator �:A�B def= (A[f ℄ j (su0(�):(B� ;̂ NextGoali) + done0:Done)) n Fwhere suessive solutions from A are retrieved via the NextGoali loop. The �j`operator di�ers from �j in that it is used when the searh of following lauses isdependent upon whether this ut (the �rst) sueeds or fails. Consequently, �j` usestwo possible termination signals, ` when the ut has not been ativated and searhshould ontinue in following lauses, and done when the ut has been ativated andsearh is pruned. The sequening operator Æ; is almost idential to ;̂ :P Æ; Q def= (P j `:Q) n `P ;̂ Q def= (P [`=done℄ j `:Q) n `The di�erene is that Æ; does not relabel the termination signal done from P . Instead,this relabelling is done elsewhere within the lause by �j` .Two events happen when a ut is ativated: (i) the hoie points of the goalsfound prior to the ut in the lause are disarded; (ii) the lauses following the lausewith the ut are not searhed. The CCS representation of these events is done bysuspending agents. This is performed in CCS by simply not ommuniating to theagents whih are to be suspended { by foring deadlok. When a ut is ativated, �j and�j` immediately fore deadlok with the agent on the left{hand side. This representsthe pruning of baktraking amongst previous goals in the lause. In addition, �j` alsohanges the done signal so that lauses following the ativated lause are deadloked,whih models the pruning of the searh spae. The Æ; is de�ned to deadlok subsequent44



lauses if the ut is ativated, or to exeute them otherwise. The deadlok mehanismis illustrated in the next theorem, whih states that any agent whose immediate ationsare restrited is bisimilar to 0, sine it is deadloked.Theorem 3.4.1 For all � 2 L(P ),(X�:P ) n � � 0Proof: The restrition of � in �:P reates deadlok, sine restrition prevents theommuniation of any � or � from ourring outside the expression. Applying theexpansion theorem results in 0, sine all immediate ations � are restrited. 2Theorem 3.4.1 is used for suspending both OR and AND agents. With OR agents,the expression P Æ; Q means that the sequening of Q is onditional upon the agentP renaming its termination signal to the one expeted by Æ; (ie. `). This onditionalsequening is performed by the use of �j` within the lause with the ut. The followingtheorems illustrate how agents are suspended using this sheme.Theorem 3.4.2 Let P be a terminating OR agent whih produes the ation sequenes, and then quits with termination signal `. So P � s:`:0, and P Æ; Q � s:Q. Otherwise,if P terminates with some termination signal � 6= `, and P � s:�:0, then P Æ; Q � P .Proof: Let P be an agent whih produes the ation sequene s terminated by thetermination signal `, ie. P � s:`:0. Then,P Æ; Q � (P j `:Q) n ` : Con Æ;� (s:`:0 j `:Q) n ` : subst: P� s:(`:0 j `:Q) n ` : expansion� s:(0 j Q) n ` : expansion� s:Q : simplify (0 jQ � Q; ` 62 L(Q))However, should P not do this relabelling, then ` 62 L(P ), and P terminates with adi�erent termination signal not seen by Æ;. Let P � s:done:0:P Æ; Q � s:done:0 Æ; Q : subst: P� s:done:(0 j `:Q) n ` : Con Æ;; expansion� s:done:(`:Q) n ` : simplify� s:done:0 : theorem 3:4:1� P : subst: P2 45



Theorem 3.4.3 Let A be an AND agent that produes a solution, ie. A � su(�):A0.Then A�j B � B�.Proof: Reall B� represents the exeution of B with all appropriate bindings appliedto its arguments. Expanding A�j B,A�j B � (A[f ℄ j (su0(�):B + done0:Done)) n F : Con �j� (su(�):A0[f ℄ j (su0(�):B + done0:Done)) n F : subst: A� (A0[f ℄ j B�) n F : expansion� (A0[f ℄) n F j B� : Res; B�nF � B�� 0 j B� : theorem 3:4:1� B� : simplify2
Cut� 1 : ((su(�):P )�j` Q) Æ; C � Q�Cut� 2 : ((done:P )�j` Q) Æ; C � CCut� 3 : ((su(�):P )�j Q) Æ; C � Q�Cut� 4 : ((done:P )�j Q) Æ; C � DoneFigure 3.11: Bisimilarities for utTheorems 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 show how OR and AND agents are suspended respe-tively. Together, they are used to e�et a program ut. When a ut is ativated, allprevious goal hoiepoints are removed (theorem 3.4.3), and the searh is terminatedthroughout remaining lauses (theorem 3.4.2). The bisimilarities in �gure 3.11 modelthe ut.Theorem 3.4.4 Cut� 1 : ((su(�):P )�j` Q) Æ; C � Q�Cut� 2 : ((done:P )�j` Q) Æ; C � CCut� 3 : ((su(�):P )�j Q) Æ; C � Q�Cut� 4 : ((done:P )�j Q) Æ; C � DoneProof: Apply theorems 3.4.2 and 3.4.3. 2
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3.4.2 Negation as failure, pruning operators, and if{then{elseA variety of other ontrol devies an be modelled using onepts from the semantisof the ut. Negation as failure is implemented within Prolog as:not P : � all(P ); !; fail:not P:A semanti Not operator is based on the operational e�ets of this Prolog de�nition:Not P def= ( P [f ℄ j su0:Done+ done0:su:Done ) n FThis de�nition expliitly auses P to deadlok one an answer has been obtained fromit. Note that safe negation as failure would require P to be ground before invoation.Two pruning operators { soft uts and one{solution operators (Hill et al. 1990){ an also be modelled in CCS. The standard ut as desribed previously has beenreferred to as a hard ut, whih is distinguished from a soft ut or snip. Given theprediate fragment, P1 : � a; b;�; ; d:P2 : � e:the soft ut �, when ativated, disards the subtrees for P2 and any other lauseswhih may follow. This is analogous to the ommit operator used in onurrent logiprogramming. The soft ut operator is modelled in CCS asA � B def= (A[f ℄ j NextSofti) n FNextSofti def= su0(�):(B� ;̂ NextSofti[`=done℄) + done0:DoneThis is almost idential to the de�nition of �, exept that, when � is ativated, thedone signal is renamed in the manner done in �j` . In addition, the lause followingthe one with a soft ut is then sequened with Æ;,P1 : � A;�; B:P2 : � E: =) P def= P1 Æ; P2P1 def= A � BP2 def= E:Of ourse, a soft ut in the last lause of a prediate has no e�et, and so standardbaktraking with � would be used.A one{solution operator is as follows. In the programP1 : � a; b;&; ; d:P2 : � e:47



the one{solution operator &, when ativated, disards the hoie points for goals a andb. When goals  and d fail, searh ontinues una�eted at P2. This therefore ats asa loal ommit for a lause's goals. The CCS semantis of & is a simpli�ation of thehard ut semantis: M[[ a;&; b ℄℄ = a�j bIn this translation, the pruning of the searh done by Æ; and �j` is not introdued. Anexample translation is the following:M[[ Pi : � a; b;&; ; d;&; e: ℄℄ = Pi def= (a� b)�j (� d)�j ewhere P def= � � �Pi ;̂ Pi+1 � � �.Finally, the if{then{else or impliation ontrol onstrut is modelled as follows.In Prolog, impliation is implemented as,P : � C ! Q;R: ) P : � C; !; Q:P : � R:The equivalent CCS semantis is thereforeM[[ (C ! Q;R) ℄℄ = (C �j` Q) Æ; RWhen the else omponent is empty, the expression used isM[[ (C ! Q) ℄℄ = (C �j Q)These expressions are inserted within AND agent bodies whih use the impliationontrol onstrut.3.4.3 Example symboli omputationThe semantis of ut is best illustrated by an example omputation. Consider theProlog prediate and its CCS translation in �gure 3.12. A symboli omputation ofthe goal \?� p(b; )" follows:
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p(X;Y ) : � h(X); !; g(Y ):p(X;Y ) : � p(Y; Y ):g(b):g() : � fail:h():h() : � h(X): ,
p(X;Y ) def= p1(X;Y ) Æ; p2(X;Y )p1(X;Y ) def= h(X) �j` g(Y )p2(X;Y ) def= p(Y; Y )g(X) def= g1(X) ;̂ g2(X)g1(X) def= X = bg2(X) def= X = �Doneh(X) def= h1(X) ;̂ h2(X)h1(X) def= X = h2(X) def= X = � h(X)Figure 3.12: Prolog program and CCS translationp(b; )� p1(b; ) Æ; p2(b; ) : Con p� (h(b)�j` g()) Æ; p2(b; ) : Con p1� (Done�j` g()) Æ; p2(b; ) : Resol h twie� p2(b; ) : Cut� 2� p1(; ) Æ; p2(; ) : Con p2; p� (h() �j` g()) Æ; p2(; ) : Con p1� ((h1() ;̂ h2())�j` g()) Æ; p2(; ) : Con h� ((su(�):Done ;̂ h2()) �j` g()) Æ; p2(; ) : Resol h1� g() : Cut� 1� Done : Resol; expansionThe ativated ut pruned the in�nite omputations at h2 and p2.3.5 DataowThe issue of the logi variable domain and dataow within the CCS semantis is dis-ussed. Some notation whih permits dataow to be hand{simulated during semantianalyses of programs is �rst introdued. Extensions to CCS whih enable a Herbranddomain and logial variables to be supported are then desribed.3.5.1 A semanti notation for dataowSine the main motivation of the CCS semantis is to model ontrol, the details of thedata domain are often kept abstrat, and are impliitly assumed to funtion appro-49



priately. Beause the data given to logi programs determines the ourse of omputa-tions, some appliations suh as termination analyses require a more preise treatmentof dataow. Unless it is absolutely lear how the logial variables in CCS expressionsare a�eted during the ourse of analyses, errors an easily be introdued. This willprobably our for all but the most trivial Prolog programs, given the dynami natureof dataow within omputation trees. The notation of this setion is intended to helpalleviate this problem. This dataow notation is a variation of that used by the fun-tional semantis in (Baudinet 1988). Their implementation within CCS is disussed inthe following setion.The form of a omputed binding substitution is determined by the logial vari-ables used in agent arguments, the idea being that only substitutions of interest arereturned as results. For example, in the lausep(X;Y ) : � a(X;Z); b(Z; Y ):the only bindings whih would be returned as a omputed result from p are the onesfor X and Y . A funtion �S is used to restrit answer substitutions to the variablesin a set S. For example,�fX;Y gfX  a; Y  b; Z  g = fX  a; Y  bgAnother funtion vset returns the set of variables found in term ~t, for example,vset(s(X; t(Y ))) = fX;Y gWhen a lause pi is invoked with arguments ~t, the all should return an answer substi-tution referening the variables in ~t, whih is vset(~t). This is denoted by �vset(~t) pi(~t).Within the CCS semantis, � is initially applied when an OR agent is invoked.Given a all to a prediate p(~t), the OR agent expression subsequently invoked isp1(~t) ;̂ � � � ;̂ pk(~t). The argument ~t is passed uniformly to eah lause (AND agent).So, p(~t) � �vset(~t) (p1(~t) ;̂ � � � pk(~t))� (�vset(~t) p1(~t)) ;̂ � � � ;̂ (�vset(~t) pk(~t))Eah pi(~t) all redues to a stream of su(�) ations to whih � is eventually applied:�S(su(�1) : � � � : su(�n) : � � �) = su(�S �1) : � � � : su(�S �n) � � �50



Similarly, for a program query \?� g1(~t1); ::: ; gk(~tk):",�vset((~t1 ;:::;~tk))g1(~t1)� � � � � gk(~tk)The notation� Æ (su(�1) : � � � : su(�k)) = su(� Æ �1) : � � � : su(� Æ �k)aumulates answer substitutions during omputations. Here, � denotes the set ofanswer substitutions obtained thus far in the omputation, say, for a previous set ofbaktraked goals.The above dataow mehanisms an be introdued into the Bak and Cutbisimilarities. With regards to the baktraking operators � and �� , dataow af-fets three of the equivalenes in �gure 3.5. Bak-1 is embellished with the followingdataow information: (su(�):P ) �Q(~t) � � Æ (P �� Q(~t�))The answer substitution result from the left hand side ontributes to the �nal answersubstitution for the whole baktraking expression (\ � Æ "), and that P 's result isapplied to Q(~t) before invoking it (\ Q(~t�) "). The e�et of this is that �'s will beaumulated and applied as goals are solved. The appliation of previously omputedsubstitutions to newly omputed ones ours when Bak-3 is applied:� Æ (P �� su():Q) � � Æ su():(P �� Q)� su(� Æ ):(P �� Q)Finally, Bak-4 is used to remove the appliation of previously obtained results fromfurther results: � Æ (P �� Done) � P �QThe Cut bisimilarities are similarly treated. For example, Cut-1:((su(�):P )�j` Q(~t)) Æ; C � � Æ Q(~t�)3.5.2 A Herbrand extension to CCSCCS does not diretly support logial variables. However, CCS's value passing meh-anism an be extended so that logial variables over a Herbrand universe is aom-modated. This extension is similar to that done to handle value and agent argumentswithin CCS. 51



The data domain used by the semantis is the Herbrand universe for the pro-gram, UP , as well as the domain of answer substitutions over UP . Beause basi CCSrepresents behaviour at the level of atomi ations, representing UP requires enhaningthe basi alulus to one with value passing over the Herbrand domain. (Milner 1989)translates agent expressions using value passing into basi ones without suh values byreating enumerated agent expressions over the total spae of domain values. Similarly,to handle UP , all agent expressions de�ned for logi program onstruts will impli-itly denote basi CCS expressions enumerated over UP . Given some agent onstantp0(X;Y ) de�ned for the program prediate p(A;B), the onstant is equivalent top0(X;Y ) � [ti;tj2Up fpti;tj def= � � � gp0(X;Y ) represents a set of agent expressions in whih eah agent is devoted to a tupleof arguments from UP . For example, given the AND agent p1(X) def= q(a; b; t(X)), theorresponding Herbrand universe is UP = f a; b; t(a); t(b); t(t(a)); ::: g. Then, using asuitable enumeration ordering, the agent p1 represents the following family of agents:p0a def= qa;b;t(a)p0b def= qa;b;t(b)p0t(a) def= qa;b;t(t(a))p0t(b) def= qa;b;t(t(b))p0t(t(a)) def= qa;b;t(t(t(a))):::supplemented by a similar enumeration of q. Using this impliit translation, all thetransitional inferene rules of CCS will be valid, sine expressions are reduible to basiCCS expressions over atomi ations.The value passing variables used by CCS must be enhaned in order to funtionas logial variables. CCS does not address the onept of fresh variable renaming, whihis required in �rst{order prediate logi. To enable CCS value variables to be treatedlogially, a new Con rule must be used:Con� P � �! P 0A �! P 0 (A def= P )where P � is the de�nition of A with all the variables Xi in A uniquely renamed. This isexatly what is done in prediate logi: the variables in prediative formulae are freelyrenamed as neessary, as long as the renaming does not interfere with variable names52



used elsewhere. It is assumed that there is an in�nite set of possible variable nameswhih an be used when aessing a new agent de�nition, and that variable nameswill be freely and appropriately hosen from this set. The observational equivaleneof agents holds up to a renaming of logial variables, sine two expressions whih areidential up to a renaming of variables represent the same family of agent expressions.The answer substitutions found in the � argument of su(�) ations are enu-merated in a similar manner as agent de�nitions:su0(fX  A; Y  Bg) � [ti;tj2UP f suX ti;Y tj gThis enumeration, however, uses logial variable names as part of the ordering. CCSdoes not permit suh meta{reetion on variable names. To perform this enumeration,two new rules of inferene are required:Unify1 ~t1 = ~t2 �! su(�):Done (� = mgu(~t1; ~t2))Unify2 ~t1 = ~t2 �! Done (:9�:~t1� = ~t2�)These two rules perform uni�ation externally from the other CCS transition rules,and allow variable names to be inluded as part of the omputed � result in su(�).These additional transition rules should not interfere with the integrity of the otherCCS rules, sine these transitions do not introdue any behavioural phenomena duringtheir invoation (the empty � transition is used).4Another issue is the distribution of answer substitutions within semanti ex-pressions. Firstly, it is assumed that the sequened AND agent alls within OR agentsuse normal CCS value passing. For example, given the OR agent de�nition,P (~x) def= P1(~x) ;̂ P2(~x) ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pk(~x)~x is a tuple of CCS value passing variables. This allows the variable soping in the Piterms to be mutually exlusive. Computed results, however, are shared amongst goalsin AND agents whih use baktraking. Consider a lause,p(~t0) : � g1(~t1); � � � ; gk(~tk):4 Note that in setion 3.3.1 and the rest of the thesis the uni�ation term = is oneptualised as aall to a uni�ation agent. 53



This is implemented in CCS as,p(~x) def= (~x = ~t0)� g1(~t1�0)� g2(~t2�0�1)� � � �� gk(~tk�0�1 � � � �k�1)where �0 is returned from \=", and �i is from gi (1 � i � k). This represents theumulative appliation of answer substitutions onto suessive goals. Here, omputedanswer substitutions are automatially applied to goals in a baktraked expression.When some su(�) is omputed, this � is instantly applied to the environment. As aonsequene, goals whih are subsequently invoked will have � automatially appliedto them.Only the variables whih are resident in a all to an agent are returned inthe omputed result for the agent, and omputed substitutions for variables foundelsewhere in the lause are pruned from this result. Given some lause agent,Pi(~x) def= ~x = ~t�G1(~t1)� � � ��Gk(~tk)the mehanism whih prunes answer substitutions omputed by Pi is:Pi(~x) def= (~x = ~t�G1(~t1)� � � � �Gk(~tk))[f ℄ j V arLoop(�0 Æ � � � Æ �k�1; vars(~x)) n FwhereV arLoop(�;D) def= su0():su(�D(� Æ )):V arLoop(�;D) + done0:DoneThe vars and � operators have the same usage as in setion 3.5.1, and are meta{operators whih inspet the syntax of CCS expressions to determine the form of vari-ables. Therefore, as with the de�nition of = above, vars and � are implemented asCCS transition rules. The general idea is that eah omputed answer substitution isinterepted and pruned to ontain only the variables of interest, whih are those in D{ the variables in the invoking all argument.Using the above methods for (i) extending the Herbrand universe, (ii) auto-matially rename logial variables whenever neessary, (iii) automatially distributingand applying answer substitutions within baktraked expressions, and (iv) pruningomputed results, the logial domain of Prolog programs is modelled within the CCSsemantis. This modelling of Prolog's data domain is done impliitly; it is assumedthroughout the thesis that the above mehanisms exist behind the senes.54



3.6 Conlusion3.6.1 DisussionThis hapter presented a new CCS semantis for sequential Prolog. Two main semantioperators, ;̂ and �, model Prolog's standard ontrol strategy. Control is furtherdesribed by high{level bisimilarities, whih take the form of rewriting rules. Thesemantis of the ut, snip, and negation by failure were also desribed. Some examplesymboli omputations were performed. Some ontributions of the semantis are:� The operational semantis of Prolog is ompositional. Prolog programs are map-pable to semanti expressions.� The stream of answer substitution domain is not overly abstrated from thedelarative domain of logi programs. Symboli exeution of the ontrol operatorsresult in the generation of stream output. This di�ers with the handling ofstreams within denotational semantis, in whih streams may be a omponent ofa omplex abstrat omputational domain.� Dataow is onveniently abstrated from the ontrol omponent of the semantis,whih permits a onise semantis of ontrol.� The ut is elegantly modelled. The semantis of the ut uses some additionaloperators whih interompose diretly with the existing semantis of standardontrol, while preserving the same stream domain.This semantis of Prolog an be lassi�ed as a strutured operational semantis(Plotkin 1981) (Hennessy 1990). This is so beause CCS itself is de�ned by struturedalgebrai transition rules (�gure 2.2), and these transitions are appliable to CCStranslations of Prolog programs. The semantis retains a strong oneptual relationshipwith CCS. This relationship with strutured algebrai semantis notwithstanding, aontribution of this semantis with respet to other semantis of Prolog is its oneptualfoundation as a sequential AND/OR proess model of Prolog.One partiular proess model of Prolog ontrol was suggested, whih admittedlymight not be the simplest or most luid design possible. CCS was hosen beause itis a well{aepted, solidly founded formalism. Other proess algebras suh as CSP(Hoare 1985a) might also prove suitable. Proess algebras like CCS are well{suited55



towards modelling sequential Prolog. The AND/OR proess tree paradigm is an idealway of desribing Prolog ontrol, and enoding this haraterisation in CCS results inan e�etive formalisation. This ontrasts to the use of semanti formalisms ommonlyused for modelling imperative languages, whose haraterisation of omputations astransitions over states of memory values is irrelevant for logi program omputations.Another advantage of the proess semanti approah is that the temporal nature ofstreams (traes) provides a framework for modelling the sequential logi program res-olution. In addition, the ompositional nature of proess semantis orresponds tothe ompositional struture of logi programs, and the algebrai foundation of proessalgebras is losely related to �rst{order prediate logi.A ritiism of this semantis might be that a system like CCS, whih is de-signed to model onurreny, is too unwieldy for modelling sequential omputations.Muh of the theoretial results of CCS, espeially the various lassi�ations of ompu-tational equivalene, are not useful in a sequential ontext. Therefore, another possibleapproah would have been to de�ne a stream semantis of Prolog diretly on the lan-guage using strutured transition rules as in (Hennessy 1990). The oneptual basisa�orded by the use of CCS, however, is instrumental in the design of the semantis.CCS already ontains the neessary formal onepts for modelling sequential Prolog,and a diret result of this is the onise aount of ontrol presented here. Reformu-lating the semantis of proesses would have added to the design e�ort.The semantis of Prolog de�ned at the level of the � and ;̂ operators is toolow{level to be pratial. At this basi level of ontrol, the semantis is enumberedwith ommuniation details whih detrat from any intuitive modelling of ontrol overthe omputation tree. The introdution of bisimilarities does apture the essene ofProlog ontrol at a higher level. The use of bisimilarities should not detrat from thevery real semanti information a�orded by the operator de�nitions: the de�nitions of �and ;̂ permitted the derivation of the bisimilarities, and will also be used for derivingvarious other semanti properties.Some example semanti translations were veri�ed using the Conurreny Work-benh (CWB) system, a semi{automated CCS veri�ation system (Cleaveland et al.1989). The CWB allows di�erent analyses suh as traing and bisimulations to beperformed on CCS expressions. The urrent inarnation of the CWB is written to56



handle basi CCS expressions without parameter passing, and annot handle in�nitestate spaes. These shortomings naturally limit its appliability towards testing theCCS expressions used here. However, some AND/OR proess trees for basi Prologprograms were onstruted and loaded into the CWB, and the resulting traes obtainedonformed to Prolog's expeted ontrol.With respet to CCS, the extensions outlined in setion 3.5 to handle logialvariables warrant more study. Rather than extend the existing basi CCS formalism,a new inarnation of CCS that diretly supports logial variables should be developed.The theoretial rami�ations of logial variables in a proess algebra needs attention.3.6.2 Comparison to related researhMuh attention has been devoted to the semantis of pure logi programs exeutedunder a generalised searh rule and omputation rule (van Emden and Kowalski 1976)(Clark 1979) (Apt and van Emden 1982) (Lloyd 1984) (Hogger 1990). These approahesare not espeially onerned with the partiular idiosynraies of Prolog ontrol. Inappliations require onsideration of the ontrol strategy, the semantis of ontrol isonly informally handled.The semantis in (Baudinet 1988) is similar in style and purpose to this one (seesetion 4.5 for a tehnial omparison). She proves termination properties of Prologprograms using a funtional semantis of the language. Her approah is similar tothis one in that her semantis maps diretly to program omponents, the semantidomain is streams of answer substitutions, and her semanti funtions 1 and t whihdesribe the results of program baktraking and sequening are similar in funtionalityto the � and ;̂ operators respetively. The CCS approah di�ers fundamentally fromBaudinet's in that it desribes the operational semantis of Prolog diretly, whereasBaudinet de�nes the �nal results of exeuting a logi program assuming Prolog's searhand omputation rules. The CCS semantis is essentially a rational reonstrution ofBaudinet's semantis. Given the expression A 1 B, the 1 operator is de�ned toapply the stream of answer substitutions from A to the stream generated by B, whihindiretly reets the behaviour of Prolog's baktraking. Nontermination and loopingis expliitly handled by ases dependent upon the form of the streams given to 1.The CCS semantis dedues program behaviour diretly from the semantis of Prolog57



ontrol as de�ned by the � and ;̂ operators. Given the expression A � B, the �nalresult of this expression is derived using the operational semantis of � itself. Repeatedexpansion of this expression yields the same result as 1, and the expansion itself an beperformed indutively, rather than expliitly. The advantage of this approah is thata wide variety of ontrol strategies are de�nable in CCS. The semantis propertiesof new ontrol shemes are then deduible from their low{level CCS de�nitions. Inaddition, looping phenomena are dedued from the CCS semantis, but are de�nedaxiomatially in Baudinet's approah.The semantis of ut are quite di�erent. Baudinet treats the ut by usingspeial ut ags within omputation traes. These markers are used by the operatorsfor modifying traes to simulate the e�et of uts. CCS models the ut using the �jand Æ; operators. The e�et of the ut on omputation traes falls diretly from theCCS de�nitions, without orrupting the semantis of streams.Stylistially, Baudinet's semantis is designed towards onisely desribing thenature of dataow and the appliation of answer substitutions through streams. Aosmeti di�erene is that she uses funtion notation suh as lambda expressions toexpress the distribution of dataow, whereas we diretly distribute answer substitutionsthroughout CCS expressions. However, both hers and our treatment of dataow areessentially the same. Realistially, when using either of these semantis in an analytialappliation, one would probably make the dataow impliit in order to lessen notationaland semanti umbersomeness.Denotational semantis suh as (Debray and Mishra 1988) aount for Prolog'sstandard ontrol strategy with ut (the Baudinet semantis an be onsidered to be alean denotational semantis). The desriptive power of denotational semantis permitsa semantis the entire Prolog language within one formalism. Features like the ut anddatabase operations like \assert" are modelled using embellished domain spaes andontinuations. But just beause a semanti system an desribe all the features of alanguage, it does not mean that it does so as luidly or intuitively as possible. Aswith meta{program semantis below, programs lose their delarative interpretationwithin a denotational setting. Denotational semantis are more suitable for desribingprogramming languages, as their omplex abstrat domain spaes is diÆult to applytowards proving program properties (Ashroft and Wadge 1982).58



Another related semantis of ontrol is in (Billaud 1985) (Billaud 1988) (Billaud1990). Billaud de�nes an abstrat interpreter for standard Prolog ontrol with ut.Unlike meta{interpreters, Billaud's interpreter is de�ned in terms of an abstrat Pro-log mahine enoded by algebrai rewrite equations. A strength of his approah isthat Prolog ode is diretly mappable to rewrite equations, whih permits programproperties to be proven. In addition, his semanti equations have a funtional �xpointharaterisation, whih allows delarative properties of the semantis to be readily pro-dued. His semantis di�ers from this one mostly in the underlying oneptual bases ofthe two formalisms { proesses versus algebrai enoding of an abstrat mahine. Forexample, his equations expliitly enode stak strutures of the underlying abstratmahine. The handling of uts requires manipulation of an algebrai expression whihdenotes an abstrat data struture enoding the stak on�guration required to prunesearh. The CCS semantis is a degree more abstrat than this, and as a onsequene,staks are not expliitly denoted. Despite their di�erent underlying formalisms, Bil-laud's semantis and this one are losely aligned with respet to their intention tomodel the ontrol omponent of Prolog.The meta{programming approah de�nes a logial meta{program semantis ofProlog. (Hill and Lloyd 1988) suggest an exeutable Horn lause semantis for variousProlog implementations, essentially deriving pure Prolog interpreters for Prolog. De-pending on the omplexity of the implementation being modelled, for example, whetherextra{logial features like \var" or annotated variables are inluded, the delarativesemantis is appropriately extended. Meta{program semantis o�er onise axioma-tisations of the operational semantis of languages, with the added advantage thatsuh axiomatisations are implementable. Meta{interpreters are better applied towardsdesribing general properties of a logi programming language, rather than towardsproving properties of individual programs. The operational semantis of the meta{language must be onsidered in addition to the operational semantis of the sourelanguage being interpreted if an exat operational model of program behaviour is tobe obtained. (The CCS semantis models a meta{interpreter in setion 4.6.)Proof theoreti semantis of Prolog ontrol have been suggested (Andrews1991). He shows the orrespondene between an operational semantis for an ab-strat Prolog mahine and a natural dedution theory. Prolog's ontrol strategy is59



desribed by the proof rule axioms. The advantage this has over CCS is its leareroneptual link with delarative logi programming, whih would enable delarativeproperties of programs to be more naturally modelled. However, the semanti linkwith the delarative logial basis of logi programs is not really as strong as laimed.The operational semantis of logi program onnetives di�ers from the semantis ofthe onnetives used by the proof theory. For example, the logial AND used to delimitprogram goals di�ers from the logial AND used by the proof theory. With respetto proving properties of ontrol, the CCS semantis of ontrol might prove to be amore suint formalism for studying operational behaviours of programs. Having astream{based domain is advantageous for desribing phenomena suh as uts, nonter-mination, and looping. It is also widely adaptable to other sequential and onurrentontrol strategies (hapter 8).(Deransart 1988) uses attribute grammars to desribe operational semantis.By deorating a representation of the omputation omputation tree, di�erent om-putation rules an be modelled and analysed. Although it is primarily intended as aformal means for studying spei� ontrol strategies, it an also be applied towardsanalysing given program properties.An appliation whih uses CCS for desribing an aspet of sequential Prologontrol is in (Fung 1988). CCS{like expressions are used to desribe novie programmeroneptualisations of logi program ontrol. For example the expression(SP1 (SP1RHS � (+ (SP1RHS SP1�)(FP1RHS FP1�))))says that, to exeute lause SP1, the body (SP1RHS) is ontated; if it is suessful,SP1 sueeds, and if not (FP1RHS), it fails. In the above, \+" and \�" denote ationsand o{ations, while the terms SP1 and others are ations indiating the suess andfailure of lause omponents (heads and bodies). Fung then applies the expansiontheorem to the CCS representation for a program to obtain all the possible \diretions"of ontrol. Novie programmer errors in Prolog programming an then be omparedwith this expanded representation of ontrol possibilities, whih is done to hek forontrol misoneptions ommonly enountered by novies. Although her appliation isnot intended as a formal semantis of the Prolog language, it does reognise the utilityof the proess algebra paradigm for desribing aspets of Prolog ontrol.60



Chapter 4Properties of the semantis
Some properties of the semantis de�ned in hapter 3 are derived. These proper-ties desribe di�erent algebrai and omputational behaviours whih are useful withinappliations. In addition, this hapter establishes the orretness and semanti om-pleteness of the semantis. Partial orretness means that any answer substitutionomputed by the semantis is onsistent with the delarative semantis of the program{ omputed results are sound. The ompleteness of the semantis for a programminglanguage does not neessarily refer to the same notion of ompleteness as is used whensaying that an inferene system is omplete. Completeness means that the semantisadequately and faithfully models the programming language. Completeness is typi-ally proven by showing the orrespondene with the semanti formalism in questionwith some other semantis or abstrat mahine for the language whih is deemed tobe orret.Setion 4.1 derives some termination properties. Algebrai properties of theontrol operators, suh assoiativity, distributivity, and non{ommutativity, are de-rived in setion 4.2. Setion 4.3 shows that all the agents de�ned by the semantisare well{terminating, whih is required for termination analyses. Setion 4.4 illus-trates how the semantis models Prolog's omputation and searh rules, by showingthe orrespondene between the semantis and both SLD{resolution and the immediateonsequene operator TP . The semantis is next ompared to a funtional semantisby (Baudinet 1988) in setion 4.5. Lastly, the orrespondene between it and the CCSsemantis of a Prologial meta{interpreter for Prolog is shown in setion 4.6.
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4.1 Termination propertiesThe termination of a omputation is not an observable phenomena, sine terminationan be thought of as a permanent lak of observable ativity(Hehner et al. 1986) .What is required is a means for establishing when an agent terminates { a terminationonvention. In setion 4.3, both OR and AND agents are shown to be well{terminating,whih means that the ation done is always generated by an agent before and onlybefore it terminates: P s)done! 0where s is a stream of ations jsj � 0, and 0 is the null or inative agent. When anagent generates done, it is understood that the agent has terminated. The done ationis a termination onvention. If done is not seen, then the agent is still ative, andmay still generate a �nite or in�nite number of ations, or perhaps none if it is looping.Having well{terminating agents means that the semantis is well{behaved with respetto adhering to a protool of termination. Suh preditability of behaviour is requiredwhen formally analysing termination.There are three basi behaviours of AND and OR agents.1. Finite omputations. A �nite omputation is represented as a �nite sequene ofzero or more answer substitutions:su(�1) : � � � : su(�k) : Done ( k � 0 )This is denoted as su(�i) ki=1:Done or just su(�i) k:Done when k > 0, orDonewhen k = 0.2. In�nite produtive omputations: This ours when a non{terminating agent gen-erates an in�nite stream of answer substitutions:su(�1) : � � � : su(�k) : � � �It is denoted su(�i) !i=1 or just su(�i) !.3. Looping omputations: Looping omputations are distinguished from in�nite pro-dutive omputations in that they produe no output whatsoever. We denotelooping by \?", and de�ne it in CCS as:? def= ?62



This ? agent is de�ned by a reursive all to itself, whih is the simplest CCSexpression that exhibits looping behaviour. A looping agent is in a state whereit produes no ations whatsoever: :9� : S �! S0. Looping is also known aslivelok, and its di�erene with a terminated agent 0 is subtle. A terminatedagent also has no observable behaviour. By the de�nition of well{termination,any terminated agent must generate done before terminating. A looping agenthas no suh termination signal, nor any ations for that matter. Therefore, forany looping agent P , we have P � ?.The next two theorems show the behaviour of lause sequening and goal bak-traking with respet to di�erent ombinations of �nite and in�nite answer substitutionstreams (looping is looked at later). Theorem 4.1.1 shows how streams are sequentiallyomposed.Theorem 4.1.1 Let � and � represent answer substitutions, and let A and B generatethe following ombinations of sequenes:(i) A � �j :Done and B � �k:Done (j � 0; k � 0)(ii) A � � ! and B � (anything)(iii) A � �j :Done and B � � ! (j � 0)Then A ;̂ B generates the following for the above ases:A ;̂ B � 8><>: (i) �j :�k:Done(ii) � !(iii) �j :� !Proof: If CCS's expansion theorem is applied to eah of these ases, the behaviourobserved is bisimilar or observationally equivalent to the generated behaviours above.For example, in ase (i), apply indution on the size of the stream generated byA. When j = 0, then Done ;̂ B � B by Seq. For j = n+ 1,�n+1:Done ;̂ B� �:�n:Done ;̂ B : notation� �:(�n:Done ;̂ B) : expansion� �:(�n:�k:Done) : indutive hypothesis� �n+1:�k:Done : notationFor ase (ii), the equivalene �! ;̂ B � �! holds by indution on the streamfrom A (details omitted). Likewise, in (iii), by indution on j, the expansion theorem63



and Seq are applied to �j ;̂ �! to generate �j :�!. 2In the following, prediates a and  shows ase (i) behaviour:a(X) : � (X):a(4):(1):(2):(3):The stream generated for \?� a(Z):" takes the formsu(fX  1g) : su(fX  2g) : su(fX  3g) : su(fX  4g) : DoneIna(4):a(X) : � a(X):a(1):ase (iii) applies between the �rst two lauses, and ase (ii) applies between the lasttwo lauses, as a has the form a1(X) ;̂ a2(X) ;̂ a3(X), and a2(X) � su(fX  4g) !.The next theorem states that, if the stream generated by the left{hand{sideof baktraked agents is �nite, then the resulting stream may be �nite or in�nite.Otherwise, if the left{hand stream is in�nite, nonterminating or looping behaviour willour.Theorem 4.1.2 Let � and � represent answer substitution results, and let � be theanswer substitution environment whih inludes the result last omputed by A.(i) Let A � �n:Done (n > 0). ThenA�B � 8><>: �k:Done : if B� � �ji :Done (i = 1; :::; n) for every � from A;j1 + j2 + :::+ jn = k� ! : if B� � �! for any �(ii) Let A � �! and no derivative of B loops. Then A�B � � ! or A�B � �i:? (i �0).Proof: For ase (i), eah �i in �n:Done (1 � i � n) results in a new � environ-ment in whih B is exeuted. The �rst ondition is for B� to produe a �nite stream� ji :Done (ji � 0) for eah of these �i. 64



A�B� �n:Done�B : subst: A� �1:� n�1:Done�B : notation� � n�1:Done�� B� : Bak � 1� � n�1:Done�� � j1 :Done : subst: B�� � j1 :(� n�1:Done�� Done) : expansion� � j1 :(� n�1:Done�B) : Bak � 4Repeating this for all �i, we get � j1 :� j2 : � � � :� jn :Done. This is a �nite stream ofsize j1 + j2 + :::+ jn = k.If B� generates an in�nite stream for some � from A (say, for �1), thenA�B� �1:A0 �B : subst: A� A0 �� B� : Bak� 1� A0 �� � ! : subst: B� � !The last step is a result of the obvious bisimulation between A0 �� :� ! � :(A0 �� � !)and :� !.Case (ii) states that a terminating stream is impossible when A is nontermi-nating. This an be seen by onsidering that there is no derivative for � ! � B whihgenerates the ation done, sine by Bak-2, P �Q � Done only when P � Done, andthe ondition here states that no derivative A0 of A is bisimilar to Done. 2For theorem 4.1.2 to be useful, the preise e�et that the left{hand goal has on theright{hand one needs to be asertained. The stream generated by A � B is solelydependent upon what e�et A's answer substitutions have on B's omputation, andwhether A itself terminates or not. This reets how baktraking introdues a highmeasure of omputation tree variability into omputations. Program examples for thistheorem follow. Inp : � a(X); b(X):q : � a(X); (X):a(1):a(2):b(X):(X):(X) : � (X):the body of p onforms to the �rst part of ase (i), sine eah stream generated by bis �nite. q's goals exhibit the other part of ase (i), as the all to  returns the in�nite65



stream su(�) !. Lastly,r : � f(X); h(X):f(1):f(X) : �f(X):h(X):is a ase (ii) example, as the stream for r will be in�nite no matter what the form isof h. The next three theorems desribe looping. Reall that ! denotes a singleation transition, and ) denotes a multiple ation transition. Theorem 4.1.3 showshow looping behaviour an be expanded out of agent expressions, while theorem 4.1.4shows how looping inhibits agent sequening.Theorem 4.1.3 If P generates a looping derivative, P s) ?, then P � s:?.Proof: Apply expansion theorem. 2Theorem 4.1.4 ? ;̂ P � ?Proof: Bisimilarity of two expressions is proven by showing that, for eah �{derivative of one expression, the �{derivative of the other expression is bisimilar. Let-ting � represent a null ation, the left{hand side has only one derivative, ? ;̂ P �! ? ;̂ P .Similarly, for the right hand side, ? �! ?. Both these expressions yield states whihare bisimilar. 2Theorem 4.1.5 shows how looping inhibits baktraking. Reall that the ��operator represents the state of baktraking when the right{hand{side is proessing.Theorem 4.1.5 (i) ?�B � ?(ii) A�� ? � ?Proof: Similar to theorem 4.1.4. 2An example of looping behaviour is the following:a(X) : � a(X):a(1):b(X) : � a(X); (X):(2):d(X) : � (X); a(X): 66



Theorem 4.1.4 is appliable to the lauses for a, while ases (i) and (ii) of theorem4.1.5 apply to the goals of b and d respetively.The looping behaviour desribed in theorems 4.1.3, 4.1.4, and 4.1.5 an beinorporated with the stream omposition theorems 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. Doing so meansthat all Prolog program behaviour is represented. In A ;̂ B and A�B, agents A and Ban generate �nite streams, in�nite streams, or loop, and these theorems haraterisethe form of the resulting behaviour of these expressions.4.2 Compositional propertiesThe ompositional properties of ;̂ and � derived in this setion show the e�etof interomposing ;̂ and � with themselves and eah other. Some relationshipsbetween Prolog's ontrol mehanism and the stream of answer substitutions derivedduring the omputation is also shown, inluding the asymmetry inherent within Prologomputations.The ;̂ operator is �rst shown to be assoiative.Theorem 4.2.1 Assoiativity of sequential omposition(P ;̂ Q) ;̂ R � P ;̂ (Q ;̂ R)Proof: Let d and e be unique ation labels, and let [d℄ � [d=done℄ and [e℄ �[e=done℄. The equivalene is proved using the following stati laws. For onsisteny,the numbering found in (Milner 1989, pages 80 - 81) is retained.8(2) : P j(QjR) = (P jQ)jR9(1) : PnL = P if L(P ) \ (L [ L) = ;9(4) : (P jQ)nL = PnL j QnL if L(P ) \ L(Q) \ (L [ L) = ;11(1) : P [b=a℄ = P if a; a 62 L(P )11(3) : Pna[b=℄ = P [b=℄na if b;  6= aThe derivation of the equivalene follows:
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(P ;̂ Q) ;̂ R� (((P [d℄ j d:Q) n d)[e℄ j e:R) n e : Con ;̂� (((P [d℄ j d:Q)[e℄ n d) j e:R) n e : 11(3)� (((P [d℄ j d:Q)[e℄ n d) j e:R n d) n e : 9(1)� (((P [d℄ j d:Q)[e℄) j e:R) n e n d : 9(4)� (((P [d℄[e℄ j d:Q[e℄)) j e:R) n e n d : 11(1)� ((P [d℄[e℄ j d:Q[e℄) j e:R)) n e n d : 8(2)� ((P [d℄ j d:Q[e℄) j e:R)) n e n d : 11(1)� ((P [d℄ j d:Q[e℄ j e:R) n e) n d : 9(1); 9(4)� ((P [d℄ j d:Q ;̂ R) n d : defn: ;̂� P ;̂ (Q ;̂ R) : defn: ;̂2 Some distributivity results are now shown.Theorem 4.2.2 Right{distributivity:(A ;̂ B)�D � (A�D) ;̂ (B �D)Proof: First onsider terminating agents. The proof proeeds by indution on thelength of the sequene s generated in A ;̂ B s) Done.Base ase jsj = 0: Here s = � and A ;̂ B � Done. So A � Done and B � Done. ThenLHS : (A ;̂ B)�D � (Done ;̂ Done)�D : subst: A;B� Done�D : Seq� Done : Bak� 3RHS : (A�D) ;̂ (B �D) � (Done�D) ;̂ (Done�D) : subst: A;B� Done ;̂ Done : Bak� 3 twie� Done : SeqIndutive ase jsj = k + 1: There are two ases:(i) Let A � Done. ThenLHS : (A ;̂ B)�D � (Done ;̂ B)�D : subst: A� B �D : SeqRHS : (A�D) ;̂ (B �D) � (Done�D) ;̂ (B �D) : subst: A� Done ;̂ (B �D) : Bak � 3� B �D : Seq(ii) Let A ;̂ B su(�)! t) Done, where s = su(�):t and jtj = k. Expanding the expres-sion: 68



LHS : (A ;̂ B)�D � (su(�):A0 ;̂ B)�D : subst: A� D� ;̂ ((A0 ;̂ B)�D) : Bak� 5RHS : (A�D) ;̂ (B �D) � (su(�):A0 �D) ;̂ (B �D) : subst: A� D� ;̂ (A0 �D) ;̂ (B �D) : Bak� 5By applying the indution hypothesis on the smaller stream generated by A0 ;̂ B, theseexpressions are bisimilar.If A loops (A � ?), then the following results:LHS : (A ;̂ B)�D � (? ;̂ B)�D : subst: A� ?�D : Theorem 4:1:4� ? : Theorem 4:1:5RHS : (A�D) ;̂ (B �D) � (?�D) ;̂ (B �D) : subst: A� ? ;̂ (B �D) : Theorem 4:1:5� ? : Theorem 4:1:4The bisimilarity is valid. 2Theorem 4.2.3 � is right{distributive over ;̂ :(A1 ;̂ A2 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Ak)�B = (A1 �B) ;̂ (A2 �B) ;̂ � � � ;̂ (Ak �B)Proof: Indution on the length of sequened agent list.Base ase: (A1 ;̂ A2)�B � (A1 �B) ;̂ (A2 �B) holds by theorem 4.2.2.Indutive ase k+1 sequened agents:(A1 ;̂ A2 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Ak+1)�B� (A1 ;̂ (A2 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Ak+1))�B : asso: (Theorem 4:2:1)� (A1 �B) ;̂ ((A2 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Ak+1)�B) : indutive hypothesis� (A1 �B) ;̂ (A2 �B) ;̂ � � � ;̂ (Ak+1 �B) : indutive hypothesis2Theorem 4.2.4 � is not left{distributive through ;̂ :D � (A ;̂ B) 6� (D �A) ;̂ (D �B)Proof: Let A and B both terminate. So A � s:Done and B � t:Done. LetD � su(�):D0. Then 69



LHS : D � (A ;̂ B)� su(�):D0 � (A ;̂ B) : subst: D� D0 �� (A ;̂ B)� : Bak� 1� D0 �� (s:Done ;̂ t:Done) : subst: A;B� s:t:(D0 �� Done) : Bak� 3 repeated� s:t:(D0 � (A ;̂ B)) (1) : Bak� 4RHS : (D �A) ;̂ (D �B)� (su(�):D0 �A) ;̂ (su(�):D0 �B) : subst: D� (D0 �� A�) ;̂ (D0 �� B�) : Bak� 1� (D0 �� s:Done) ;̂ (D0 �� t:Done) : subst: A;B� s:(D0 �� Done) ;̂ t:(D0 �� Done) : Bak� 3 repeated� s:(D0 �A) ;̂ t:(D0 �B) (2) : Bak� 4However, (1) and (2) are not bisimilar, sine the sequene s:t found in (1) is separatedby the sequene generated by D0 �A in (2). 2The assoiativity of � is now proven.Theorem 4.2.5 Assoiativity of baktraking(A�B)�C � A� (B � C)Proof: The proof uses strutural indution over the form of the stream generated byA. Consider �rst a terminating stream from A.Base ase: Let A � Done. Then,LHS : (A�B)� C � (Done�B)� C : subst: A� Done� C : Bak� 2� Done : Bak� 2RHS : A� (B � C) � Done� (B � C) : subst: A� Done : Bak� 2Indutive ase: Let A � su(�):A0. Then,LHS : (A�B)� C � (su(�):A0 �B)�C : subst: A� (B� ;̂ (A0 �B))� C : Bak � 5� (B� � C) ;̂ ((A0 �B)� C) : right distr:RHS : A� (B � C) � (su(�):A0 � (B �C) : subst: A� (B � C)� ;̂ (A0 � (B � C)) : Bak � 5Now, B��C = (B�C)�, beause � is impliitly distributed to C in the �rst term. The70



other term in both expressions is bisimilar by the indution hypothesis over the smallerstream generated by A0. Both expressions are bisimilar. 2Finally, an inherent asymmetry in Prolog ontrol is shown.Theorem 4.2.6 Both ;̂ and � are non{ommutative:P ;̂ Q 6� Q ;̂ PP �Q 6� Q� PProof: For P ;̂ Q, let P � s:Done and Q � t:Done, where s 6= t. Then by theorem4.1.1, P ;̂ Q � s:t:Done. But similarly, Q ;̂ P � t:s:Done, and s:t:Done 6= t:s:Done.A similar argument holds for P �Q. 2Theorem 4.2.6 is a diret result of interpreting Prolog omputations using CCS'sdomain of answer substitution streams. Commutativity is espeially relevant whenonsidering prediates with modes, and looping and nontermination properties. Inorder to derive a more onventional model{theoreti interpretation, the stream domainmust be relaxed, and the notion of sets of omputed answer substitutions must be used.For example, if some program P omputes P s)done! 0, then one must treat the atomiomponents of stream s = �1: � � � :�k as a set [ki=1f�ig. Note that in a set interpretationof sequenes, one loses both the order and multipliity of omputed results.4.3 Well{terminationAn agent P is well{terminating if (i) for every derivative P 0 or P , P 0 done! is impossible,and (ii) if P 0 done! then P 0 � done:0 (Milner 1989)1. Well{terminating does not insistthat P must terminate, but only that it generates done i� it does terminate. Showingthat agents are well{terminating means that they are in some sense omputationallywell{behaved, whih is required for analysing properties of program termination. Dif-ferent semanti expressions are now shown to be well{terminating.Theorem 4.3.1 If P, Q are well{terminating, then so is P ;̂ Q.Proof: (i) Beause P and Q are well{terminating, it neither possible for P s)done! ,nor for Q t)done! . Furthermore, inspeting the de�nition of ;̂ ,P ;̂ Q � (P [b=done℄ j b:Q) n b1 Even though the atual de�nition uses the stronger � equivalene, the � equivalene holds also.71



the ation done annot be produed. Therefore, P ;̂ Q s) t)done! is impossible.(ii) If P ;̂ Q s)done! R, then done is not from P , beause ;̂ uses it. SoP ;̂ Q t) Q w)done! R for some jtj � 0 and jwj � 0. Beause Q is well{terminating,Q w)done! 0. Therefore R � 0.From (i) and (ii), P ;̂ Q is well{terminating. 2Theorem 4.3.2 If P,Q are well{terminating, then so is P �Q.Proof: (i) From the de�nition of �,P �Q def= (P [f ℄ j NextGoali) n FNextGoali def= su0:(Q ;̂ NextGoali) + done0:DoneP �Q s)done! is impossible, as the ation done is not generated by well{terminating Pand Q, and is not generated elsewhere in the above expressions.(ii) Given P � Q s)done! R and the de�nition of � in (i) above, the only termwhih an generate done is the term Done in NextGoali. Beause Done � done:0 byde�nition, then R � 0.From (i) and (ii), P �Q is well{terminating. 2Theorem 4.3.3 All agents de�ned by the semantis of basi Prolog ontrol are well{terminating.Proof: By strutural indution on the omposition of agent expressions for a pro-gram. The base ase are terminating AND agents having the forms:Pi def= Done : undefined goalPi def= su(�):Done+Done : builtin atom (unifiation)Both these forms are well{terminating. The indutive ase is over the the ompositionof ;̂ and � expressions. By assoiativity,P1 ;̂ P2 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pk def= P1 ;̂ (P2 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pk) : Theorem 4:2:1G1 �G2 � � � ��Gk def= G1 � (G2 � � � �� Pk) : Theorem 4:2:5Applying the indutive hypothesis to both expressions, both are well{terminating usingtheorems 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. Therefore the semantis de�ne well{terminating agents. 2Some omments about the semantis of uts are worth mentioning. Expressionswith �j` are not well{terminating, sine the termination signal ` an be substitutedfor done. However, beause �j` is always used in unison with Æ; , expressions are72



well{terminating. Informally, this an be shown by onsidering the expression for aprediate P with uts, P1 Æ; � � � Æ; Pk Æ; Pk+1where Pk+1 is the last lause of P . Even though P1 through Pk are not well{terminating,termination of the whole expression ours only if Pk+1 terminates. The whole expres-sion is well{terminating beause Pk+1 is well{terminating, sine �j` annot be usedwithin it.4.4 Correspondene with SLD resolutionThere is a orrespondene between the semantis and SLD{resolution desribed in se-tion 2.1. In partiular, there is a diret mapping between the AND/OR trees denotedby semanti expressions and SLD{trees used to model SLD{derivations. The sound-ness of the semantis then follows from the soundness of SLD{resolution. When thesoundness of SLD{resolution is referred to, it is assumed that the uni�ation algorithmuses an ours hek.Setion 3.2 disusses how the semantis denotes AND/OR trees. A useful mea-sure of an AND/OR tree's omplexity is its depth. An n{depth AND/OR tree is a �niteAND/OR tree with at most n levels of nested AND nodes along any of its branhes.For example, a 1{depth AND/OR tree is one with at most one AND node on a branh.A 0{depth tree is an empty tree. With respet to a CCS representation of an AND/ORtree, the depth is a measure of the greatest number of nested AND agent invoationsused to resolve a set of goals.The next lemma shows how the semantis uses Prolog's left{to{right omputa-tion rule.Lemma 4.4.1 Consider the CCS translation G1 � � � � � Gk for some goal G =? �G1; :::; Gk. The semantis uses a omputation rule whih selets the �rst goal G1.Proof: Assume eah goal has the form Gi � �i:G0i where �i 2 fsu; doneg. G istherefore �1:G01 � �2:G02 � � � � � �k:G0kApplying the expansion theorem to this expression results in eitherG01 �� (�2:G02 � � � �� �k:G0k)73



if �1 = su, or Done if �1 = done. This represents the seletion of G1 from amongstthe goals. 2The mapping of the semantis with SLD{resolution is now illustrated by show-ing how AND/OR trees denoted by semanti expressions orrespond to SLD{trees.Theorem 4.4.2 Given a program P and query G, the AND/OR tree derived from thesemantis orresponds to the SLD{tree for P [ fGg using Prolog's left{to{right om-putation rule. In partiular, the expressions su(�):Done and Done map to suessand failure leafs of the SLD{tree respetively, non{leaf nodes have orresponding bak-traked expressions in the semantis, and sibling desendents of a node in the SLD treemap are delimited using ;̂ in semanti expressions.Proof: The proof uses indution on the depth of the AND/OR trees produed by thesemantis.Base ase: 0{depth AND/OR tree. There are two subases.(i) Suess leaf. Let goal G be a single literal whih alls H def= H1 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Hn (n �1). ThenG � H1 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Hi ;̂ � � � ;̂ Hn (i � i � n)� H1 ;̂ � � � ;̂ su(�):Done ;̂ � � � ;̂ Hn : ResolThe goal G above maps to the root of the SLD{tree, and the Hi term with its assoiatedmgu � orresponds to a suess leaf of the SLD{tree for the lause Hi. The other Hj 6=iare treated similarly (when ase (ii) is also onsidered).(ii) Failure. Let goal G = G1 � � � � � Gn (n � 1). By lemma 4.4.1, the goalseleted is G1. However, to have a 1{depth tree, no lause resolves with G1:G � G1 � � � � �Gn� (H1 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Hm)�G2 � � � ��Gn (m � 1)� Done ;̂ � � � ;̂ Done)�G2 � � � ��Gn : all Hi � Done� Done�G2 � � � ��Gn : simplify� Done : Bak� 2The goal G again maps to the root of the SLD{tree, but beause there are no resolventsfor G1, this root is a failure leaf. This is denoted by the expression Done above.Indutive ase: Assume that k � 1 depth AND/OR trees have orrespondingSLD{trees. Consider a k depth AND/OR tree, whih derives either su(�) or Done.Let the root node of the AND/OR tree be the goal expression G1 � � � � �Gn. Without74



any loss of generality, assume that the seleted goal G1 has depth k. Let G1 refer tothe equations,H def= H1 ;̂ � � � ;̂ HmH1 def= Body1:::Hm def= Bodymwhere Bodyi is a single all to = if the lause is an assertion. ThenG1 � � � ��Gn� (H1 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Hm)� � � ��Gn : subst: G1� (H1 � � � ��Gn) ;̂ � � � ;̂ (Hm � � � ��Gn) : left� distributivityNow, when Resol is applied and the Hi are suitable replaed, the expression redues to(Bodyi � � � ��Gn)�i ;̂ � � � ;̂ (Bodyj � � � ��Gn)�j (1 � i � j � m) (y)beause terms denoting lauses whih did not resolve fall out of the expression. Thisexpression represents one AND{level of the AND/OR tree for G. All AND/OR subtreesdenoted by further derivations of terms in this expression will neessarily be of depth< k. This expression maps to the top of the SLD{tree for goal G: G orresponds withthe root of the SLD{tree, and eah term delimited by ;̂ maps to one desendent branhof the SLD{tree for ? � G1; :::; Gn, where G1 is the seleted goal. Thus, beause (y)maps to the top of the SLD{tree for goal G, and sine the subterms have orrespondingSLD{trees by the indution hypothesis, then the whole AND/OR tree for G orrespondsto the SLD{tree for the query reated using the same left{to{right omputation rule. 2The partiular SLD{tree used by a omputation depends upon the goal seletion oromputation rule used. Theorem 4.4.2 therefore aÆrms that that the CCS semantismodels the same SLD{tree as Prolog, by virtue of the fat that the same left{to{rightomputation rule is used.The soundness of the semantis an now be stated.Theorem 4.4.3 The CCS semantis for a program P derives omputed results whihare sound with respet to P's standard delarative semantis.Proof: SLD{resolution is sound (Lloyd 1984). 2The above an be made learer by showing the orrespondene of the CCSsemantis with the immediate onsequene operator TP ommonly used to link the75



delarative and operational semantis of logi programs (see setion 2.1). This permitsa more diret omparison with the minimal model MMP from a program's delarativesemantis to be performed. Beause CCS expressions naturally map to AND/ORtrees, the relationship between omputed results and TP is diret and intuitive. Thefollowing notation from (Lloyd 1984) will be used. If A is an atom, [A℄ = fA0 2 BP :A0 = A�; for some substitution �g. [A℄ is the set of all ground instanes of A.Theorem 4.4.4 For eah answer substitution su(�) omputed by the semanti de-notation of a single literal goal G and program P ,[G�℄ � MMPProof: There is a diret orrespondene between omputed results and the sets ofatoms generated by the TP operator. This an be shown by strutural indution on thedepth of AND/OR trees denoted by semanti expressions.Base ase: Consider a single goal G denoting an AND/OR tree of depth 1. ThenG resolves with agents representing assertions. Computed results from this tree areontained in those omputed by T 1P (;), the atoms of BP represented by all programassertions. If G � su(�i) (i � 1), then[i [G�i℄ � [G℄ (G an assertion) = T 1P (;) � MMPIndutive ase: Assume that the results omputed by semanti expressions denotingAND/OR trees of depth k � 1 are ontained in T k�1P (;), and are therefore in MMP .Consider a goal G(~t) whih denotes a tree of depth k. The OR agent de�nition withwhih G(~t) mathes has the formG( ~X) def= G1( ~X) ;̂ � � � ;̂ Gn( ~X) (n � 1):There exists at least one Gj in G1(~t) ;̂ � � � ;̂ Gn(~t) whih denotes a tree of depth k.Assume there is only one suh Gj, and let it beGj( ~X) def= ( ~X = ~tj)�Body (1 � j � n):(The omputed results from the other Gi6=j hold by the indution hypothesis, sine theyall denote trees of depth < k.) Letting � = mgu(~t; ~tj), then after applying Resol,Gj(~t) � Body �. Beause the goal G(~t) is an AND agent and ontributes one level to76



the depth of the tree, the subtree for Body � must neessarily be of depth k� 1. Thus,by the de�nition of TP , Gj(~t) omputes a result ontained in T kP (;), and[i [G�i℄ � T kP (;) � MMPfor all omputed su(�i) from Body �. 2The above easily generalises to multiple literal goals (details omitted).To show that the semantis uses the same searh rule as Prolog, omputed solu-tions from semanti expressions must be shown to orrespond to the results omputedby using Prolog's searh rule on the orresponding SLD{tree { a tree whih has alreadybeen shown to be equivalent in theorem 4.4.2. (Hogger 1990) desribes Prolog's searhstrategy on SLD{trees as follows:1. The SLD{tree is onstruted using Prolog's left{to{right omputation rule.2. For eah non{leaf node, it's desendents are given a priority, whih is simplythe textual ordering of the program lauses in some prediate whih was used toresolve with the seleted goal.3. The searh begins at the tree's root node.4. A searh step from a non{leaf node searhes whihever one of the node's so-far-unsearhed immediate desendents has the highest priority; the next searh stepis from that desendent.5. A searh step from a leaf node identi�es that node's most reently searhedanestor, if any, having so{far{unsearhed immediate desendents, and the nextsearh step is from that anestor. If there is no suh anestor, then the wholetree has been searhed.Step 1 onstruts the SLD{tree aording to Prolog's left{to{right omputation rule.Steps 3 and 4 are responsible for the top{down, depth{�rst nature of Prolog's searh,while step 5 is responsible for the exhaustive baktraking nature of the searh.The next theorem shows how the semantis uses Prolog's searh strategy.Theorem 4.4.5 Prolog's searh rule is modelled by the semantis.Proof: The proof uses indution on the depth of the AND/OR tree in a similar wayas theorem 4.4.2. 77



Base ase: 0{depth AND/OR tree. If goal G has more than one literal, thenit must be a failure leaf in order for it to be of depth 1. Derivations of this triviallyuse an exhaustive depth{�rst searh. Otherwise, onsider a one literal goal G, whihrefers to an agent H def= H1 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Hn. To be of depth 1, the Hi are either assertionswhih resolve with G (Hi � su(�):Done), or do not resolve with G (Hi � Done). Ineither ase, when Seq is applied to the goal, these Hi ontribute to the �nal solutionto the program aording to the sequential order of the lauses in the prediate. Thisorresponds to Prolog's searhing the SLD{tree using the textual ordering of lauses.The searh is trivially depth{�rst.Indutive ase: Assume that k � 1 depth AND/OR trees use Prolog's searhstrategy, and onsider a k{depth AND/OR tree. For simpliity, onsider a goal G1�G2,and assume that G1 ontributes k levels of depth to the derivation. Let G1 invoke someH def= H1 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Hn, where Hi def= Bodyi and Bodyi is a single all to = in the ase ofassertions. Then,G1 �G2� (H1 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Hn)�G2 : subst: G1� :::� (Bodyi �G2)�1 ;̂ � � � ;̂ (Bodyj �G2)�j : left� dist:; apply Resol; simplifyBeause eah term has a depth < k, then, by the indution hypothesis, Prolog's searhstrategy is employed on eah. Now, by theorem 4.1.1, a term must exeute to ompletion(generate 'Done') before the term following it an ommene. This means that a depth{�rst searh of eah resolvent of the SLD{tree is being performed. In addition, the aboveuses the same textual ordering sheme as Prolog. Thus Prolog's searh strategy is used.24.5 Equivalene with a funtional semantisThis setion shows the orrespondene between the CCS semantis and a funtionalstream{based semantis by (Baudinet 1988). The semantis of the ut will not beaddressed, but it ould be similarly ompared.Baudinet presents a skeletal denotational semantis in whih Prolog programonstruts de�ne funtions over streams of answer substitutions. As with the CCSsemantis, her domain of answer substitution streams has as its basi element ananswer substitution, whih is a set of replaement pairs f V ar  term g. Streams78



< S1 > t < S2 > = 8><>: < S1; S2 > : if S1 is finite and proper< S1 > : if S1 is infinite or improperS 1 f = 8>>>>><>>>>>: (�1 Æ f(�1)) t � � � t (�n Æ f(�n)) : if S =< �1; :::; �n >(�1 Æ f(�1)) t � � � t (�n Æ f(�n)) t < ? > : if S =< �1; :::; �n;? >(�1 Æ f(�1)) t (�2 Æ f(�2)) t � � � : if S =< �1; �2; ::: >Figure 4.1: Semanti funtion de�nitionshave three forms:(i) Finite streams: < �1; :::; �n >(ii) In�nite streams: < �1; �2; ::: >(iii) Looping streams: < �1; :::�k;? >, where ? represents looping.Streams without ? are termed proper, and those with ? are improper.Two semanti funtions used by Baudinet are de�ned in �gure 4.1. The toperator onatenates streams. The 1 or join operator distributes a stream S on theleft onto a funtional expression f on the right by applying eah answer substitutionelement in stream S with the right side expression. In addition, that element is usedas an argument within the right side expression.Some notation dealing with dataow is used, whih is similar to that in setion3.5.1. �D restrits a stream to variables found in set D. This D set is onstrutedusing vset(~t), whih returns all the logial variables found in tuple ~t. For example,vset(a(X); b(Y; f(Z))) = fX;Y;Zg. Answer substitutions are aumulated using theusual notation, eg. � Æ .Baudinet's funtional semantis of Prolog is in �gure 4.2. All these semantiexpressions de�ne funtions whih produe the same streams of answer substitutionsas Prolog. In (1), a prediate p is a onatenation of all the streams produed by eahof its omponent lauses. The funtions in (2a) and (2b) de�ne lauses. The funtionin (2a) represents fats, and returns a single element stream ontaining the mgu of theuni�ation, or a null stream if no uni�ation is possible. The funtion in (2b) returns79



(1) [[ p ℄℄(~t) = [[ p1 ℄℄(~t) t � � � t [[ pl ℄℄(~t)for prediate p; lauses p1; :::; pl:(2a) [[ pi ℄℄(~t) = 8><>: if (� = fail) then <>else �vset(~t) (< � >)where � = mgu(p(~t); headi); pi � headi:(2b) [[ pi ℄℄(~t) = 8><>: if (� = fail) then <>else �vset(~t) (� Æ [[[ bodyi� ℄℄℄)where � = mgu(p(~t); headi); pi � headi : � bodyi:(3a) [[[ nil ℄℄℄ = < f g >(3b) [[[ a(~ta); b(~tb); :::; z(~tz) ℄℄℄ = �D([[ a ℄℄(~ta) 1 � �:[[[ b(~tb�); :::; z(~tz�) ℄℄℄)where m � 1; D = vset(~ta; :::; ~tz):Figure 4.2: A funtional semantis of Prolog over streamsthe result of applying the mgu to the meaning of the body of the lause; the mgu � isinluded in the result (via \ � Æ "), as well as applied to the body. Finally, (3a) and(3b) de�ne the semantis of goals. Null goal bodies result in an empty stream in (3a).The stream produed by non{null goal bodies in (3b) is de�ned by joining the streamprodued by the �rst goal with the funtional meaning of the rest of the goals. The\�" notation represents the fat that the rest of the goal expression uses the elementsfrom the left hand side as arguments (evident in the de�nition of 1 in �gure 4.1).The remainder of this setion shows the semanti equivalene between t and ;̂ ,and between 1 and �. To show equivalene, the following mapping of streams betweenthe two systems is impliit:Funtional CCSNull streams : < > , DoneF inite streams : < �1; �2:::; �n > , su(�1) : su(�2) : � � � : su(�k) : DoneInfinite streams : < �1; �2; ::: > , su(�1) : su(�2) : � � �Looping streams : < �1; :::; �n;? > , su(�1) : � � � : su(�k) : ?80



The t operator orresponds to the ;̂ operator. Item (1) of �gure 4.2 de�nesa prediate p with lauses p1; :::; pl to be [[ p ℄℄(~t) = [[ p1 ℄℄(~t) t � � � t [[ pl ℄℄(~t). TheCCS translation for a prediate is p( ~X) def= p1( ~X) ;̂ � � � ;̂ pl( ~X). Invoking p( ~X) witharguments ~t is therefore p(~t) � p1(~t) ;̂ � � � ;̂ pl(~t). Theorem 4.5.1 states that theseexpressions are equivalent.Theorem 4.5.1 t and ;̂ are funtionally equivalent.Proof: From the de�nition of t in �gure 4.1, the expression A t B produes thefollowing for di�erent A:A t B = 8><>: (i) < A;B > : A is finite and proper(ii) < A > : A is infinite(iii) < A > : A loopsIn CCS, the orresponding results are:A ;̂ B � 8><>: (i) �1 : � � � : �n : B : Theorem 4:1:1; A � �1: � � ��n:Done(ii) A : Theorem 4:1:1(iii) A : Theorem 4:1:42 The 1 operator orresponds to the � operator. Figure 4.2 de�nes the semantisof an expression with goals to be:[[[ g1(~t1); g2(~t2); :::; gk(~tk) ℄℄℄= [[ g1 ℄℄(~t1) 1 ��1:([[ g2 ℄℄(~t2�1) 1 ��2:( � � � 1 ��k:[[ gk ℄℄(~t2�1�2 � � � �k�1) � � �))This expression represents the umulative left{to{right appliation of omputed resultsthrough a baktraking expression. The equivalent expression in CCS isg1(~t1)� g2(~t2�1)� � � �� gk(~tk�1�2 � � � �k�1)The 1 funtion treats streams as single omputed objets, whereas � treats baktrak-ing as an algebrai expression whih onstruts suessive stream elements when theexpansion law or the Bak equivalenes are applied to it. The following shows thatthe streams generated by 1 and � are the same.Theorem 4.5.2 The 1 and � operators ompute equivalent streams of answer substi-tutions.Proof: The operators are proven to be equivalent by indution over the number ofgoals in a baktraking expression. (For larity, � is ignored throughout).81



Base ase: For one goal, the funtional semantis generates:[[ G1 ℄℄(~t1) 1 ��:[[[ nil ℄℄℄= [[ G1 ℄℄(~t1) 1 < f g >= [[ G1 ℄℄(~t1)The CCS semantis generates similar streams, sine the stream generated is equivalentto G1(~t1).Indutive ase: Consider n baktraked goals G1(~t1); :::; Gn(~tn). The result is shownfor the three types of streams generated by G1(~t1).(i) G1 generates a �nite stream. For streams of size 0, the funtional semantisprodues:[[ G1 ℄℄(~t1) 1 ��:[[[ G2(~t2); :::; Gn(~tn) ℄℄℄= < > 1 ��:[[[ G2(~t2); :::; Gn(~tn) ℄℄℄ : subst: [[ G1 ℄℄(~t1)= < > : apply 1CCS generates:G1(~t1)�G2(~t2)� � � ��Gn(~tn)= Done�G2(~t2)� � � ��Gn(~tn) : subst: G1= Done : Bak � 4For streams of size k > 0, the funtional semantis produes:[[ G1 ℄℄(~t1) 1 ��:[[[ G2(~t2); :::; Gn(~tn) ℄℄℄= < �1; :::; �k > 1 ��:[[[ G2(~t2); :::; Gn(~tn) ℄℄℄ : subst: [[ G1 ℄℄(~t1)= (�1 ÆA(�1)) t (�2 ÆA(�2)) � � � t (�k Æ A(�k)) (1) : apply 1where A(�) = [[[ G2(~t2�); :::; Gn(~tn�) ℄℄℄. CCS produes:G1(~t1)�G2(~t2)� � � ��Gn(~tn)� (su(�1) : � � � : su(�k) : Done)�G2(~t2)� � � ��Gn(~tn) : subst: G1� (�1 Æ A0(�1)) ;̂ ((su(�2) : � � � : su(�k) : Done)�G2(~t2�1)� � � ��Gn(~tn�1)) (2) : Bak� 5� :::� (�1 Æ A0(�1)) ;̂ (�2 Æ A0(�2)) ;̂ � � � ;̂ (�k Æ A0(�k)) : Bak� 5 repeatedwhere A0(�) � G2(~t2�) � � � � � Gn(~tn�). Now for (1 � i � k), beause �i Æ A(�i) and�i Æ A0(�i) eah have n� 1 goals, they are equivalent by the indution hypothesis. (1)and (2) are therefore equivalent by the equivalene of t and ;̂ (theorem 4.5.1).(ii) G1 generates an in�nite stream. Similarly to (i) above, the expressions for-mulated are 82



(�1 Æ A(�1)) t (�2 Æ A(�2)) t � � � (3)(�1 Æ A0(�1)) ;̂ ((su(�2) : � � �)�A0(�1)) (4)where A(�) = [[[ G2(~t2�); :::; Gn(~tn�) ℄℄℄ and A0(�) � G2(~t2�)� � � ��Gn(~tn�). By inspe-tion, suessive appliations of Bak-5 to (4) are equivalent to orresponding terms in(3), and �i Æ A(�i) and �i ÆA0(�i) are equivalent by the indution hypothesis.(iii) G1 loops. Let G1 generate < �1; :::; �k;? > for some k � 0. The funtionalsemantis generates:[[ G1 ℄℄(~t1) 1 ��:[[[ G2(~t2); :::; Gn(~tn) ℄℄℄= (�1 ÆA(�1)) t � � � t (�k ÆA(�k)) t < ? > (5)where A(�) = [[[ G2(~t2�); :::; Gn(~tn�) ℄℄℄. The CCS expression is:G1(~t1)�G2(~t2)� � � ��Gn(~tn)� (su(�1) : � � � : su(�k) : ?)�G2(~t2)� � � ��Gn(~tn) : subst: G1� :::� (�1 Æ A0(�1)) ;̂ (�2 Æ A0(�2)) ;̂ � � � ;̂ �k ÆA0(�k)) ;̂(?�G2(~t2)� � � � �Gn(~tn)) : Bak� 5 repeated� (�1 Æ A0(�1)) ;̂ (�2 Æ A0(�2)) ;̂ � � � ;̂ (�k Æ A0(�k)) ;̂ ? (6) : ?�A � ?(theorem 4:1:5)where A0(�) � G2(~t2�)� � � ��Gn(~tn�). Beause �i ÆA(�i) and �i ÆA0(�i) are equivalentby the indution hypothesis, then (5) and (6) are equivalent by theorem 4.5.1.The streams generated by 1 and � are equivalent. 2In summary, Baudinet's funtional semantis and the CCS semantis sharesome harateristis. Both use a stream domain over answer substitutions, whihis signi�antly less abstrat than what is used by other denotational semantis ofProlog (Debray and Mishra 1988). The semanti behaviour of Prolog programs isdenoted at the program level, rather than at a meta{program level as in (Hill andLloyd 1988). Both systems use semanti operators whih map to a Prolog programsgoals and lauses, and the semanti meaning of these operators is the same.The two formalisms, however, di�er in a number of respets. The most obviousdi�erene is the mathematial mahinery used. Baudinet's semantis is a skeletaldenotational semantis, in whih all the omponents of the semantis are funtions.The meaning of a program { the stream of answer substitutions whih it omputes { is83



de�ned by the �xpoint solution of the funtional equations for the program. The CCSsemantis uses algebrai operators whose semantis in turn are de�ned using algebraitransitions. The meaning of a program is derived by reduing the algebrai expressionsfor a program using equivalene{preserving semanti substitutions. CCS does have a�xpoint interpretation, and applying it onto the CCS semantis of Prolog results in asemanti model similar to Baudinet's.A major di�erene is that the funtional semantis de�nes the �nal omputedresults of goals and lauses axiomatially, while the CCS semantis de�nes the oper-ational semantis of them from whih omputed results are dedued. For example,the 1 operator de�nes the �nal stream result of two baktraked expressions, whilethe � operator models baktraking by suessive appliations of the expansion the-orem or bisimilarities to it. The 1 produes the results of baktraking in one fellswoop, whereas � onstruts the stream with iterative (indutive) expansion. TheCCS semantis an be regarded as a rational reonstrution of Baudinet's semantis,as it onstruts the �nal stream results, and reasons diretly about nonterminationand looping, while Baudinet de�nes the semantis axiomatially.4.6 Equivalene with a Prolog meta{interpreter
solve(true):solve((X;Y )) : � solve(X); solve(Y ):solve(not(X)) : � not solve(X):solve(X) : � lause( X : � Y ); solve(Y ):Figure 4.3: Prolog meta-interpreterMeta{interpreters are a powerful way of prototyping and implementing logiprogramming languages and tools. For example, the basi Prolog meta{interpreter in�gure 4.3 models Prolog's standard ontrol strategy with negation as failure.(Hill and Lloyd 1988) study some semanti issues for this and other Prolog meta{interpreters. They treat suh meta{interpreters as pure Horn lause programs (�gure4.4), and disuss how the delarative and operational semantis of meta{interpreters84



solve(true)8 X;Y solve((X;Y ))  solve(X) ^ solve(Y )8 X solve(not(X))  : solve(X)8 X;Y solve(X)  lause(X : � Y ) ^ solve(Y )Figure 4.4: Logial semantis of meta-interpreterorrespond to those of the programs they exeute.By virtue of their ability to treat programs as data, meta{interpreters an easilyenode various ontrol strategies for logi programming languages. However, meta{interpretive semantis are not intended to be used as programming aluli for provingprogram properties \in the small". The operational semantis of the meta{languagemust be aounted for when modelling the operational semantis of the objet language.For example, in the meta{interpreter in �gure 4.3, the meta{language's baktrakingmehanism is used in the seond and fourth lauses, and negation as failure is used inthe third lause.The intention of this setion is to asribe a CCS semantis of ontrol ontothe basi meta{interpreter shown in �gure 4.3, and then demonstrate how the meta{interpreter's CCS semantis orresponds to the CCS semantis for the objet pro-grams whih it exeutes. This exerise will present a new semantis of Prolog meta{interpreters, and also verify the semanti ompleteness of the CCS semantis itself.Dataow is not treated here, and a logi variable domain is assumed throughout.solve(X) def= solve1(X) ;̂ solve2(X) ;̂ solve3(X) ;̂ solve4(X)solve1(X) def= X = truesolve2(X) def= (X = (A;B)) � solve(A)� solve(B)solve3(X) def= (X = not(A))�Not solve(A)solve4(X) def= Clause(X;Y )� solve(Y )Figure 4.5: CCS semantis of meta-interpreterA CCS semantis of the meta{interpreter of �gure 4.3 is in �gure 4.5. The �, ;̂85



and Not operators are as before. An agent Clause is new, and needs some elaboration.A �rst reation to Prolog's lause utility is to onsider it to be a messy extra{logialutility similar to the likes of assert and retrat. However, (Hill and Lloyd 1988) suggesta logial interpretation of lause. Consider a prediate de�ned by the lausesP1(~t1) : � B1:P2(~t2) : � B2::::Pk(~tk) : � Bk:where Bi is either a list of goals G1; :::; Gn, or the atom true in the ase that Pi is anassertion. The delarative semantis of lause is8 lause(P (~t1); B1)8 lause(P (~t2); B2):::8 lause(P (~tk); Bk)where lause is a relation over the syntati omponents of the prediates in the pro-gram. The orresponding operational meaning of lause(P ( ~X); Q), when ~X and Q areuninstantiated, is to return eah of the de�ned bodies Q for prediate header P , withthe arguments ~X bound appropriately. Of ourse, logial variables di�er in meaningdepending upon whether they range over program ode as Q does in lause(P;Q), orwhether they are part of an argument within the program ode itself as do the variablesin ~X (see (Hill and Lloyd 1988)).A CCS treatment of lause is as follows. The domain of the lause relation isatoms from the Herbrand universe, embellished with operators for goal onjuntionand negation. Likewise, the Clause agent in �gure 4.5 will use value arguments oversimilar onstruts. Clause itself is de�ned in �gure 4.6. A all lause(P;Q) returns astream of su(�) ations, eah � binding Q to a lause body whose head uni�es withP , and with this unifying binding applied through it. The Clauses agent has enodedin it the lauses for all the prediates in the program database:lause(p( ~X); C1) : lause(p( ~X); C2) : � � � : lause(p( ~X); Ck) : Donewhere Ci are either the goals of rules, or true in the ase of assertions. The order of thissequene reets the textual order of lauses in the program. ClauseLoop then uni�eseah lause to the prediate head in H; when a lause uni�es, the body is returnedwith the unifying substitution applied to it. The behaviour of Clause is stated in thefollowing lemma. 86



Let [f ℄ � [ su0=su; done0=done ℄F � f su0; done0 gClause(H;B) def= ( Clauses [done0=done℄ j ClauseLoop(H;B) ) n fdone0; lausegClauses def= lause(P (~t1); B1) : � � � : lause(P (~tk); Bk) : DoneClauseLoop(H;B) def= lause(P;Q) : GetBody(H;B;P;Q) ;̂ ClauseLoop(H;B)+ done0:DoneGetBody(H;B;P;Q) def= ( (H = P )[f ℄ j (su0(�) : su(fB  Q�g) : Done+ done0:Done) ) n FFigure 4.6: Clause agentLemma 4.6.1 Given a goal G = P (~t), and a prediate P omposed of n lauses:P (~t1) : � C1::::P (~tn) : � Cn:where Ci are lists of goals, or true if Pi is an assertion. If at least one lause resolveswith G, thenClause(P (~t); Y ) � su(�1) : � � � : su(�k) : Done (1 � k � n)where eah �i = fY  Cj�jg and �j = mgu(~t; ~tj), for (1 � i � k) and (1 � j � n). (kan be less than n in ases where some lauses do not unify.) Otherwise, if no lausesunify with G, then Clause(P (~t); Y ) � Done.Proof: Indution on number of lauses given to Clauses. 2The main proof of semanti orrespondene is now given.Theorem 4.6.2 Given a program P and query Q, and assume no negation by failureis being used. The omputed result exeuted by the meta{interpreter is the same aswhat is generated by the operational semantis for P and Q diretly, ie. solve(Q) � Q.Proof: It will be shown that the CCS semantis of the meta{interpreter in �gure 4.587



with respet to query solve(Q) is bisimilar to the CCS semantis of the query Q itself:Ms[[ solve(Q) ℄℄ � Ms[[ Q ℄℄This is done by showing that solve is bisimilar to another agent solve0 whih is seman-tially equivalent to the CCS semantis of soure programs themselves. In partiular,solve is applied to eah prediate in the program database using its most general all,ie. solve(P ( ~X)). It is shown that the semantis of this general query is bisimilar toanother agent solve0P ( ~X), whih is just a syntati variation of the CCS semantis ofprogram P ( ~X) itself.Consider a general prediate P omposed of n lauses, eah of whih has theform \P (~ti) : � Bi:", where Bi is a list of goals if the ith lause is a rule, or \true" ifan assertion. The expansion of the general meta{interpreter all to P is:solve(P ( ~X))� solve4(P ( ~X)) : Con solve; simplify� Clause(P ( ~X); Y )� solve(Y ) : Con solve4� (su(�1) : � � � : su(�n) : Done)� solve(Y ) : Lemma 4:6:1In the last step, all the lauses unify with the general goal, and therefore there are nbindings, eah having the form �i = fY  Bi�ig, where �i is a binding of the headerterms with the general ~X argument. If we apply Bak� 5 to eah su(�i) in thestream on the left, this expression is bisimilar tosolve(B1�1) ;̂ � � � ;̂ solve(Bn�n) (1)Consider a term solve(Bi�i) (1 � i � n) from this expression. The lause body Bi hasone of two forms. If it is an assertion, thensolve(Bi�i)� solve(true �i) : Bi is an assertion� solve1(true �i) : Con solve; simplify� su(�i):Done (2) : Resol solve1However, if it is a rule with k goals, then
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solve(Bi�i)� solve((G1(~t1); :::; Gk(~tk))�i) : Bi is a rule� solve2((G1(~t1); :::; Gk(~tk))�i) : Con solve; simplify� solve(G1(~t1)�i)� solve((G2(~t2); :::; Gk(~tk))�i) : Resol solve2� :::� solve(G1(~t1)�i)� solve(G2(~t2)�i)�� � �� solve(Gk(~tk)�i) (3) : Resol solve2 repeatedIt will now be shown that expressions (1), (2), and (3) are bisimilar to the CCS se-mantis of the soure program being exeuted. Firstly, in (1),solve(P ( ~X)) � solve(B1�1) ;̂ � � � ;̂ solve(Bn�n)solve(P ( ~X)) is bisimilar to a new agent solve0P ( ~X), whih is de�ned assolve0P ( ~X) def= solve0P1( ~X) ;̂ � � � ;̂ solve0Pn( ~X) (4)These solve0Pi agents are de�ned from (2) and (3) as follows. Eah solve(Bi�i) (1 �i � n) from (1) is bisimilar to solve0Pi( ~X) in (4). This solve0Pi( ~X) is de�ned aordingto whether ase (2) or (3) holds:solve0Pi( ~X) def= 8><>: ~X = ~ti for (2)( ~X = ~ti)� solve(G1(~t1))� � � � � solve(Gk(~tk)) for (3)where � = mgu( ~X; ~ti). This onversion is performed on all the prediates in theprogram; onsequently, all the goals in the new solve0Pi agents are made to refer tothese newly onstruted agents:solve0Pi( ~X) def= ( ~X = ~ti)� solve0G1(~t1)� � � �� solve0Gk(~tk)One this has been done, the following orrespondene is noted between the solve0 agentfor a partiular prediate P ,solve0P ( ~X) def= solve0P1( ~X) ;̂ � � � ;̂ solve0Pn( ~X)solve0Pi( ~X) def= 8><>: ~X = ~ti( ~X = ~ti)� solve0G1(~t1)� � � �� solve0Gk(~tk)and the CCS semantis of that same prediate P :
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P ( ~X) def= P1( ~X) ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pn( ~X)Pi( ~X) def= 8><>: ~X = ~ti( ~X = ~ti)�G1(~t1)� � � ��Gk(~tk)These agent de�nitions are bisimilar, beause they both de�ne the same reursive agentexpression, di�ering only by their syntati relabelling of agent names. Beause thesolutions to reursive expressions are unique in CCS, they must be equivalent (Milner1989, pages 56-58). 2For programs with negation by failure, the semanti translation of the meta{interpreterall for a negated goal G is \Not G", whih is the same as the semantis of negatedgoals in CCS. Hene the translation is the same.Theorem 4.6.2 shows how the operational semantis of Prolog in whih themeta{interpreter exeutes under is exploited when exeuting Prolog programs. Thisis a signi�ant exerise, sine the omputational behaviour of suh interpretationsis ruially dependent upon the operational behaviour of the meta{interpreter whenexeuted with Prolog's standard ontrol. This is reeted in the spei� order of goalsin the seond and fourth lauses of the meta{interpreter, whih exeute properly withProlog's left{to{right omputation rule. This semantis of the meta{interpreter ouldtherefore be used within analyses, suh as proving termination properties. However,as shown above, the semantis of the meta{interpretation of the soure program isequivalent to that of the program itself. In the ontext of proving program properties,performing analyses on the semantis of programs is more pratial than doing so ona meta{program whih uses programs as data.4.7 ConlusionThis hapter has derived some algebrai properties of the semantis, as well as veri�edthe orretness of the semantis. The termination properties give a stream haraterisa-tion of Prolog omputations, and allow the semanti modelling of non{termination andlooping. Properties suh as assoiativity, right{distributivity, and non{ommutativityde�ne the ompositional harateristis of the operators, and permit semanti expres-sions to be manipulated algebraially. Finally, some well{termination properties werederived, whih establish an aspet of the integrity of semanti expressions.90



Together, the termination and ompositional properties ontribute to a pro-gramming alulus of Prolog ontrol. The termination properties de�ne equivalenesubstitutions of expressions when the stream behaviours of omponent sub{expressionsare known. The ompositional properties de�ne sound algebrai manipulations of se-manti expressions. These properties will be usefully applied later within programanalyses.
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Chapter 5Program Termination
Initial work in logi program termination assumed that a general fair searh strategywas to be used, and proving program termination redued to proving the existeneof solutions for given programs. However, with the use of unfair searh strategiessuh as Prolog's in whih the searh an easily follow nonterminating and loopingbranhes of the omputation tree, existential proofs of termination are not adequate.In addition, Prolog's depth{�rst{left{�rst ontrol means that a program's behaviour isruially dependent upon goal and lause order, and programs are usually written withthe e�et of ordering in mind. Beause a Prolog program's behaviour an be subtlelydependent upon goal and lause order, termination harateristis are often diÆult forprogrammers to intuit. This presses the need for formal methods of proving programtermination with respet to partiular ontrol strategies.The tehnique proposed in this hapter uses the CCS semantis of Prolog ontrolwithin termination analyses. The type of termination studied is that whih ourswith �nite and in�nite SLD{derivations; the nontermination whih arise in uni�ationalgorithms whih do not use an ours hek is not addressed. The intention here isnot to suggest a new automati termination proof tehnique, but rather, to proposea framework whih expliitly uses a semantis of ontrol within termination proofs.By using the semantis of Prolog ontrol, inluding the termination properties derivedin hapter 4, a more preise semanti haraterisation of Prolog program behaviouris possible. CCS is espeially useful in termination appliations, sine �nite, in�nite,and looping omputations are straight{forwardly modelled. The proofs illustrate howa stream{based semanti haraterisation of ontrol an be exploited when provingtermination properties. 92



Setion 5.1 reviews the termination problem in onventional programming andlogi programming. A strategy for proving Prolog termination using the semantis isoutlined in setion 5.2. Some example termination analyses are presented in setion5.3. A disussion onludes the hapter in setion 5.4.5.1 Review5.1.1 The termination problemFormally verifying that a omputer program will terminate is an important issue insoftware reliability (see (Loekx and Sieber 1984) or (Berg et al. 1982) for detailedtreatments). To say a program terminates is to imply that the omputation is �nite,and that the omputation ends in a �nite amount of time. The issue is immediatelyompliated by the Halting Problem, whih states that general program terminationis undeidable (Boolos and Je�rey 1980). Most pratial programs fortunately fallin a lass that have tratable termination harateristis, and therefore have feasibletermination proofs.The state of an imperative omputation is the set of variable values found in thememory, and is denoted �. A deterministi imperative omputation is haraterisedby the transition sequene over program states: �i ! �i+1 ! � � � �k. A program P isa partial funtion over the state. It is partial beause some omputations might notterminate for partiular �. The intention is for P : �i ! �f to ompute from someinitial state �i a �nal state �f . Although various formal programming methodologiesdi�er in philosophy and mathematial tools used, they all use similar means to provetermination, whih is required for establishing program ompleteness. A omputationis terminating if there are a �nite number of state transitions during exeution:�i ! �2 ! � � � ! �kOne mathematial means for proving termination is by using a variant funtion (Gries1981). A variant is a funtion over the state � suh that, (i) for eah program transition�j ! �j+1, then f(�j+1) � f(�j) for some well{founded ordering relation �, and (ii)f(�f ) = 0 for any �nal state �f . If a variant is de�nable for a program, then theprogram state omplies with a well{founded ordering, whih is one in whih there is93



no in�nitely dereasing sequene,� � � � f(�3) � f(�2) � f(�i)The variant is designed so that eah suessive state transition dereases the variantfuntion value towards 0. Termination is assured beause the ordering is well{founded:the funtion annot derease forever. Variant de�nitions are problem domain spei�,and their derivation is often non{trivial. Although some methodologies do not expli-itly use variants, they all use the same fundamental tehnique of demonstrating thatstate transitions adhere to a well{founded ordering.5.1.2 Logi program terminationLogi program orretness is oneptually divided into partial orretness and om-pleteness (Hogger 1984). A program is partially orret if the values it omputes areonsistent with the spei�ation. Logi program ompleteness is a more involved. Logiprogram omputations an return multiple (possible in�nite) solutions to queries. Be-ause the partiular set of solutions omputed by a program is dependent upon theontrol strategy used to explore the searh spae, ompleteness requires onsiderationof the ontrol. A logi program is omplete with respet to some ontrol strategy andspei�ation when (i) it omputes all the values that the spei�ation says it should,and the searh spae explored is �nite, and (ii) the ontrol sheme used is exhaustive.Logi program omputation is modelled by SLD{resolution, whih in turn anbe denoted by an SLD{tree (see hapter 2). Logi program termination is diretlydenoted by SLD{trees. Given an SLD{tree for a program, eah leaf node denotesa terminating omputation. Empty leaf nodes denote suessful omputations, whilenon{empty leafs denote �nitely failed omputations. Some branhes of the tree may notterminate; there is no leaf node terminating the branh. These branhes denote non{terminating omputations { ones whih do not ompute a result. Finite and in�niteomputations are haraterised by �nite and in�nite SLD{trees respetively. An in�niteSLD{tree may have no in�nite branhes, but instead have an in�nite number of emptyleaf nodes. This means that there are an in�nite number of solutions omputed1.The e�et of the ontrol strategy on an SLD{tree is as follows. The omputationrule { the order in whih goals are seleted for resolution { determines the existene1 All the solutions may possibly be idential. 94



of in�nite omputation tree branhes for a omputation. The independene of theomputation rule (Lloyd 1984) states that any omputation seletion rule will resultin the same set of suessful derivations. However, the omputation rule determineswhih SLD tree is used for the omputation. The searh rule { the order in whihlauses are seleted for resolution { determines how the partiular SLD tree being usedwill be searhed, and in partiular, the order in whih branhes within the SLD treesare searhed. A searh rule is fair if all omputable solutions are produed in a �niteamount of time, and is unfair if omputable solutions may never be produed. Anexample of a fair searh rule is breadth{�rst searh, while an unfair searh rule is thedepth{�rst rule used by standard Prolog.The omputed results generated in an SLD tree an be haraterised by streamsof omputed answer substitutions if one assoiates eah empty goal (node) with theorresponding answer substitution used to ompute it. This stream haraterisationof SLD tree omputations allows the morphology of the tree to be abstrated away toobtain just the omputed results whih are omputed within it. Therefore, instead ofreasoning about �nite and in�nite branhes of a tree, streams permit a more diretmodelling of the essene of logi program termination: a program terminates if thestream of omputed results is �nite, and a program is nonterminating if the stream isin�nite.The seminal work in (Clark 1979) (see also (Apt and van Emden 1982) (Hogger1984)) treats logi program termination by proving the existene of �nite suessfulSLD trees for partiular input. Proving the termination of a program amounts toformally proving that the following holds:8~x[I(~x)! 9~yP (~x ? ~y)℄In this formula, ~x and ~y are tuples of logial variables, ~x ? ~y is a tuple representing apermutation of ~x and ~y, I(~x) is an input relation asserting some riteria on the inputarguments, and P (~x ? ~y) is a omputed relation for program P . The formula assertsthat, whenever the input satis�es some ondition I, then there exists a omputedresult P . Given that general SLD resolution is refutation omplete, proving that aprogram terminates under this formulation redues to showing that there exists a �nitesuessful SLD tree for some goal query. The proof methodology impliitly uses a fairinferene strategy, and spei� ontrol shemes are not formally aounted for within95



proofs. However, partiular ontrol shemes an be informally handled by keeping theintended ontrol sheme in mind during the proof, and applying the veri�ation formulaand proof steps appropriately. For example, onsider the delarative representation ofa goal query:?� g1(t1); g2(t2); g3(t3): , 8( g1(t1) ^ g2(t2) ^ g3(t3))Prolog's left{to{right ontrol is handled by treating the onjuntion on the right withthe ordering of goals in the original query in mind. Beause logial and (^) is reexiveand insensitive to the order of arguments, any enfored orderings with it are informal.(Hogger 1990) suggests a termination proof tehnique. Nontermination onlyours within reursive programs2 Consequently, given a program P and a ompu-tation rule R, Hogger identi�es potentially{reursive redutions or PRR's, whih arethe reursive alling strutures within P using R. After �nding them, he applies awell{founded ordering proof to the arguments to prove termination. A mapping � isderived between the argument terms of a PRR and a well{founded set, whih is anystruture [W;�℄ in whih W is a set, � is a strit partial order, and W is well{foundedwrt �: for wi 2W , there exists no in�nite path� � � � w3 � w02 � w1:For example, given the following lauses,A(~ta) : � B(~t1); others1:::B(~tb) : � C(~t2); D(~t3); others2:::D(~t) : � E(~t4); A(~t5); others3:::To show the reursive behaviour of A given Prolog's left{to{right omputation rule,one unfolds the all to B,A(~ta) : � C(~t2)�1; D(~t3)�1; others��1:::and then unfolds the all to D,A(~ta) : � C(~t2)�1; E(~t4)�1�2; A(~t5)�1�2; others��1�2:::2 Note that the non{termination whih arises during the uni�ation of terms when there is no ourshek is not addressed, as it is assumed that the uni�ations performed are sound, and therefore usean ours hek. 96



where �1 and �2 are the mgu's of the unfolding of B and D respetively, and others�are aumulated othersi goals (whih are ignored here). This left{to{right unfoldingreets Prolog's omputation rule. It must be shown that (i) A(~ta) is derivable, and�(A(~ta)) 2 W , and (ii) �(A(~t5)�1�2) � �(A(~ta)). Condition (i) assures that A(~ta)represents an invoation of interest, ie. any invoation whih might oneivably ourwithin the program. Condition (ii) states that nontermination will our, and is similarto the onventional approahes mentioned in setion 5.1.1.Hogger's termination analysis is generalisable to any omputation rule by ap-propriately hanging the unfolding proedure. However, this generality means thatthere are a multitude of PRR's whih may oneivably be analysed, many of whihmay never realistially our within the omputation. For example, in the exampleabove, should C(~t2)�1 loop, then the well{foundedness of the PRR for A is irrelevant.In addition, this tehnique does not expliitly handle the searh rule or baktraking,so the unfolding must be dupliated for eah potentially uni�able lause within theprogram. In summary, Hogger proposes a formal haraterisation of termination forProlog programs, while reognising the e�et of the omputation rule on termination.However, like (Clark 1979), preisely aounting for spei� ontrol strategies suh asProlog's standard ontrol requires appropriate adaption of the proof proedure, whihis informally undertaken.Non{termination an be haraterised using onepts from term rewriting sys-tem tehnology (Dershowitz 1987). The idea is that terms being rewritten must in somesense beome syntatially simpler if termination is to result. Non{termination ariseswhen terms inrease in syntati omplexity. The following from (Dershowitz 1987)makes this onept more onrete. The homeomorphi embedding relation � on a setT of terms is de�ned reursively as follows:s = f(s1; s2; :::; sm)� g(t1; t2; :::; tn) = tif either there exists some si (1 � i � m) suh that si� t, or f = g and sij � tj for allj = 1; :::; n, where 1 � i1 < i2 < � � � < in � m. The � denotes the notion of syntatisimpliity: s� t means that t is syntatially simpler than s, and an be obtained froms by deletion of seleted term omponents. A derivation t1 ) t2 ) � � � ) tj ) � � � )tk ) � � � is self{embedding if tk� tj for some j < k. A rewrite system is self{embeddingif it allows a self{embedding derivation. 97



Theorem 5.1.1 If a �nite rewrite system is non{terminating, then it is self{embedding.Proof: If a system R does not terminate, then there exists at least one in�nitederivation t1 ) t2 ) � � �. Sine there an be only a �nite number of funtion symbolsappearing in the derivation (those in t1 and in R), then tk � tj for some j < k. 2Logi programming an be haraterised by term rewriting systems(Dershowitz and Plaisted 1985). Similarly, the CCS semantis is haraterisable as aterm rewriting system, where program equations and bisimilarities are onsidered tobe rewrite rules. The nature of termination and non{termination of semanti symboliomputations parallels term rewriting derivations. Theorem 5.1.1 will therefore bereferred to in the thesis when divergene is enountered.5.1.3 Prolog program terminationResearh in proving Prolog program termination has been approahed from two di�er-ent perspetives. One approah looks at the termination problem for general Prologprograms. Generalised Prolog termination is neessarily ompliated by the undeid-ability of termination, and is further ompounded by the omplexity that arises innondeterministi logi program omputations. The other approah is to study thetermination harateristis of partiular lasses of programs whih have deidable anddesirable termination harateristis. As mentioned above, logi program terminationanalyses like those in (Clark 1979) (Hogger 1984) (Hogger 1990) an be applied towardsProlog ontrol, the ontrol omponent being informally onsidered. Reent approaheshave been suggested whih attempt to formalise the e�ets of Prolog's left{to{rightdepth{�rst ontrol on program termination. A few of these approahes are now sur-veyed. (Franez et al. 1985) introdue two methods for proving Prolog program termi-nation. One tehnique is to derive a parametri variant funtion over the omputationtree, whih omplies with a well{founded ordering over the data domain. This dupli-ates the style of variant funtions used in verifying imperative programs. This methodis exeedingly omplex, as the variant funtion must aount for baktraking amongstdi�erent lauses. The other tehnique is ompositional and treats logi program om-ponents as stream generators. This seems to be a learer approah, but it still usesompliated arithmeti variants. 98



(Vasak and Potter 1986) haraterise program termination using an indutivetehnique reminisent of abstrat interpretation. They derive sets of goals whih sharetermination harateristis. In addition, they do not expliitly aount for any searhstrategy, whih means that features suh as Prolog's ut annot be onsidered.(Bezem 1989) (Apt and Bezem 1990) analyse the termination properties of re-urrent and ayli logi programs. They use a re�ned well{founded ordering alleda level mapping, whih is a funtion mapping variable{free atoms to N , and is de-noted jAj. Should an atom have logial variables, the largest valued level mappingpossible for all possible ground instanes of the atom is used. Given some lause\P : � A1; � � � ; An:", the head and eah goal has derived for it a level mapping. Aprogram P is ayli if the level mapping of eah lause's head is greater than the levelmappings of its goals (negated literals have the same mapping as their non{negatedequivalents). Reurrent programs are ayli programs without negation. To provetermination, one treats the level mappings of the goals in a lause as a multiset overN , and then de�ne for it a well{founded ordering. Some results of their researh isthat ayli programs terminate for all queries, ayli programs an ompute all totalreursive funtions, and pragmatially speaking, well{founded multiset orderings area onvenient tool with whih to prove the termination properties of logi programs.Beause the termination of ayli programs are insensitive to the inferene strategy,their approah is relevant to Prolog only as far as a Prolog program an be determinedto be ayli, whih is theoretially undeidable, and impratial to expet of realProlog programs.(Apt and Pedreshi 1990) extend the above by rede�ning the notion of reur-reny for Prolog's left{to{right omputation rule. Level mappings for atoms mustredue for only a pre�x of goals in a lause (a given initial sequene of the goals),rather than all the goals as is required for reurrent programs. This pre�x is de�nedto be the set of goals whih have �nite SLD trees for some model I. Then, as withreurrent and ayli programs, termination proofs involve �nding level mappings forthe program statements, under the provision that only given pre�xes of goals have tosatisfy the mappings.(Baudinet 1988) analyses Prolog program termination by deriving a funtionalsemantis of Prolog (see setions 3.6 and 4.5 for details). The meaning of a program is99



the meaning of the set of funtional equations for it. Two styles of proofs of programtermination are possible. One approah uses indution over the struture of streamsor prediate arguments. Alternatively, funtional �xpoint proofs an be used.Reent researh has foussed on automating termination proofs for Prolog pro-grams (Plumer 1990) (Vershaetse and Shreye 1991). Beause termination is unde-idable in general, the lass of programs suessfully handled by these tehniques isneessarily restrited. Many programs an be shown to terminate by showing thatthe reursive alls within them subsribe to syntati simpli�ation orderings, whihis an instane of the well{founded ordering tehnique for termination proofs disussedabove. Suh proofs an be derived automatially when the arguments of reursive allsuse terms whih are syntatially simpler than the header's orresponding arguments.However, more attention is required if loal variables are used within lause bodies,as it is not possible to syntatially determine the ordering relations between variablearguments without �rst knowing what is omputed by them. Pl�umer's methodologyhandles ground queries, and applies dataow analysis and ideas from rewriting systemtehnology to automatially derive ordering relations for suh programs, under the as-sumption that these programs are well{moded, normalised, and do not have mutuallyreursive alls. Vershaetse and De Shreye generalise Pl�umer's approah to handle anygoal satisfying given mode riteria. They onvert a Prolog program into an abstratset of relations whih relate the sizes of arguments with one another. Termination isproven if this abstrat relation is solvable.5.2 A tehnique for analysing Prolog terminationThe CCS semantis of Prolog ontrol, along with the termination properties of setion4.1, ontribute to a alulus of Prolog ontrol whih an be used towards proving pro-gram termination properties. Termination analyses use the semantis of Prolog ontrol{ the CCS bisimilarities for lause sequening, baktraking, resolution, and \ut" {along with the termination and algebrai properties of hapter 4. The stream har-aterisation of Prolog omputation a�orded by this semantis is useful in terminationproofs. Note that the nontermination whih an arise in uni�ation algorithms notusing the ours hek is not addressed here (disussed further in setion 5.4).All termination proofs of Prolog programs, inluding the ones given here, share a100



fundamental avour. Termination of a (Prolog) program an be shown if the reursivealls in it are omputationally smaller or simpler than the original. This notion of\simpler" is formally demonstrated by establishing that the arguments to reursiveprediates adhere to a well{founded ordering. The general tehnique used is:1. A given Prolog program has a orresponding CCS translation derived for it.2. Only a reursive struture (what Hogger alls a PRR in setion 5.1.2) an on-eivably be nonterminating, and non{reursive strutures are assumed to termi-nate. Using the semantis, lause and query goals are symbolially expanded togenerate PRR's.3. To prove termination of a PRR, a well{founded set [W;�℄ is de�ned, for setW and well{founded ordering �. The reursive arguments are demonstrated toonform to this well{founded set. Ideally, strutural indution over the termsof the arguments may suÆe. Complex argument domains may require moresophistiated ordering relations.4. Whenever the form of a goal or lause stream an be dedued, termination prop-erties an be applied. Strutural indution over the size of streams themselvesmay also be useful.The above needs some lari�ation. First, PRR's are not guaranteed to be the reursivealls whih will our during a program's omputation, but are possible reursionswhih might our. For example, in the following lauses,P : � A; T:T : � Q; P:expanding T will determine that P is a PRR. However, during program exeution, Qmight always fail (perhaps it is unde�ned), so this PRR will never exeute. The atualreursions that will our during a program's exeution are diÆult { if not impos-sible { to predetermine from the program's syntax; information about the program'sdelarative semantis is required.Di�erent well{founded orderings are possible for programs, and the partiularordering hosen is program dependent. For example, many simple programs an usean ordering relation over the size of argument terms, whih means that strutural101



indution an be used. Multiset orderings an also be onvenient (Apt and Bezem1990). In any ase, to prove termination, the ordering used should be well{founded,whih means that there is no in�nitely dereasing ordered sequene. The well{foundedordering should also be a strit partial order. A strit partial order over a set S is arelation � over S � S suh that, 8x; y; z 2 S, the relation is:asymmetri : :(x � y ^ y � x)irreflexive : :(x � x)transitive : (x � z) if (x � y) ^ (y � z)Asymmetry and irreexivity introdue stritness to the ordering, whih prevents loop-ing reursive strutures, for example,p(X) : � p(x):Terminating programs are those whose reursive prediates have arguments whih anbe mapped to well{founded orderings. Nonterminating programs are ones in whihthere is no well{founded ordering possible for its reursive strutures. The oneptsfrom term rewriting system divergene outlined in setion 5.1.2 will be applied whendivergene is enountered in the proofs.a(~t1) : � b(~t2); others1 :::a(~t3) : � a(~t4); others2 :::b(~t5) : � e(~t4); a(~t6); others3 :::b(~t7) : � a(~t8); others4 :::ma( ~X) def= a1( ~X) ;̂ a2( ~X)a1( ~X) def= ( ~X = ~t1)� b(~t2)� others1 � � �a2( ~X) def= ( ~X = ~t3)� a(~t4)� others2 � � �b( ~X) def= b1( ~X) ;̂ b2( ~X)b1( ~X) def= ( ~X = ~t5)� e(~t6)� a(~t7)� others3 � � �b2( ~X) def= ( ~X = ~t8)� a(~t9)� others4 � � �Figure 5.1: Program and CCS translation102



A general example of how the semantis is used in termination proofs is nowillustrated. Consider the program and translation in �gure 5.1. In proving the termina-tion of a query \?� a(~t):", the arguments in ~t an be partially or wholly instantiated.Let suh a query have uninstantiated arguments ~X . The proof proeeds by expandingthe CCS expression for the query:a( ~X) : initial query� a1( ~X) ;̂ a2( ~X) : Con a� ( ~X = ~t1)� b(~t2)� others1 � � � ;̂ a2( ~X) : Con a1At this point, Resol is applied, the resulting binding distributed appropriately (lettingthe binding be �1), and the expansion is ontinued:� b(~t2�1)� others1�1 � � � ;̂ a2( ~X) : Resol� (b1(~t2�1) ;̂ b2(~t2�1))� others1�1 � � � ;̂ a2( ~X) : Con b� :::� ((e(~t6�2)� a(~t7�2)� others�);̂ (a(~t9�3)� others�))� others1�i ;̂ a2( ~X) : (as above)Here, �2 and �3 are the e�ets of resolving b1 and b2 respetively, and others� areaumulated goals not being analysed. Two PRR's have been found so far. The �rstPRR is preeded by a all to prediate e. If e ontains a PRR, then its behaviour will�rst have to be asertained. Otherwise, it an be onsidered to be terminating. Ineither ase, theorem 4.1.2 must be used to show the behavioural interation betweene and a. One done, a well{founded set for the arguments in a(~t7�2�) (�e being thee�et of eah suessful inferene of e) is next disovered, using a similar expansion asjust done. The simplest situation is when strutural indution on argument terms ispossible. The other PRR represented by a(~t9�3) is treated similarly. Note that, if needbe, the stream results of b1 and b2 may be oalesed by theorem 4.1.1. One this �rstlause of a has been analysed, the seond all to a2 is similarly dealt with.5.3 Example termination proofs5.3.1 Non{terminating produtive programThis example applies the semantis to the Prolog program in �gure 5.2. The dataownotation from setion 3.5.1 is used for doing neessary bookkeeping. Consider thequery \?� p(U; V )". The following behaviour an be derived:103



p(a; b):p(b; ):q(a):q(Z) : � q(Z):q(b) : � q(Y ); p(Y;W ): () p(X;Y ) def= p1(X;Y ) ;̂ p2(X;Y )p1(X;Y ) def= (X;Y ) = (a; b)p2(X;Y ) def= (X;Y ) = (b; )q(Z) def= q1(Z) ;̂ q2(Z) ;̂ q3(Z)q1(Z) def= Z = aq2(Z) def= q(Z)q3(Z) def= Z = b� q(Y )� p(Y;W )Figure 5.2: Logi program and CCS translationp(U; V )� �S �1 Æ (p1(X;Y ) ;̂ p2(X;Y )) : Con p; �1 = fU  X;V  Y g;S = fU; V g� �S �1 Æ (su(�2) : p2(X;Y )) : Resol p1; Seq;�2 = fX  a; Y  bg;� �S �1 Æ (su(�2) : su(�3):Done) : Resol p2;�3 = fX  b; Y  g� �S (su(�1 Æ �2) : su(�1 Æ �3) : Done) : apply �1� su(�4) : su(�5) : Done : apply �; �4 = fU  a; V  bg;�5 = fU  b; V  gThe above shows how the results generated by lauses are sequentially omposed.Alternatively, theorem 4.1.1 ould be used to join the two �nite sequenes from thelauses. Next, onsider the query \?� q(a):":q(a) � q1(a) ;̂ q2(a) ;̂ q3(a) : Con q� su(�):(q2(a) ;̂ q3(a)) : Resol q1; Seq� su(�):(q(a) ;̂ q3(a)) : Con q2� su(�):(q(a) ;̂ Done) : Resol q3� su(�):q(a) : P ;̂ Done � P� su(�):(su(�):q(a)) : repeat above� su(�) !The bisimilar substitution in the last step holds beause of the uniqueness of reursiveexpressions Finally, onsider the query \?� p(U; V ); q(U):":
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p(U; V )� q(U)� su(�1) : su(�2) : Done � q(U) : (from above) �1 = fU  a; V  bg;�2 = fU  b; V  g� �1 Æ (su(�2) : Done �� q(a)) : Bak� 2; apply �1 to q(U)� �1 Æ (su(�2) : Done �� su(�) !) : (from above) q(a) � su(�) !� �1 Æ su(�) ! : theorem 4:1:2; P �� � ! � � !� su(�1) ! : apply �1The in�nite stream from q auses the baktraked expression to be in�nite also.5.3.2 Looping program
p(X) : � a(X); b:p(X) : � p(X):a(1):a(2) : � a(2):b: ()

p(X) def= p1(X) ;̂ p2(X)p1(X) def= a(X) � bp2(X) def= p(X)a(X) def= a1(X) ;̂ a2(X)a1(X) def= X = 1a2(X) def= a(X)b def= b1b1 def= TrueFigure 5.3: Looping programThis example illustrates the handling of looping within the semantis. Considerthe program in �gure 5.3. The all a(2) is �rst analysed.a(2) � a1(2) ;̂ a2(2) : Con a� Done ;̂ a2(2) : Resol a1� a2(2) : Seq� a(2) : Con a2� ? : Theorem 5:1:1Next, the behaviour of the all a(X) is derived.
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a(X) � a1(X) ;̂ a2(X) : Con a� su(fX  1g) : a2(X) : Resol a1; Seq� su(fX  1g) : a(2) : Resol a2� su(fX  1g) : ? : from aboveOne solution is generated, and then the omputation loops. Now, given the query\?� p(X):":p(X) � (a(X) � b) ;̂ p2(X) : Con p; p1� ((su(�1) : ?)� b) ;̂ p2(X) : (from above) �1 = fX  1g� ::: � su(�1) : (?� b) ;̂ p2(X) : expansion� su(�1) : (? ;̂ p2(X)) : theorem 4:1:5� su(�1) : ? : theorem 4:1:4The query p(X) therefore infers fX  1g, and then loops.5.3.3 Adding uts to fore termination
p(X) : � a(X); !; b:p(X) : � p(X):a(1):a(2) : � a(2):b: ()

p(X) def= p1(X) Æ; p2(X)p1(X) def= a(X)�j` bp2(X) def= p(X)a(X) def= a1(X) ;̂ a2(X)a1(X) def= X = 1a2(X) def= a(X)b def= b1b1 def= TrueFigure 5.4: Program with utThis example shows the e�et of uts on looping. Cuts are ommonly used tofore nonterminating programs to terminate. The program in �gure 5.4 is the programof �gure 5.3 with a ut inserted into it to fore termination.The manner in whih the ut prunes away goals whih ause looping whenbaktraking is �rst shown. Exeuting the query \?� p(X):":106



p(X) � p1(X) Æ; p2(X) : Con p� (a(X) �j` b) Æ; p2(X) : Con p1� ((su(�1) : a2(X)) �j` b) Æ; p2(X) : Resol a1; �1 = �� b�1 : Cut� 1� su(�):Done : Resol b1The in�nite subtree at a2(X) is disarded by the ut, and the omputation terminates.A ut's pruning of searh through a looping lause is now illustrated. Considerthe goal \?� p(1):" in the looping program of �gure 5.3:p(1) � (a(1) � b) ;̂ p2(1) : Con p; p1� ::: � su(�) : p2(1) : expansion� su(�) : p(1) : Resol p2� su(�) ! : p(1) � � !Exeuting the terminating version of �gure 5.4:p(1) � (a(1) �j` b) Æ; p2(1) : Con p; p1� b : Resol a; Cut� 1� su(�):Done : Resol bThe in�nite subtree at p2(1) is disarded by the ut, and the omputation terminates.Cuts are ommonly used to improve eÆieny by pruning unwanted multiplesolutions. Consider a lause P : � A:in whih A generates a stream of solutions su(�i) n:Done. If only one solution isrequired, a ut an be inserted at the end of the lauseP : � A; !:The semantis of this new behaviour is:P � A�j True : Con P� su(�1):su(�i) ni=2:Done�j True : subst A� �1 Æ True : Cut� 1� su(�1) : Done : Resol TrueThe ut takes the �rst solution from A as a �nal result.
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d(A; [AjX℄;X):d(A; [BjX℄; [BjY ℄) : � d(A;X; Y ):p([ ℄; [ ℄):p(X; [AjY ℄) : � d(A;X;Z); p(Z; Y ):md(X;Y ) def= d1(Q;P;R) ;̂ d2(Q;P;R)d1(Q;P;R) def= (Q;P;R) = (A; [AjX℄;X)d2(Q;P;R) def= (Q;P;R) = (A; [BjX℄; [BjY ℄) � d(A;X; Y )p(Q;R) def= p1(Q;R) ;̂ p2(Q;R)p1(Q;R) def= (Q;R) = ([ ℄; [ ℄)p2(Q;R) def= (Q;R) = (X; [AjY ℄) � d(A;X;Z) � p(Z; Y )Figure 5.5: Terminating program5.3.4 Terminating programThe next example is from (Baudinet 1988). It will be proven that the query \? �p([v1; :::; vk℄; V )" produes a non{looping omputation generating a stream of answersubstitutions of length k!. First, a result for prediate d is needed.Lemma: The query \? � d(U; [v1; :::; vl℄;W ):" results in a non{looping omputationwhih generates a �nite sequene of l answer substitutions, eah answer substitutionontaining the instane W  [v01; :::; v0l�1℄, where [v01; :::; v0l�1℄ is a sublist of [v1; :::; vl℄of length l � 1.Proof: By indution on the length of list [v1; :::; vl℄.Base ase l = 0: A list of length 0 is [ ℄, and the query is \?� d(U; [ ℄;W ):".d(U; [ ℄;W ) � d1(U; [ ℄;W ) ;̂ d2(U; [ ℄;W ) : Con d� Done : Resol d1; d2; SeqThe result holds trivially.Indutive ase l > 0: Consider a list [v1; :::; vl℄ of length l.
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d(U; [v1; :::; vl℄;W )� �S d1(U; [v1; :::; vl℄;W ) ;̂ d2(U; [v1; :::; vl℄;W ) : Con d; S = fU;Wg� su(�1) : �S d2(U; [v1; :::; vl℄;W ) : Resol d1;�1 = fU  v1;W  [v2; :::; vl℄g� su(�1) : �S �2 Æ d(U; [v2; :::; vl℄; Y ) : Resol d2; �2 = fU  A;B  v1;X  [v2; :::; vl℄; W  [BjY ℄gBy the indution hypothesis, sine [v2; :::; vl℄ is of length l�1 < l, then d(U; [v2; :::; vl℄; Y )returns a non{looping stream of l�1 answer substitutions, where Y in eah is a sublistof [v2; :::; vl℄ of length l�2, whih is denoted Ll�2. Ignoring U , this result is representedas su(fY  Ll�2g) l�1:Done. Continuing the derivation,� su(�1) : �S �2 Æ su(fY  Ll�2g) l�1:Done : substituting d� su(�1) : su(�3) l�1:Done : apply � and �2;�3 = fW  [v1jLl�2℄; U  AgThus, the query \?� d(U; [v1; :::; vl℄;W ):" generates a stream of l answer substitutions,and eah substitution uni�es W to a sublist of [v1; :::; vl℄ of length l � 1. 2The original problem is now proven. The query \?� p([v1; :::; vl℄; V ):" produesa non{looping omputation generating a stream of answer substitutions of length l!.Proof: By indution on the length l of the list [u1; :::; ul℄, and using the result forprediate d from (1) above.Base ase l = 0: A list of length 0 is [ ℄, and the query is \?� p([ ℄; V ):".p([ ℄; V )� �fV g p1([ ℄; V ) ;̂ p2([ ℄; V ) : Con p� su(�1):(�fV g p2([ ℄; V )) : Resol p1; Seq; �1 = fV  [ ℄g� su(�1):(�fV g�2 Æ ( d(A; [ ℄; Z)� p(Z; Y ) ) : Resol p2; �2 = fX  [ ℄;V  [AjY ℄g� su(�1):(�fV g�2 Æ ( Done� p(Z; Y ) ) : from (1); d(A; [ ℄; Z) � Done� su(�1) : Done : Bak� 2The stream generated is of length l! = 0! = 1.Indutive ase l > 0: Consider a list [v1; :::; vl℄ of length l.
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p([v1; :::; vl℄; V )� �fV g p1([v1; :::; vl℄; U) ;̂ p2([v1; :::; vl℄; U) : Con p� �fV g p2([v1; :::; vl℄; U) : Resol p1; Seq� �fV g �3 Æ (d(A; [v1; :::; vl℄; Z)� p(Z; Y )) : Resol p2;�3 = fX  [v1; :::; vl℄; V  [AjY ℄g� �fV g �3 Æ (su(i) l:Done� p(Z; Y )) : from (1); substituting d;i = fA vj; Z  Ll�1g;Ll�1 = [v1; :::; vl℄� vj (1 � j � lgSine eah list Ll�1 from d is of length l�1, then by the indutive hypothesis, p(Ll�1; Y )generates a stream of (l � 1)! lists, eah list denoted L0l�1:su(i) l:Done� p(Z; Y )� 1 Æ (su(i) l�1:Done�� p(Ll�1; Y )) : Bak� 1� 1 Æ (su(i) l�1:Done�� su(Æi) (l�1)!:Done) : indution hypothesis;Æi = fY  L0l�1g� 1 Æ su(Æi) (l�1)! : (su(i) l�1:Done�� Done) : Bak� 3 repeated� su(1 Æ Æi) (l�1)! : (su(i) l�1:Done� p(Z; Y )) : apply 1; Bak� 4This ours for eah of the l answers from d, and results in a stream of size l(l�1)! = l!.The simpli�ed �nal stream isp([v1; :::; vl℄; V ) � su(fV  [vjjL0l�1℄g) l!:DoneThis is a �nite non{looping stream of size l!. 25.3.5 A program using a numerial well{founded orderingq(X;Y ) : � X > 100; Y is X � 10:q(X;Y ) : � X � 100; U is X + 11; q(U; Y ); q(Y;Z):mq(X;Y ) def= q1(X;Y ) ;̂ q2(X;Y )q1(X;Y ) def= X > 100 � (Z is X � 10)q2(X;Y ) def= X � 100 � (U is X + 11)� q(U; Y )� q(Y;Z)Figure 5.6: 91 program110



A �nal example is the 91 program in �gure 5.6. The program omputes n = 91if m � 100, and n = m� 10 otherwise. After the termination proof of this program isgiven, a variation of it will be analysed.Proof: The proof follows one in (Hogger 1990). It is assumed that queries arewell{moded, so that the �rst argument is an integer, and the seond argument isuninstantiated. The CCS semantis uses some builtin agents. The de�nition of � isA � B def= su(�):Done + Donewhere the �rst term is returned if A � B for numerial values A and B. The > agentis similar. The is agent is de�ned asN is E def= su(�):Donewhere � = fN  ng if E evaluates to value n. Note that the expression E must fullyevaluate; there is no faility for error handling.The proof begins by expanding a general all to q for some integer argument n:q(n; Y )� q1(n; Y ) ;̂ q2(n; Y ) : Con q� (n > 100� Z is n� 10) ;̂ q2(n; Y ) : Con q1Note that q1 is non{reursive and always terminates. The expansion ontinues on theseond lause:q2(n; Y )� n � 100� (U is n+ 11) � q(U; Y )� q(Y;Z)This expression has two PRR's orresponding to the two reursive alls to q. For the�rst reursive all, the mapping � maps the �rst integer arguments of q to the orderingU � X iff X < U � 111where 111 is the minimal element in the ordering (the �rst argument of q is driventowards 111). Beause the alls to � and is have been solved when this all to qis reahed, it an be dedued that n � 100 and U = n + 11, whih implies thatn < U � 111.The seond reursive q has its �rst arguments mapped to the orderingU � X iff X < U � 101111



where 101 is the minimal element. To apply this, it is assumed that the �rst threeagents in q2 terminate. The exeution of the all q(U; Y ) means that some delarativeinformation about q an be used, ie. Y = 91 if U � 100 otherwise Y = U � 10. Thewfo follows when the e�et of these three goals is ombined.Variation: The above proof does not use many useful properties of ontrol, other thanthe left{to{right ordering of goals. More varied behaviour results if the order of goalsin the seond lause is permuted as follows,q02(X;Y ) def= (U is X + 11) � q(U; Y )� (X � 100) � q(Y;Z)Here, non{termination will result. Consider the all q(n; Y ) for some n > 100:q(n; Y )� q1(n; Y ) ;̂ q02(n; Y ) : Con q� su(�1):q02(n; Y ) : expand q1;�1 = fY  n� 10g� su(�1):(U is n+ 11� q(U; Y )� n � 100� q(Y;Z)) : Con q02� su(�1):(q(m;Y )� n � 100 � q(Y;Z)) : simplify; m = n+ 11� su(�1):(q(m;Y )�Done) : simplify; Bak� 2 The
last simpli�ation uses the fat that n > 100, and so n � 100 � q(Y;Z) � Done �q(Y;Z) � Done. The expression q(m;Y ) � Done annot generate any su(�) a-tions, beause the Done ats as a �nite failure for the baktraking. The only waythis expression an terminate is if it �nitely fails, and this an only our if q(m;Y )terminates. However, the all q(m;Y ) is a variation of q(n; Y ), m being larger than n.Continued expansion of q results in the nested behaviour,� :::� su(�1):(q(m;Y )�Done)� su(�1):((q(m+ 11; Y )�Done)�Done)� su(�1):(((q(m+ 22; Y )�Done)�Done)�Done)� su(�1):((((q(m + 33; Y )�Done)�Done)�Done)�DoneThis looping behaviour is therefore bisimilar to ?, and there is no well{founded or-dering possible. The reursive alls do not permit a well{founded mapping (theo-rem 5.1.1). This is beause there is no minimal value for the ordering, as the argu-ment term beomes self{embedding. The behaviour of the original all is thereforeq(n; Y ) � su(�1):?. 2112



5.4 ConlusionThis hapter applied the CCS semantis of Prolog towards proving termination prop-erties of Prolog programs. Using a well{founded orderings and some termination prop-erties derived in hapter 4, some example termination proofs were given. The mainontributions of this tehnique are:� A semanti haraterisation of Prolog ontrol is formally aounted for withintermination proofs. Pragmatially speaking, goal and lause order are alwaysmaintained, baktraking is expliitly represented, and dataow an be reorded.� A stream{based domain is ideal for representing the universe of possible be-haviours of logi program omputations. Finite failure, �nite streams, in�niteprodutive streams, and looping an be modelled in CCS. This permits nonter-minating omputations to be reasoned about, and not just those whih universallyterminate.� Prolog{spei� termination properties give some tatial guidane for proofs. Forexample, knowing how looping a�ets the interation between program lausesand goals an be exploited. The CCS semantis is a general alulus whih allowsa variety of proof styles and tehniques { a neessity given the variety of programbehaviours possible.� Extra{logial ontrol features like \ut" are easily handled. Proofs using utsoften result in the disarding of stream omponents.The sope of what is being done in this hapter needs to be reiterated. It is notthe intention here to suggest a novel or automated proof tehnique for proving Pro-log program termination. Rather, a semanti framework for reasoning about programtermination given an expliit semantis of the ontrol sheme has been proposed. A se-mantis of Prolog ontrol with its stream{based haraterisation of program behaviouris a useful means for reasoning about termination properties.It an be argued that maintaining goal and lause order within terminationproofs is simple to handle manually and informally within termination proofs. Thismight seem true for simple Prolog programs. However, formal methodologies requirea rigorous formal aount of all relevant phenomena whih a�et omputations, and113



this therefore inludes goal and lause order. Suh a semantis will be espeially ne-essary when more omplex ontrol shemes are being used. The semantis additionallyaounts for the stream haraterisation of termination, nontermination, and looping,and gives an e�etive semantis of the ut.It is diÆult to ignore dataow within termination proofs. A major drawbakof this is that termination proofs of even the smallest logi programs quikly beomeenumbered with bookkeeping regarding variable bindings and the omputation state.This is symptomati of other analyses of Prolog program termination. When the datadomain is maintained \by hand", errors may our. An alternative with the CCSsemantis is to formally represent the data domain with the dataow devies. Thesolution is to use a semi{automated theorem proving environment to do this reordkeeping.This researh supplements the generalised termination proofs used by (Clark1979) and (Hogger 1984) (Hogger 1990) by inluding a semantis of the ontrol shemewithin termination analyses. The CCS semantis of ontrol justi�es muh of the in-formal proof tatis used by Clark and Hogger whih simulate the e�et of Prolog'somputation rule. In addition, the semantis supports a omplete haraterisation ofProlog behaviour, and as a result, the e�ets of baktraking, lause sequening, aswell as looping and nontermination, are ompletely modelled.Logi program termination researh has not given muh attention to the non-termination whih an arise with the use of uni�ation algorithms that have no ourshek. Without the ours hek, it is possible for terms with self{embedded vari-ables to never terminate when uni�ed. For example, when queried with the goal\?� p(X;X):", the prediate p(X; f(X)) : � p(X;X):will ause an in�nite loop during uni�ation, due to the irular binding. The semantisould be enhaned to model this phenomenon by adding the following transition ruleto the two listed in setion 3.5.2:Unify3 ~t1 = ~t2 �! ? when unifiation loopsThe ondition for this transition is satis�ed when the partiular uni�ation algorithmused loops, whih an our when no ours hek is performed.114



This hapter rationally reonstruts the funtional semantis in (Baudinet 1988).Baudinet's semantis is losely related to this one, and the style of termination anal-yses are aordingly similar in spirit. However, the tehnial di�erenes between hersemantis and this one disussed in setions 3.6.2 and 4.5 result in some stylisti di�er-enes in program proofs. The major di�erene stems from the di�erent mathematialtools used: Baudinet uses a funtional semantis of Prolog, and this thesis uses analgebrai semantis. It is debatable as to whih formal tool is more naturally suitedto analysing Prolog omputations; some of the following points might argue in favourof CCS. Baudinet's semanti operators, being funtions over the domain of streams,diretly manipulate and generate �nite, in�nite, or looping streams. The CCS ontroloperators onstrut omputed streams using the expansion theorem and other bisimi-lar equivalenes, and streams are best dedued indutively. Baudinet requires �xpointtheory to prove that program omponents generate partiular behaviours, espeiallyin the ase of looping omputations, whereas the CCS proofs use the expansion the-orem and bisimilar substitutions to aomplish the same e�et. Baudinet's semantisof the ut is more awkward than the CCS treatment. However, despite these stylistidi�erenes, the general style of termination analysis done by both formalisms is verysimilar. Both would bene�t with the inorporation of better well{founded orderingstrategies, for example, level mappings.Reent researh has suggested (semi-) automated tehniques for proving thetermination of lasses of Prolog programs (Plumer 1990) (Vershaetse and Shreye1991). These termination proof methodologies are onsiderably more ambitious thanthe manual termination analyses done here. Sine these tehniques informally assumeProlog's ontrol sheme, inorporating a semanti aount of Prolog ontrol withinthem is worth investigation. Suh a semantis of ontrol is espeially neessary if theut and other more involved ontrol strategies are to be onsidered. If the semantisis treated as a term rewriting system, tehnology for proving the termination of termrewriting (whih (Plumer 1990) (Vershaetse and Shreye 1991) employ) would beappliable, with the advantage that general ontrol shemes are aounted for.
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Chapter 6Transformations Using Cuts
This hapter applies the CCS semantis of Prolog towards verifying the orretness ofa seletion of soure{to{soure Prolog program transformations whih use uts. Thenotion of transformational validity used here is a strong one: two programs are valid ifthey generate the same streams of omputed answer substitutions, whih means theyprodue the same omputed results in the same order. The example transformationsin this setion all use uts. It is assumed throughout the proofs that programs alwaysterminate. Extending the proofs to handle nonterminating or looping omputationswould not be diÆult, and would entail the appliation of the ideas of hapter 5.Setion 6.1 reviews Prolog program transformation. Some preliminary notionsare disussed in setion 6.2. Setion 6.3 uses the semantis to verify the soundness ofsome soure{to{soure transformations. A onlusion and omparison to other researhonludes the hapter in setion 6.4.6.1 ReviewDelarative logi programs are partiularly suitable for transformation, as their logialfoundation permits logially sound transformations to be performed on them withoutaltering their delarative meanings. First{order prediate alulus is therefore a pow-erful tool in logi program transformation. However, when unfair ontrol strategiessuh as that of Prolog are being used, logi itself is not a suÆient means with whihto formalise program transformations. Instead, some sort of formal aount of theinferene sheme must be used to ensure the soundness of transformations.Program transformations exist whih introdue uts to prune unwanted searh.Cuts are inserted into programs to inrease their omputational eÆieny by pruning116



unwanted omputation subtrees, whih is often neessary given the onstraints of Pro-log's rigid ontrol strategy. For example, uts are e�etive when a solution has beenfound, and ontinued exeution of the program is known to be fruitless. Suh a ut isalled a green ut. This is opposed to red uts, whih will prune possible solutions fromthe omputation, and therefore tend to be less transparent in funtionality (Sterlingand Shapiro 1986).A determinate prediate is one in whih at most one lause omputes a solutionwhen the prediate is alled, and it never again sueeds when it is baktraked. Whena prediate is known to be determinate, the insertion of uts into the lauses preventsunneessary omputation. (Sawamura and Takeshima 1985) look at this issue. Thedetermination whether prediates are determinate is generally undeidable. However,as with termination and other omputational phenomena, pratial programs usuallyhave tratable harateristis of determinism. They identify some forms of determinismin logi programs, and suggest soure{to{soure transformations whih exploit them.One of these transformations will be studied later in this hapter.(Debray and Mishra 1988) approah the issue of Prolog transformations from adi�erent perspetive. They derive a denotational semantis of Prolog with ut. Then,using the semantis, they verify some Prolog transformations whih use uts. Thebasis of these transformations parallels those by Sawamura and Takeshima, as thebasi premise is that determinate program omponents an have uts inserted in themto make the omputation more eÆient, without altering the program's orretness.6.2 Program transformation propertiesA goal is determinate if it omputes at most one solution. Likewise, lauses, prediates,and programs an similarly be determinate. A CCS agent P is determinate if thefollowing holds: P � su:Done+DoneHere, P has two hoies of behaviour { either generate one solution and quit, or justquit. The following theorems illustrate how determinay is inherited throughoutagent expressions. The �rst two theorems shows how the baktraking operator pre-serves determinism. 117



Theorem 1 If a and b are determinate, then so is a� b.Proof: By the de�nition of determinay, a � su:Done+Done and b � su:Done+Done. Thena� b � (a[f ℄ j (su0:(b ;̂ NextGoala) + done0:Done)) n F : Con �� ((su:Done+Done)[f ℄ j(su0:((su:Done+Done) ;̂ NextGoala)+done0:Done)) n F : subst: a; b� su:Done+Done : expansionTherefore a� b is determinate. 2Corollary 2 If ai (1 � i � n) are determinate, so is a1 � a2 � � � � � an.Proof: By indution on the number of goals, using theorem 1 and the assoiativityof �. 2The next theorem shows the e�et that the sequening operator ;̂ has ondeterminate prediates.Theorem 3 Given P def= P1 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pk, and P is determinate, then either (i) all Pi �Done, or (ii) if Pj � su:Done (1 � j � k), then Pi � Done (i 6= j; 1 � i � k).Proof: (i) When P � Done, then all Pi � Done. If this were not the ase, thenP 6� Done. This is veri�ed by indution over the length of the list of Pi's (detailsomitted).(ii) Assume more than one Pi � su:Done. Let Pj � suj :Done and Pl � sul:Done (l 6=j), and all other Pi � Done. ThenP � P1 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pj ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pl ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pk� suj :sul:Doneby expansion. But then P is no longer determinate. So only one Pi � su:Done. 2The expliit treatment of logi variable bindings and dataow is not addressedwhenever possible, sine logi program dataow does not greatly a�et these trans-formations. However, it is worth remembering what is ourring impliitly with logivariables in the semantis. The notation P� represents the appliation of all relevantbindings to the arguments of agent P . For example, insu:A�j B � B�118



the binding returned by the left hand su is applied to B, along with all other om-puted binding substitutions in the environment. Worth noting is the e�et of exeutingTrue, whih is de�ned True def= su(�):Done. For example, in the followingsu:A�j True � True (Cut)exeuting True has the e�et of returning the binding obtained from the left hand side.This is beause, as desribed in setion 3.5.1, the union of all the bindings omputedby the goals in a lause are returned as a result. True simply adds the empty binding� to this net result.6.3 Example transformation proofs6.3.1 Non{folding of lauses with utsThis �rst example shows how the syntati unfolding of lauses with uts is generallyinvalid. Unfolding is the proess of replaing a goal in a lause by a prospetiveresolvent. For example, the following shemata shows an unfolding of a goal B in aprediate A: A : � B; C:A : � D:B : �W; X: =) A0 : �W; X; C:A0 : � D:B : �W; X:However, the unfolding is invalid if B ontains a ut:A : � B; C:A : � D:B : �W; !; X: 6) A00 : �W; !; X; C:A00 : � D:B : �W; !; X:Proof: Let W � su:W 0, so that the ut beomes ativated. Then the followingresults.A � A1 ;̂ A2 : Con A� (B � C) ;̂ A2 : Con A1� ((W �j X)� C) ;̂ A2 : Con B� ((su:W 0 �j X)� C) ;̂ A2 : subst: W� (X � C) ;̂ A2 : CutA00 � A001 Æ; A002 : Con A� (W �j` X � C) Æ; A02 : Con A001� (su:W 0 �j` X � C) Æ; A02 : subst: W� X � C : CutTherefore A 6� A00. The expressions are not bisimilar beause the syntati unfoldingof the ut in A00 a�ets searh in A002. 2119



6.3.2 Distributing uts through lausesThis example exploits the algebrai nature of the semantis to its fullest. The unfoldingof goals before uts is valid:Pi : � A;B; !; C:A1 : � H1:A2 : � H2: =) P 0i : � H1; B; !; C:P 0i+1 : � H2; B; !; C:where P 0i and P 0i+1 are new lauses, and A;B;C;Hi represent lists of goals withoututs.Proof: The uni�ation of A with A1 or A2 is treated as an expliit all to theuni�ation agent =, whih is an initial goal in Hi. The CCS representation of thistransformation is therefore(A�B)�j C � ((H1 �B)�j` C) Æ; ((H2 �B)�j C)The LHS an be rewritten:(A�B)�j C � ((H1 ;̂ H2)�B)�j C : Con A� ((H1 �B) ;̂ (H2 �B))�j C : right� distributivityThe transformation is therefore((H1 �B) ;̂ (H2 �B))�j C � ((H1 �B)�j` C) Æ; ((H2 �B)�j C)or more onisely, (X ;̂ Y )�j C � (X �j` C) Æ; (Y �j C)The behaviour of X is X � Done + su:X 0. The bisimilarity is proven for eah ofthese two possible behaviours of X.(i) X � Done:LHS : (X ;̂ Y )�j C � (Done ;̂ Y )�j C : subst: X� Y �j C : SeqRHS : (X �j` C) Æ; (Y �j C) � (Done�j` C) Æ; (Y �j C) : subst: X� Y �j C : Cut� 2(ii) X � su:X 0:
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LHS : (X ;̂ Y )�j C � (su:X 0 ;̂ Y )�j C : subst: X� C � : Cut� 1RHS : (X �j` C) Æ; (Y �j C) � (su:X 0 �j` C) Æ; (Y �j C) : subst: X� C � : Cut� 1The ativation of the ut in both expressions yields the same omputational result. 26.3.3 Deleting an unneessary utThis example is from (Debray and Mishra 1988). The last lause of prediate P,Pk : � g1; � � � ; gn:where all gi are determinate, an be replaed byP 0k : � g1; � � � ; gn; !:Proof: The CCS representation for P 0k isPk def= g1 � � � �� gn �j TrueBy orollary 2, g1 � � � � � gn is determinate. Call this expression G. We need toshow the equivalene between Pk def= G and P 0k def= G �j True. Assume that G �Done+ su:Done.(i) Let G � Done.Pk � Done : Con Pk; subst: GP 0k � Done�j True : Con P 0k; subst: G� Done : Cut� 2(ii) Let G � su:Done.Pk � su:Done : Con Pk; subst: GP 0k � su:Done�j True : Con P 0k; subst: G� True � : Cut� 1� su:Done : Con TrueThis equivalene holds beause, impliit in the dataow, True � e�ets the same �nalsubstitution as is returned by just G. 2121



6.3.4 Adding uts to ends of determinate lausesThis example is from (Debray and Mishra 1988). It shows how determinate prediatesan be made more eÆient with the addition of uts at the ends of their lause bodies.The following transformation of prediate P into prediate P 0 is validP1 : � g1;1; � � � ; g1;l:P2 : � g2;1; � � � ; g2;m:� � �Pk : � h1; � � � ; hn: ) P 01 : � g1;1; � � � ; g1;l; !:P 02 : � g2;1; � � � ; g2;m; !:� � �Pk : � h1; � � � ; hn:if all gi;j and hi are determinate.Proof: By orollary 2, the CCS representation for P is equivalent toP1 def= G1P2 def= G2� � �Pk�1 def= Gk�1Pk def= Hwhere Gi � gi;1� � � �� gi;l � su:Done+Done, for all Pi (1 � i � k� 1). The proofproeeds by indution over the number of lauses.Base ase: Consider 2 lauses:P def= P1 ;̂ P2P1 def= G1P2 def= G2 =) P 0 def= P 01 Æ; P 02P 01 def= G1 �j` TrueP 02 def= G2To show P � P 0, we onsider the two behaviours of G1.(i) Let G1 � Done.P � G1 ;̂ P2 : Con P; P1� Done ;̂ P2 : subst: G1� P2 : SeqP 0 � G1 �j` True Æ; P2 : Con P; P1� Done�j` True Æ; P2 : subst: G1� P2 : Cut� 2(ii) Let G1 � su:Done.
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P � G1 ;̂ P2 : Con P; P1� su:Done ;̂ P2 : subst: G1� su:P2 : expansion;Seq� su:Done : Theorem 3P 0 � G1 �j` True Æ; P2 : Con P; P1� su:Done�j` True Æ; P2 : subst: G1� True : Cut� 1� su:Done : Con TrueIndutive ase: For k + 1 lauses,P def= P1 ;̂ P2 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pk ;̂ Pk+1P1 def= G1P2 def= G2� � �Pk def= GkPk+1 def= H =) P 0 def= P 01 Æ; P 02 Æ; � � � Æ; P 0k Æ; Pk+1P1 def= G1 �j` TrueP2 def= G2 �j` True� � �Pk def= Gk �j` TruePk+1 def= HAgain, we show P � P 0 for eah form of G1.(i) Let G1 � Done.P � G1 ;̂ P2 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pk ;̂ Pk+1 : Con P; P1� Done ;̂ P2 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pk ;̂ Pk+1 : subst: G1� P2 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pk ;̂ Pk+1 : SeqP 0 � (G1 �j` True) Æ; P 02 Æ; � � � Æ; P 0k Æ; Pk+1 : Con P; P1� (Done�j` True) Æ; P 02 Æ; � � � Æ; P 0k Æ; Pk+1 : subst: G1� P 02 Æ; � � � Æ; P 0k Æ; Pk+1 : Cut� 2Both are equivalent by the indutive hypothesis.(ii) Let G1 � su:Done.P � G1 ;̂ P2 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pk ;̂ Pk+1 : Con P; P1� su:Done ;̂ P2 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pk ;̂ Pk+1 : subst: G1� su:(P2 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pk ;̂ Pk+1) : expansion; Seq� su:Done : Theorem 3P 0 � (su:Done�j` True) Æ; P 02 Æ; � � � Æ; P 0k Æ; Pk+1 : Con P; P1; subst: G1� True : Cut� 1� su:Done : Con TrueTherefore P � P 0 for any number of lauses. 2123



6.3.5 Inserting ut within a determinate lauseThis example is from (Sawamura and Takeshima 1985). The following transformationis valid, P1 : � S1:� � �Pi : � Si;1; Si;2:� � �Pn : � Sn: ) P1 : � S1:� � �Pi : � Si;1; !; Si;2:� � �Pn : � Sn:where the S's represents lists of goals g1; � � � ; gk (k � 0), and one of the followingonditions hold:1. If no ut is in Si;1, then Pi is the last lause, and all goals in Si;1 are determinate.2. If there are uts in Si;1, then every goal right of the rightmost ut is determinate.Proof: Condition 1: The CCS representation for this transformation is:P1 def= S1:� � �Pi def= Si;1 � Si;2 ) P1 def= S1:� � �P 0i def= Si;1 �j Si;2:Using orollary 2, Si;1 an be treated as a determinate agent. We therefore need toshow Si;1 � Si;2 � Si;1 �j Si;2(i) If Si;1 � Done, expanding both the expressions results in Done.(ii) Let Si;1 � su:Done, and Si;2 � � s:Done for some s where jsj � 1.Si;1 � Si;2 � su:Done� Si;2 : subst: Si;1� Done�� Si;2 � : Bak� 2� s:(Done� Si;2) : Bak� 4 repeated; Bak� 5� s:Done : Bak� 3Si;1 �j Si;2 � su:Done�j Si;2 : subst: Si;1� Si;2 � : Cut� s:Done : subst: Si;2 �Condition 2: The lause to be transformed has the formPi : � A; !; B; Si;2:
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where Si;1 � A; !; B, and B is a sequene of determinate goals with no uts. The CCSsemantis of the transformation isPi def= A�j` (B � Si;2)� � �P def= � � �Pi Æ; Pi+1 � � � ) P 0i def= A�j` (B �j Si;2)� � �P 0 def= � � �P 0i Æ; Pi+1 � � �We therefore need to show that P � P 0, ie. Pi � P 0i , orB � Si;2 � B �j Si;2Let B � su:Done+Done, and Si;2� � s:Done as before (jsj � 1).(i) When B � Done:LHS : B � Si;2 � Done� Si;2 : subst: B� Done : Bak� 2RHS : B �j Si;2 � Done�j Si;2 : subst: B� Done : Cut� 2(ii) When B � su:Done:LHS : B � Si;2 � su:Done� Si;2 : subst: B� Done�� Si;2� : Bak � 1� Done�� s:Done : subst: Si;2� s:(Done�� Done) : repeated expansion� s:Done : Bak � 4; Bak� 2RHS : B �j Si;2 � su:Done�j Si;2 : subst: B� Si;2� : Cut� 1� s:Done : subst: Si;226.4 ConlusionThis hapter applied the CCS semantis towards verifying the soundness of a sele-tion of soure{to{soure Prolog transformations. Proving validity of a transformationentails showing the bisimilarity or observational equivalene between two CCS expres-sions representing the transformation in question. Advantages of this approah are:� The CCS semantis very onisely represents the essene of ontrol needed toprove the transformations, and allows dataow to be e�etively abstrated away.� Proofs took the form of illustrating the equivalene of generated streams, andbisimulation is an e�etive proof tehnique for this appliation.125



The CCS semantis of ut and the bisimulation tehnique performed in thishapter are well{suited to verifying the soure{to{soure program transformationsusing uts. Bisimulations simply required a ase{by{ase analysis for eah possiblebehaviour (su or done) for the goal(s) before a ut. This type of proof is easilyautomated. In fat, the proof of setion 6.3.2 was automatially veri�ed using theConurreny Workbenh (CWB) system (Cleaveland et al. 1989). Both expressionswere translated into the basi CCS expressions required by the CWB. Then the ob-servational equivalene of these two expressions were automatially veri�ed with theCWB. This is an interesting result, and hints at the usefulness that a more sophisti-ated semi-automati support environment with a logi variable domain might havefor validating logi program transformations.The tehniques of this hapter are generalisable towards proving the observa-tional equivalene of any pair of logi programs or omponents thereof (see (Maher1988) for a disussion of logi program equivalene). Bisimulation based upon observa-tional equivalene allows the equivalene of programs with respet to the ontrol usedto exeute them to be undertaken.Very little work in formally proving soure{to{soure transformations using theut has been done. (Debray and Mishra 1988) have proved a few of the transforma-tions of this hapter using their denotational semantis of Prolog with ut. Althoughdenotational semantis is suÆiently powerful to prove these and other types of Prologprogram properties, the omplex domain spaes used are not easy to oneptualise,and are very abstrat in omparison to the stream domain of the CCS semantis. Inaddition, their proofs require �xpoints in order to solve equivalenes between fun-tions, whih pull solutions from \out of the blue". The proofs in this hapter usestraight{forward bisimulations to ahieve the same purpose.An early work in Prolog program transformation is (Tamaki and Sato 1983).They use existential proofs to verify the validity of fold and unfold transformations ofpure Prolog programs. They assume that a fair ontrol strategy is to be used, and donot onsider standard Prolog ontrol nor the ut. A semantis of ontrol would permita more formal treatment of the e�ets of ontrol on fold and unfold transformations.(Hill et al. 1990) and (Hill 1991) desribe pruning operators whih behave betterthan the ut during unfolding. It would be worth modelling these operators in CCS to126



formally illustrate program transformations using them.
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Chapter 7Partial Evaluation
This hapter presents a semanti haraterisation of partial evaluation transformationsof Prolog programs. A tehnique for partially evaluating programs by transformingsemanti representations is suggested. Beause the bisimilarities of Prolog ontrolpreserve behavioural equivalene, it is possibile to model the basi ontrol omponent ofthe partial evaluation proess. In addition, The CCS semantis an be used to analysewhether or not partiular partial evaluation transformations preserve ompleteness.Setion 7.1 reviews the onept of partial evaluation. Then the semantis isapplied towards partial evaluation transformations in setion 7.2. Setion 7.3 disussesthe reasons why some partial evaluations do not preserve behavioural equivalene. Adisussion and omparison to related researh is in setion 7.4.7.1 ReviewAn ative area of researh is partial evaluation (Sestoft and Zamulin 1988). The oneptwas pioneered by (Futamura 1971), and was further expanded upon by (Ershov 1982).Besides being a powerful program transformation tehnique, partial evaluation lendstheoretial insight into program language theory, as well as ompiler theory and devel-opment.Partial evaluation or mixed omputation is a programming language harater-isation of the onept of projetion in funtional mathematis (Rogers 1988). Given aprogram and part of its input, partial evaluation is the proess that produes a residualprogram whih, when exeuted with the remaining input of the original program, om-putes the same result that the original program would when given the omplete input.For example, let L be a programming language, p be a program, and < d1; :::; dn > be128



an n{tuple of data arguments suh that eah di 2 D for some domain D. Then theexeution of p an be represented asL(p)(< d1; :::; dn >)! dHere, L treats p and the di as data, and determines a semanti interpretation of pwhen exeuted with the di input. The partial evaluation proess is represented by thefollowing expressionL(mix)(p)(< x1; :::; xj ; y1; :::; yk >) = L(r)(< y1; :::; yk >)L is the target programming language, mix is the partial evaluation proedure, p is aprogram to be speialised for given input data x1; :::; xj , and y1; :::; yk is the remaininginput. The result of this proedure is the residual program r whih, when exeuted onthe yi, produes the same result as the original program:L(r)(< y1; :::; yk >) = L(p)(< x1; :::; xj ; y1; :::; yk >)Program r is speialised with respet to the xi data, and may exeute onsiderablymore eÆiently than the original program. A good disussion of the above is in (Fullerand Abramsky 1988).Similarly, in logi programming, partial evaluation is the proess of evaluatinga goal at ompile time with some of its arguments instantiated, and deriving a newresidual logi program whih produes the same output as the original program, exeptthat it runs more eÆiently. (Lloyd and Shepherdson 1987) present some soundnessand ompleteness results of the partial evaluation of pure Prolog programs. Theyderive onditions whih assure soundness and ompleteness, and also disuss the e�etsof unsafe negation as failure. Partial evaluation is sound and omplete so long assome losedness onditions are observed, whih assure that goals do not beome toospeialised so that viable solutions beome unomputable. They also disuss how theontrol strategy a�ets ompleteness. There are three stages whih may use variousontrol shemes:(i) Soure program ontrol: the ontrol used to exeute the original program beforepartial evaluation(ii) Partial evaluation ontrol: the ontrol employed by the partial evaluation proe-dure itself onto the original program129



(iii) Residual ontrol: the ontrol used to exeute the residual programIdeally, if a fair omputation strategy is used, the partiular ontrol strategies aboveare of no onern, sine the ompleteness of fair inferene shemes assures that theentire solution spae is searhed. However, given unfair strategies, the ontrol used ateah of these stages beomes important. The observed behaviour of the pre{partialevaluated soure program and the residual program should be the idential, save forthe added eÆieny of the residual program. The possibility of using a di�erent ontrolstrategy during the transformation proedure at stage (ii) means that this equivalenean be sari�ed. For example, an original program may �nitely fail when exeutedwith a left{to{right omputation rule, while its residual ounterpart reated with apartial evaluation algorithm whih uses a right{to{left omputation rule may loop.There are di�erent proposals for partial evaluation algorithms, whih desribee�etive proedures for deriving eÆient residual programs whih retain omputationalompleteness (Fuller and Abramsky 1988) (Benkerimi and Lloyd 1990). One ommonharateristi of these algorithms is that some basi ontrol omponent of SLD resolu-tion is used by the partial evaluation algorithm (stage (ii) above). This basi ontrolsheme is usually enhaned with analytial devies suh as loop heking, losednessmaintenane, and goal suspension. The simplest approah is to apply Prolog's stan-dard depth{�rst left{to{right ontrol as a basi ontrol strategy for partially evaluatinga program. This is a sensible approah, given that programs to be partially evaluatedare written with this ontrol sheme in mind, and partially evaluating suh programsusing a di�erent ontrol sheme may result in undesirable behaviour. Algorithms arenot onstrained to use this ontrol strategy, and may employ other ontrol shemes,suh as breadth{�rst or heuristi searh. Beause Prolog easily treats Prolog ode asdata, Prolog partial evaluators traditionally take the form of meta{interpreters writ-ten in Prolog (Fujita and Furukawa 1988) (Venken and Demoen 1988) (Fuller andAbramsky 1988).7.2 Semantially haraterising partial evaluationA fundamental tenet of programming languages and their formal semantis is thatmehanisms whih are extensionally omputationally equivalent are substitutive withone another. This onept permits more eÆient programs to supersede less eÆient130



ones. Likewise, language semantis reet this by the notion of syntati substitutivityof equivalent expressions, whih is a prerequisite for a formal system to be equation-ally useful. The onept of substitutivity is taken a step further in (Hehner 1984a)(Hehner 1984b). Hehner's prediative programming priniple posits that program odeand its semanti meaning are substitutive within semanti expressions. This allowsa program's onrete syntax and the formal semanti language to be interomposedin semanti expressions. This is useful in appliations suh as program synthesis andveri�ation, as it supports the step{wise re�nement between program ode and the se-mantis language within one formal ontext. It also assures that translations bak andforth between the programming language and the semanti representation are sound.The partial evaluation paradigm fundamentally depends upon the priniple ofprogram equivalene. When a logi program is partially evaluated, a residual pro-gram is desired whih is behaviourally equivalent to the soure program, exept thatit might be more eÆient. Computational equivalene means that both the soureand residual programs ompute the same suess and failure sets. A striter riteria,however, requires that the original program and the residual program have identialoutput behaviour. This implies that the order of solutions is the same, as well as non{terminating and looping behaviour. This strit haraterisation of equivalene, helpfulwhen onsidering unfair ontrol strategies, ould be relaxed if fairer shemes are beingused. The substitutivity of equivalent agent expressions is fundamental to CCS theory.Using the onept of equivalene relations, if two agents are equivalent in CCS, thentheir orresponding expressions are substitutive within the alulus (under onditionsbased upon the theory of equivalene being used). CCS's observational equivalenerelation an be used to desribe the desired �nal result of partial evaluation. Let Pbe a Prolog program, and Q be a residual program for P . Then the desired propertywhih should hold between them is P � QHere, P and Q are behaviourally equivalent with respet to their observed output, andtherefore share the same nontermination and looping harateristis. Their internalstate transitions (or omputation trees) will di�er, of ourse, if Q is a more eÆientimplementation. 131



Rudimentary partial evaluation an be modelled in CCS by applying behaviourallyequivalent transformations to the semanti expression for a program. Given the seman-tis of a program for a partiular ontrol strategy, partial evaluation transformationsmust be applied whih respet the integrity of this semanti meaning. Beause thebehaviour of logi programs ultimately depends upon the ontrol strategy used duringexeution, partial evaluation must onsider the ontrol sheme if behavioural equiva-lene is to be retained by the residual program. A basi method for partial evaluatingprograms is:(i) Translate a logi program P into CCS semanti meaning C whih models aontrol strategy of interest. In the examples to follow, Prolog ontrol is assumed.(ii) Apply bisimilar transformations ti to C, eventually generating a residual expres-sion C 0: C `t1 � � � `tk C 0(iii) Find a CCS expression R0 bisimilar to C 0, and whih is translatable to logiprogram ode.(iv) Translate R0 to a residual Prolog program R.In the above, the bisimilar transformations applied in step (ii) an vary in omplexityand sophistiation; the ones performed in this hapter use de�nitional equivalenes andontrol operator bisimilarities.The following examples use the above steps to perform basi partial evaluationdiretly on an objet program's semanti representation. Given a program P and aquery Q, bisimilarities for a given ontrol strategy are applied to the semanti expres-sion for P and Q to e�et symboli omputation. Using Hehner's notion of prediativeprogramming, the appliation of these bisimilarities to the program's semanti repre-sentation represent orresponding equivalene{preserving transformations of the soureprogram. The riteria for freezing the expansion of terms in the semanti expressionis deided upon at a meta{level. Eventually a CCS expression C 0 results. This expres-sion is normalised into a set of agent de�nitions and alls bisimilar to terms within C 0,whih are in turn translated into equivalent Prolog ode. This translation proess mayrequire prediate/agent abstration (reating new agent/prediate de�nitions).132



interset(X;Y;M) : � member(M;X); member(M;Y ):member(A; [AjB℄):member(A; [HjT ℄) : � member(A; T ):minterset(X;Y;M) def= interset1(X;Y;M)interset1(X;Y;M) def= member(M;X) �member(M;Y )member(X;Y ) def= member1(X;Y ) ;̂ member2(X;Y )member1(X;Y ) def= (X;Y ) = (A; [AjB℄)member2(X;Y ) def= (X;Y ) = (A; [HjT ℄) �member(A; T )Figure 7.1: Interset programThe �rst example is the program and CCS translation in �gure 7.1. inter-set(X,Y,M) is satis�ed if the item inM is a member of both lists X and Y . We wouldlike to speialise interset for a two element list X  [a; b℄. First note how membergenerates multiple solutions through baktraking, for example,member(M; [a; b℄) � su(�1) : su(�2) : Donewhere �1 = fM  ag and �2 = fM  bg. Now onsider the partial evaluation of thegoal \?� interset([a; b℄; Y;M):", in whih both Y and M are uninstantiated:interset([a; b℄; Y;M)� member(M; [a; b℄) �member(M;Y ) : Con interset� (su(�1):su(�2):Done)�member(M;Y ) : subst member (above)� member(a; Y ) ;̂ (su(�2):Done�member(M;Y )) : Bak� 5� member(a; Y ) ;̂ member(b; Y ) ;̂ (Done�member(M;Y )) : Bak� 5� member(a; Y ) ;̂ member(b; Y ) ;̂ Done : Bak� 2� member(a; Y ) ;̂ member(b; Y ) : P ;̂ Done � PThe all to interset([a; b℄; Y;M) is bisimilar to interset0([a; b℄; Y;M), whereinterset0(A;B;C) def= interset01(A;B;C) ;̂ interset02(A;B;C)interset1(A;B;C) def= (A;B;C) = ([a; b℄; Y; a) �member(a; Y )interset2(A;B;C) def= (A;B;C) = ([a; b℄; Y; b) �member(b; Y )This represents the residual programinterset0([a; b℄; Y; a) : � member(a; Y ):interset0([a; b℄; Y; b) : � member(b; Y ):133



satisfiable(true):satisfiable(X ^ Y ) : � satisfiable(X); satisfiable(Y ):satisfiable(X _ Y ) : � satisfiable(X):satisfiable(X _ Y ) : � satisfiable(Y ):satisfiable(:X) : � invalid(X):invalid(false):invalid(X _ Y ) : � invalid(X); invalid(Y ):invalid(X ^ Y ) : � invalid(X):invalid(X ^ Y ) : � invalid(Y ):invalid(:X) : � satisfiable(Y ):Figure 7.2: Satis�ability programThe seond example is the program in �gure 7.2 (from (Sterling and Shapiro1986)) and its CCS translation in �gure 7.3. This program determines whether aexpression of propositional logi is satis�able or invalid. It an be used to generatesatis�able expressions (using a fair ontrol sheme), or an verify the validity of ex-pressions given to it. Consider the partial evaluation of the query?� satisfiable(:(X _ Y ) ^ ::(Y _ Z)):What is desired is a residual program speialised for the propositional formula \:(X _Y ) ^ ::(Y _ Z)". Logi variables denote unknown expressions, and are intended tobe instantiated at a later time. During partial evaluation, alls that have a singleexpression variable argument will be frozen.The partial evaluation follows:
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satisfiable(E) def= satisfiable1(E) ;̂ satisfiable2(E) ;̂ satisfiable3(E);̂ satisfiable4(E) ;̂ satisfiable5(E)satisfiable1(E) def= E = truesatisfiable2(E) def= (E = X ^ Y )� satisfiable(X)� satisfiable(Y )satisfiable3(E) def= (E = X _ Y )� satisfiable(X)satisfiable4(E) def= (E = X _ Y )� satisfiable(Y )satisfiable5(E) def= (E = :X)� invalid(X)invalid(E) def= invalid1(E) ;̂ invalid2(E) ;̂ invalid3(E);̂ invalid4(E) ;̂ invalid5(E)invalid1(E) def= E = falseinvalid2(E) def= (E = X _ Y )� invalid(X) � invalid(Y )invalid3(E) def= (E = X ^ Y )� invalid(X)invalid3(E) def= (E = X ^ Y )� invalid(Y )invalid3(E) def= (E = :X)� satisfiable(X)Figure 7.3: CCS translationsatisfiable(:(X _ Y ) ^ ::(Y _ Z))� satisfiable1(E) ;̂ satisfiable2(E) ;̂ satisfiable3(E) ;̂ : Con satisfiablesatisfiable4(E) ;̂ satisfiable5(E) E = :(X _ Y )^::(Y _ Z)� satisfiable2(:(X _ Y ) ^ ::(Y _ Z)) : satisfiablei � Done(i 6= 2); simplify� satisfiable(:(X _ Y ))� satisfiable(::(Y _ Z)) : Resol satisfiable2� satisfiable5(:(X _ Y ))� satisfiable5(::(Y _ Z)) : satisfiablei � Done(i 6= 5) for both� invalid(X _ Y )� invalid(:(Y _ Z)) : Resol twie� invalid2(X _ Y )� invalid5(:(Y _ Z)) : (a) invalidi(X _ Y )� Done (i 6= 2)(b) invalidi(:(Y _ Z))� Done (i 6= 5)� invalid(X) � invalid(Y )� satisfiable(Y _ Z) : Resol invalid2;5� invalid(X) � invalid(Y )�(satisfiable3(Y _ Z) ;̂ satisfiable4(Y _ Z)) : satisfiable1;2;5 � Done� invalid(X) � invalid(Y )�(satisfiable(Y ) ;̂ satisfiable(Z)) : Resol satisfiable3;4This residual expression is bisimilar to 135



satisfiable0(E) def= satisfiable01(E)satisfiable01(E) def= (E = :(X _ Y ) ^ ::(Y _ Z))� invalid(X) � invalid(Y )�new(Y;Z)new(Y;Z) def= new1(Y;Z) ;̂ new2(Y;Z)new1(Y;Z) def= satisfiable(Y )new1(Y;Z) def= satisfiable(Z)This represents the Prolog ode:satisfiable0(:(X _ Y ) ^ ::(Y _ Z)) : � invalid(X); invalid(Y ); new(Y;Z):new(Y;Z) : � satisfiable(Y ):new(Y;Z) : � satisfiable(Z):whih is supplemented with the original program from �gure 7.2. This residual willeÆiently determine the validity of propositional expressions mathing this spei�propositional formula .Note that the above transformations are very straight{forward, and are well{suited to automation. The basi ativity onsists of the appliation of equivalene{preserving (bisimilar) transformations to a program's semanti representation. Theonly halting ondition is a test whih inspets the form of prediate arguments. Ofourse, this meta{ontrol ould be further enhaned if required.7.3 Non{equivalene preserving transformationsThe previous setion used the semantis of a program as a basis for applying equivalene{preserving partial evaluation transformations. The semantis an also be used to showwhy partiular types of transformations are invalid. In partiular, some partial evalu-ation strategies produe residual programs whih behave di�erently from the originalprogram. This ours when the ontrol strategy used by the partial evaluation proessdi�ers from the ontrol used to exeute the original program. From a semanti per-spetive, this happens when non{bisimilar transformations are applied to a program'ssemanti representation.An example of a transformation whih does not preserve program behaviourunder Prolog's standard left{to{right omputation rule is the partial evaluation ofgoals using a right{to{left omputation rule. In the program,136



p(X) : � a(X); b(X):a(1) : � a(1):a(X):b(3):Using a left{to{right omputation rule, then p(X) � ?. Partially evaluating p(X)using a right{to{left omputation rule results in the prediate \p(3):", whih is notbisimilar to the original program's behaviour.Inongruities result when non{bisimilar transformations are applied to a pro-gram. In the above example, the right{to{left omputation rule (all it \�") usedduring partial evaluation is not bisimilar to the left{to{right one used by standardProlog. Consequently, the appliation of right{to{left bisimilarities to the programdo not preserve behavioural equivalene with respet to the program's left{to{rightsemanti meaning. To illustrate this, note that A � B � B � A. It must thereforebe shown that A � B 6� B � A. This inequality obviously holds due to the non{ommutativity of � (theorem 4.2.6). For example, let A � ? and B � Done. Then,using theorem 4.1.5, A�B � ?�B � ?. Using Bak-2, B�A � Done�A � Done.The right{to{left partial evaluation of P will not preserve behavioural equivalene withProlog's standard left{to{right omputation rule.Another example of an unsound transformation is when lause order is altered,whih results beause the lause sequening operator ;̂ is non{ommutative (theorem4.2.6). Consider a prediate P def= P1 ;̂ P2. If P1 and P2 partially evaluate to P 01 andP 02 respetively, then the residual program P 0 def= P 02 ;̂ P 01 is not bisimilar (ignoringdegenerate ases).7.4 ConlusionThis hapter presents a semanti haraterisation of the partial evaluation of logiprograms. Some perspetives a�orded by this approah are:� Given that the ontrol strategy used to exeute logi programs determines theiromputational behaviour, a formal onsideration of ontrol helps justify the or-retness of program transformations. This applies to partial evaluation transfor-mations as well. The CCS semantis of Prolog an ensure that partial evaluationtransformations on a program preserve the omputational equivalene between137



the original program and the residual program.� Using the prediative programming priniple, semanti expressions and programode are inter{translatable between one another. Even though a semanti expres-sion may translate to many possible programs, prediative programming assuresthat the behaviour of suh programs is equivalent and unambiguous.� The ontrol bisimilarities for standard Prolog ontrol an model the basi ontrolomponent of partial evaluation. Beause CCS an model many types of logiprogram ontrol, inluding sequential and onurrent ontrol, this semanti ap-proah ould be applied towards the partial evaluation of programs using otherontrol strategies, inluding those whih use a ombination of di�erent ontrolshemes.� The CCS semantis an be used to explain why some partial evaluations do notpreserve behavioural equivalene. In partiular, transformations whih are notbisimilar to the ontrol strategy under whih the original program is exeutedwill result in residual programs whih behave di�erently from the original.� The semantis permits partial evaluation of impure Prolog features suh as theut. It ould also be applied towards modelling partial evaluation of programsthat use better behaved pruning operators (Hill 1991).A quite strit notion of behavioural equivalene is used here, whih spei�esthat programs and their residual ounterparts produe idential observable output.This equivalene an be relaxed if fair ontrol strategies are to be studied. However,strit equivalenes suh as this one are helpful when unfair omputation strategies likethat Prolog's are being used.The CCS semantis is well{suited towards partial evaluation transformationsof programs. Having a onise semantis of the ontrol omponent permits straight{forward partial evaluation. Other semantis of Prolog suh as (Debray and Mishra1988) ould also be applied to this same purpose, so long as the semantis models theontrol used by the inferene mehanism. The pratiality of other semanti formalismsdepends upon their oneptual omplexity; to this ends, the usefulness of denotationalsemantis is suspet. 138



It should be stressed that the semanti approah proposed here models oneaspet of the partial evaluation proess { basi partial evaluation ontrol. The bisimi-larities for standard Prolog ontrol are used to e�et symboli omputation, whih isa fundamental ingredient of partial evaluation transformations. The tatis used toapply these bisimilarities, suh as when to freeze goals and reate new prediates, aredeided at a meta{level. Some of the partial evaluation algorithms suggested in theliterature are onsiderably more sophistiated than the simple bisimulation transfor-mations done here. Inluding the program semantis within these other frameworkswould permit a formal means for justifying the validity of more omplex transformationstrategies.(Lloyd and Shepherdson 1987) disuss partial evaluation and its e�et on thedelarative and proedural semantis of pure logi programs. They illustrate how theomputation and searh rules a�et ompleteness results of residual programs, and alsodisuss the e�ets of using unsafe negation as failure. The failure behaviour of programsand their residual ounterparts is not neessarily preserved when di�erent omputationrules are used during partial evaluation. In addition, they show how lause order mustbe maintained in residual programs to preserve behavioural equivalene. Using the CCSsemantis, these phenomena are shown to result when non{bisimilar transformationsare applied to a program. In partiular, baktraking and lause sequening are non{ommutative, and program transformations whih permute goal and lause order donot preserve equivalene.A signi�ant open problem is to study the irumstanes under whih alterna-tive non{equivalene{preserving partial evaluation ontrol strategies produe residualprogram with more desirable omputational harateristis than the soure program.Non{equivalene preserving program transformations an be more useful than oneswhih stritly preserve equivalene. For example, transforming programs to removeloops is a bene�ial non{equivalene preserving transformation. This is essentially theproblem of ontrol in logi programming whih is onerned with the issue of tailoringontrol to partiular programs to e�et more desirable omputations. Partial eval-uation transformations whih do not preserve observational equivalene an likewiseprodue residual programs whose output behaviour is more desirable than the soureprograms. 139



Prolog partial evaluators are typially implemented as meta{interpreters. Theoperational semantis of the target programming language is usually impliitly a-ounted for in the struture of the meta{interpreter, and relies on the operationalsemantis of the language in whih the meta{interpreter itself is implemented. Aonsequene of this is the need to prove the orretness and ompleteness of thesemeta{interpretive program transformation systems, whih an be a non{trivial task(eg. see (Fuller and Abramsky 1988)). Semantially{sound transformations using aprogram's formal semantis a�ords a more veri�ably sound transformation environ-ment. The semanti approah given here ould be implemented via a term rewritingsystem, in whih the bisimilarities and program semantis represent rewrite rules.An open researh problem is to prove properties of the partial evaluation proesssuh as termination. Some sort of meta{semantis of the partial evaluation algorithmswould be useful in this regard. Work along this line has been done by (Hasoet 1988).He uses an inferene system whih uses inferene rules de�ning the dynami semantisof programming language interpreters, along with tatial inferene rules whih de�nepartial evaluation strategies.A similar approah to this one is taken in (Ross 1989) towards partially evaluat-ing imperative programs. An imperative program's relational semantis is representedby a logi program. This logi program is then treated as a pure Prolog program,and is partially evaluated using a Prolog meta{interpreter. Transformations of thelogial semantis reet orretness{preserving transformations of the imperative pro-gram. The residual logi program is translated bak into imperative ode using theprediative program priniple.
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Chapter 8Other Sequential ControlShemes
The usual depth{�rst left{to{right ontrol of Prolog is just one possible inferene strat-egy. This hapter gives examples of CCS semantis for other sequential ontrol shemes.This will show CCS's robustness for desribing logi program ontrol. The ontrolstrategies studied in this hapter are:� A breadth{�rst strategy whih uses a fairer searh rule is looked at in setion8.1. It uses a lause sequening operator whih interleaves the solutions foundby the lauses of a prediate.� The semantis of a breadth{�rst omputation rule is derived in setion 8.2. Thisstrategy resolves goals in a rule from left{to{right, but performs one single reso-lution or lause unwinding for eah goal, rather than depth{�rst as with standardProlog.� A full breadth{�rst strategy is modelled in setion 8.3 whih employs bothbreadth{�rst omputation and searh rules.� The semantis of goal delaying mehanisms are investigated in setion 8.4.� Some nondeterministi sequential ontrol shemes are suggested in setion 8.5.Then setion 8.6 disusses some issues regarding the use of these semantis in programanalysis appliations. Setion 8.7 disusses the possibility of interomposing ontroloperators to model new ontrol shemes. A disussion onludes the hapter in setion8.8. 141



8.1 An interleaving searh ruleStandard Prolog uses a searh rule in whih lauses are searhed by their textual orderin the program, and the solutions from eah lause are exhaustively generated beforethe following lause is searhed. A fairer searh rule is one in whih the solutions fromthe lauses omprising a prediate ontribute their solutions equally to a omputation.A simple strategy for doing this is, after using a solution from some lause Pi, usingthe solutions from the other lauses before taking the next solution from Pi.Let [f ℄ � [ su0=su; done0=done ℄F � f su0; done0 gA j;j B def= ( A[f ℄ j done0:B + su0:su:(B j;j (A� su))) n FBisimilarities :j;j � 1 (su:A) j;j B � su:(B j;j A)j;j � 2 Done j;j B � BFigure 8.1: Sequential lause interleaving operator and bisimilarities
P � � def= (P [f ℄ j f(�):Eho�1i ) n FEho�1i def= P� f(�):f�1(�):Eho�1iFigure 8.2: Next state operatorAn approah to de�ning a fairer searh rule is to interleave the solutions fromdi�erent lauses. Given lauses for a prediate, they are searhed using their textualorder in the program, as is done in Prolog. However, only one solution is obtainedfrom a lause, after whih the searh arries on to the following one. This means thatthe textual order of lauses is still used, but that a non{exhaustive searh is done oneah. To e�et this, a new lause sequening operator j;j is used. It is de�ned142



in �gure 8.1, along with some higher{level bisimilarities. The interleaving works bywaiting for A to produe a single solution, and one it does, generate it, and then invokeB reursively sequened by the next state of A. With respet to goal sequening, thesame baktraking mehanism is used as in standard Prolog. The bisimilarities arederived through expanding the operator de�nitions for the two ases (proofs omitted).This interleaved searh strategy is fair for non{looping omputations { thosethat generate �nite and in�nite streams. Even though lauses are initially searhedaording to their textual order within the prediate, when there is no looping, all �nitesubtrees will be explored. But should a lause loop, this ontrol strategy is not fair,sine a lause being searhed whih loops will never allow other lauses to be searhed:? j;j P � ?To help alleviate looping , the breadth{�rst omputation rule in setion 8.2 an beused. An important property of j;j is that it is right{assoiative only, rather thanfully assoiative: A j;j B j;j C � A j;j (B j;j C)The following theorem shows how the omposition of expressions using j;j a�etsobserved results.Theorem 1 (P j;j Q) j;j R 6� P j;j (Q j;j R)Proof: Let A � a:A0, B � b:B0, and C � :C 0, where a, b, and  are su ations.Expanding both sides of the above inequation result in di�erent streams.(A j;j B) j;j C� (a:A0 j;j b:B0) j;j :C 0 : subst: A;B;C� a:(b:B0 j;j A0) j;j :C 0 : j;j � 1� a:(:C 0 j;j (b:B0 j;j A0)) : j;j � 1� a::((b:B0 j;j A0) j;j C 0) : j;j � 1A j;j (B j;j C)� a:A0 j;j (b:B0 j;j :C 0) : subst: A;B;C� a:((b:B0 j;j :C 0) j;j A0) : j;j � 1� a:(b:(:C 0 j;j B0) j;j A0) : j;j � 1� a:b:(A0 j;j (:C 0 j;j B0)) : j;j � 12 143



The \�" operator used by j;j is de�ned in �gure 8.2. It represents the subse-quent state of an agent after it generates a partiular ation. Given P �! P 0, then P��invokes P , waits for � (whih is relabelled using f desribed below), and one found,ehoes the rest of P . The Eho�1i agent is indexed to reet the set of � handled. Thefollowing lemmas show the behaviour of �.Lemma 2 Let f and f�1 be relabelling funtions whih, for all � 2 L(A), f(�) = �0and f�1(�0) = �. Let A[f ℄ be the appliation of f to A, and F = [f(�) for all� 2 L(A). Then (A[f ℄ j Eho�1i ) n F � A.Proof:(A[f ℄ j Eho�1i ) n F� (A[f ℄ j P� �0:�:Eho�1i ) n F : Con Eho�1i� A : repeated expansionEho�1i simply undoes the relabelling done by [f ℄. 2Lemma 3 �:A� � � A (� 2 L(A))Proof:�:A� �((�:A) [f ℄ j f(�):Eho�1i ) n F : Con �� (f(�):A [f ℄ j f(�):Eho�1i ) n F : apply [f ℄� (A [f ℄ j Eho�1i ) n F : expansion� A : Lemma 22
p(X) : � q(X):p():q(a):q(b): () p(X) def= p1(X) j;j p2(X)p1(X) def= q(X)p2(X) def= X = q(X) def= q1(X) j;j q2(X)q1(X) def= X = aq2(X) def= X = bFigure 8.3: Program and CCS translation144



p(X)� p1(X) j;j p2(X) : Con p� (q1(X) j;j q2(X)) j;j p2(X) : Con p1; q� (su(�1) : q2(X)) j;j p2(X) : Resol q1; j;j � 2; �1 = fX  ag� su(�1) : (p2(X) j;j q2(X)) : j;j � 1� su(�1) : su(�2) : q2(X) : Resol P2; j;j � 2; �2 = fX  g� su(�1) : su(�2) : su(�3) : Done : Resol q2; �3 = fX  bg2 Figure 8.4: Symboli omputation of \?� p(X):"Consider the logi program in �gure 8.3 with its CCS translation. An examplesymboli omputation is given in �gure 8.4, whih uses the bisimilarities of �gure 8.1.The searh rule omputed the ordered stream a, , and b for X. Prolog's standardsearh rule omputes a, b, and .8.2 Breadth{�rst omputation ruleProlog's omputation rule selets goals from left{to{right, by using the order they arefound within a lause or query. When ombined with Prolog's depth{�rst searh, agoal Gi will have to ompletely infer a result before the following goal Gi+1 is resolved.If Gi loops, then Gi+1 will never exeute (theorem 4.1.5).A breadth{�rst omputation rule selets goals for resolution in a breadth{�rstfashion, so that the depth of resolution down the omputation tree for all the goalsin a query is the same. This ontrasts with the depth{�rst searh done in standardProlog. Consider the query ?� G1; G2; :::; Gk:A goal Gi is initially seleted (let it beG1) and resolved with a lause \C : �B1; :::; Bn:"using the unifying substitution �:?� (B1; :::; Bn; G2; :::; Gk :)�The omputation rule next selets a goal from amongst the remaining goals G2; :::; Gn(say G2), and resolves it one level deep:?� (B1; :::; Bn; C1; :::; Cm; G3; :::; Gk :)��0145



The rationale is that eah goal in the query should have its resolvent omputed onelevel deeper (its immediate hildren), and that the di�erenes in resolution levels ofthe goals should never di�er by more than one level. A goal whih resolves with a fatfalls out of the query. This proedure repeats for the remaining goals in G3; :::; Gk , andit ontinues until an empty goal is obtained. Baktraking is similar to that done inProlog: omputed results from left{hand goals are exhaustively applied to right{handgoals, and new left{hand results are only applied after right{hand goals have ompletedexeution.Four basi ations are used by agents:L(P ) = f su(�); res(�); done; donelause gThe su and done ations have the same meaning as before. The ation res(�) rep-resents the resolution of a goal with a lause using a unifying substitution �. The �argument will usually be omitted. res di�ers from su in that it represents a suessfulsingle resolution step, whereas su represents a ompleted inferene or omputationof a goal. donelause is used to observe when a lause has exhaustively generatedall its solutions. It will be generated by a lause sequening operator to be disussedshortly. The above ations will be supersripted when neessary, for example, su0and donelause00.M[[ [P1; P2; :::; Pk ℄ ℄℄ = P def= P1 +; P2 +; � � � +; PkM[[ Pi(~t): ℄℄ = Pi(~x) def= ~x = ~tM[[ Pi(~t) : � G1; G2; ::: Gn: ℄℄ = Pi(~x) def= (~x = ~t)�� G1 �+ G2 �+ � � ��+ GnM[[ ?� P; Q: ℄℄ = (P �+ Q) n fdonelause; res; donelause00gFigure 8.5: Example translationsSome example translations using the breadth{�rst omputation rule semantisare in �gure 8.5. The translations are similar to those of Prolog programs used earlier,exept that (i) a �� operator separates the uni�ation goal from the rest of the goals146



in the lause, (ii) lause sequening uses a \loud" sequening operator, whih ehoesdonelause at the end of every lause's exeution, and (iii) query expressions havedonelause and res restrited.Let [g℄ � [ su0=su; res0=res; done0=done;donelause0=donelause; donelause000=donelause00 ℄[d℄ � [ donelause00=donelause ℄[d�1℄ � [ donelause=donelause00 ℄G � f su0; res0; done0; donelause0; donelause000 gA�+ B def= ( A[g℄ j Gloopi ) n GGloopi def= done0:Done+ su0:B +; (Nextlause(A� su)�+ B)+ res0:(B �+ (Clause(A� res)[d�1℄))+; (Nextlause(A � res)�+ B)Clause(P ) def= ( P [g℄ j Cloop ) n GCloop def= su0:su:Cloop+ res0:res:Cloop+ donelause000:donelause00+donelause0:Done+ done0:DoneNextlause(P ) def= ( P [g℄ j done0:Done + donelause0:Eho �1i ) n GP +; Q def= ( P [b=done℄[d℄ j b:donelause:Q ) n b (b 62 L(P ) [ L(Q))P �� Q def= ( P [g℄ j su0:res:Q+ done0:Done ) n GFigure 8.6: Breadth{�rst omputation rule operatorsThe operators are de�ned in �gure 8.6. The \�" operator used is from setion8.1. The �+ operator is a breadth{�rst baktraking operator. In A �+ B, when Aprodues su, then B is exeuted. When A res! A0, then B�+A0 is reursively invoked.The state A0 is determined using agent Clause, whih gives the behaviour of theurrent lause of A (disussed below). After this reursive all, the following lausesare proessed reursively. The Gloopi mehanism is not a loop, but is an agent usedfor larity's sake. It is uniquely named via the i index.Theorem 4 The �+ operator is assoiative.(A�+ B)�+ C � A�+ (B �+ C)147



Proof: The proof is similar to the theorem 4.2.5 for the assoiativity of �, and isomitted. 2The de�nition for +; is similar to normal lause sequening, exept thatdonelause is generated at the termination of lauses. This ation is observed byClause and �+ to distinguish the streams produed by di�erent lauses. It is alsoright{assoiative only: P +; Q +; R � P +; (Q +; R)The �� operator models one resolution step between a goal and a lause. InP �� Q, agent P is always the �rst goal of the lause, being the all to the uni�ationagent (=). Instead of returning su, or exeuting the rest of the lause body, ��returns res. The res ation is used by �+ to sequene goal resolutions.+; �1 : (�:A) +; B � �:(A +; B) (� 62 fdone; donelauseg)+; �2 : Done +; B � donelause:B�+� 1 : Done�+ B � Done�+� 2 : (su:Done +; A)�+ B � B +; (A�+ B)�+� 3 : (res:A +; A0)�+ B � (B �+ A) +; (A0 �+ B)�+� 4 : su:Done�+ B � B +; Done�+� 5 : res:A�+ B � (B �+ A) +; Done�� �1 : su:A�� B � res:B�� �2 : Done�� B � DoneFigure 8.7: Breadth{�rst omputation rule bisimilaritiesThe higher{level bisimilarities in �gure 8.7 are now derived from the operatorde�nitions in �gure 8.6. The bisimilarities for +; and �� are �rst derived.Theorem 5+; �1 : (�:A) +; B � �:(A +; B) (� 62 fdone; donelauseg)+; �2 : Done +; B � donelause:BProof:+; �1 : (�:A) +; B� (�:A[b=done℄[d℄ j b:donelause:B) n b : Con +;� �:(A[b=done℄[d℄ j b:donelause:B) n b : expansion� �:(A +; B) : defn +;148



+; �2 : Done +; B� (done:0[b=done℄ j b:donelause:B) n b : Con +;� (b:0 j b:donelause:B) n b : Rel� (0 j donelause:B) n b : expansion� donelause:B : simplify2Theorem 6 �� �1 : su:A�� B � res:B�� �2 : Done�� B � DoneProof:�� �1 : su:A�� B� (su:A[f ℄ j su0:res:B + done0:Done) n F : Con ��� (A[f ℄ j res:B) n F : expansion� (A[f ℄ n F ) j res:B : simplify� 0 j res:B : simplify� res:B : simplify�� �2 : Similar to above. 2The manner in whih individual lause streams are observed and used is nowshown. The lause sequening operator +; generates a donelause ation whenever theleft{hand{side lause terminates and the right{hand{side lause is to ommene exeu-tion. This ation is used to distinguish the stream generated by a lause. However, inorder for this donelause ation to be e�etive, any donelause ations internal to thestream must be silened. This is done using the [d℄ relabelling within +; , whih mutesinternal donelause ations by relabelling them to donelause00. The Nextlause andClause agents desribed below identify partiular lause streams.Lemma 7 (i) Clause(A +; B) � A[d℄(ii) Clause(A) � AProof: Case(i): Let A � s:Done, and t be the stream s[d℄ ( +; relabells donelauseto donelause00 via [d℄). Expanding Clause:
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Clause(A +; B)� (A +; B)[g℄ j Cloop) n G : Con Clause� (s:Done +; B)[g℄ j Cloop) n G : subst: A� t:((Done +; B)[g℄ j Cloop) n G : expansion� t:((donelause:B)[g℄ j Cloop) n G : +; �2� t:(B[g℄ j Done) n G : expansion� t:(B[g℄nG j Done) : simplify� t:(0 j Done) : simplify� t:Done : simplify� A[d℄ : simplifyThis holds for non-terminating A in the usual way.Case (ii): When there is no +; in expression, the proof is similar to ase (i). Clauseuses the ation done in a manner similar to donelause. 2Lemma 8 (i) Nextlause(A +; B) � ( B : if A is terminating? : if A � �! or A � ?(ii) Nextlause(A) � DoneProof: The same argument as in lemma 7 is used, exept that all the output fromA is ignored until donelause is reahed, upon whih the rest of the stream is ehoedusing Eho�1i from setion 8.1. 2Bisimilarities for �+ are now de�ned.Theorem 9�+� 1 : Done�+ B � Done�+� 2 : (su:Done +; A)�+ B � B +; (A�+ B)�+� 3 : (res:A +; A0)�+ B � (B �+ A) +; (A0 �+ B)�+� 4 : su:Done�+ B � B +; Done�+� 5 : res:A�+ B � (B �+ A) +; DoneProof:(i) �+� 1 :using expansion (omitted)(ii) �+� 2 :(su:Done +; A)�+ B� ((su:Done +; A)[g℄ j Gloopi) n G : Con �+� ((Done +; A)[g℄ j B +;(Nextlause(su:Done +; A� su)�+ B)) n G : expansion� ((Done +; A)[g℄ j B +; (A�+ B)) n G : Lemma 8� B +; (A�+ B) : simplifyThe last simpli�ation ours beause the restrition of G makes the left-hand term150



drop out (sine it is equivalent to 0), and it has no e�et on the right{hand term.(iii) �+� 3 :(res:A +; A0)�+ B� ((res:A +; A0)[g℄ j Gloopi) n G : Con �+� ((A +; A0)[g℄ j (B �+ (Clause(res:Done +; A� res)[d�1℄)+; (Nextlause(res:A +; A0 � su)�+ B))) n G : expansion� ((A +; A0)[g℄ j (B �+ (A[d℄[d�1℄) +; (A0 �+ B)) n G : Lemmas 7; 8� (B �+ A) +; (A0 �+ B) : simplify(iv) �+� 4 and (v) �+� 5 : The derivations are similar to �+� 3 and �+� 4 respetively.2 Using these bisimilarities, the basi ontrol mehanism used in the semantiswill be illustrated. Consider the baktraking expression:(A1 +; A2 +; � � � +; Ak)�+ BLet A1 � res:A01. The expression is then bisimilar to:(res:A01 +; A2 +; � � � +; Ak)�+ BApplying �+� 3 to this:(B �+ A01) +; ((A2 +; � � � +; Ak)�+ B)Note that the searh strategy is depth{�rst down the �rst lause A1 of the originalquery. Now onsider the �rst term of this sequene. Letting B � B1 �+ � � ��+ Bn, andusing assoiativity:((B1 �+ � � ��+ Bn)�+ A01) � (B1 �+ (B2 �+ � � ��+ Bn �+ A01))Depending on the form of B1, appropriate bisimilarities are applied to this term. Forexample, letting B1 � res:B01, and using �+� 5:B1 �+ (B2 �+ � � ��+ Bn �+ A01)� (res:B01)�+ (B2 �+ � � ��+ Bn �+ A01)� (B2 �+ � � � �+ Bn �+ A01 �+ B01) +; DoneFrom this, it an be seen how the goals are being expanded breadth{�rst. The ex-pression with �+{sequened terms is ating like a queue in whih suessive resolventsfrom goals at the front are appended to the end.151



a(x):a(y) : � a(y):a(z):b(z): () a(X) def= a1(X) +; a2(X) +; a3(X)a1(X) def= X = xa2(X) def= X = y �� a(y)a3(X) def= X = zb(X) def= b1(X)b1(X) def= X = zFigure 8.8: Program and CCS translation
a(X)�+ b(X)� (a1(X) +; a2(X) +; a3(X))�+ b(X) : Con a� ((su(�1):Done) +; a2(X) +; a3(X)) �+ b(X) : Resol a1;�1 = fX  xg� b(x) +; ((a2(X) +; a3(X)) �+ b(X)) : �+� 2� (a2(X) +; a3(X)) �+ b(X) : Resol b; +; �2y� ((X = y �� a(y)) +; a3(X)) �+ b(X) : Con a2� (res(�2):a(y) +; a3(X)) �+ b(X) : expansion; �� �1;�2 = fX  yg� (b(y) �+ a(y)) +; (a3(X) �+ b(X)) : �+� 3� (Done�+ a(y)) +; (a3(X)�+ b(X)) : Resol b� a3(X)�+ b(X) : �+� 1; +; �2y� (su(�3):Done)�+ b(X) : Resol a3;�3 = fX  zg� b(z) +; Done : �+� 4� su(�3):Done : Resol b; expansiony2 Figure 8.9: Symboli omputation of \: � a(X); b(X):"
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Consider the logi program in �gure 8.8 with its CCS translation. An examplesymboli omputation is given in �gure 8.9, whih uses the bisimilarities of �gure8.7. Eah line of the omputation has \n fres; donelause; donelause00g" impliitlyappended to it (omitted for larity). The steps with y denote when this restrition isapplied. The breadth{�rst omputation rule omputes the binding X  z, whereasProlog's depth{�rst left{to{right ontrol loops at the seond lause of a.The breadth{�rst expansion of a set of goals does not guarantee that loopingomputations will not our. In addition, the lause sequening used is essentially thesame as standard Prolog's, so that one lause will have to be totally omputed beforesubsequent ones are searhed. The �nal breadth{�rst strategy studied is ompletelyfair, and uses both breadth{�rst searh and omputation rules.8.3 Full breadth{�rst ontrolThe breadth{�rst strategy studied in this setion has a ontrol sheme with harater-istis similar to the ones disussed previously. Goals are expanded using a breadth{�rstomputation rule like that of setion 8.2. This is ombined with an interleaved searhthroughout the lauses, similar to the one in setion 8.1, exept that the interleavingours between the resolution of lause desendents, and not just between omputedsolutions as before. Together, these two strategies result in ontrol whih searhes theentire omputation tree in a breadth{�rst fashion.Let D � fdonelause; next; res; donelause00gM[[ [P1; P2; :::; Pk℄ ℄℄ = P def= P1 �; P2 �; � � � �; PkM[[ Pi(~t): ℄℄ = Pi(~x) def= ~x = ~tM[[ Pi(~t) : � G1; G2; ::: Gn: ℄℄ = Pi(~x) def= ~x = ~t�� G1 �� G2 �� � � � �� GnM[[ ?� P; Q: ℄℄ = (P �� Q) n DFigure 8.10: Example translationsSome example translations for Prolog ode are in �gure 8.10. Figure 8.11 on-153



Let [h℄ � [ su0=su; res0=res; done0=done; next0=next;donelause0=donelause; donelause000=donelause00℄[d℄ � [ donelause00=donelause ℄[d�1℄ � [ donelause=donelause00 ℄H � f su0; res0; done0; donelause0; next0 donelause000 gA�� B def= next:( A[h℄ j Hloopi ) n HA���B def= ( A[h℄ j Hloopi ) n HHloopi def= done0:Done + su0:(B �; (Nextlause(A� su)���B))+ res0:(B �� (Clause(A� res)[d�1℄))�; (Nextlause(A� res)���B)P �; Q def= (P [done0=done; next0=next℄[d℄ j(done0:donelause:Q + next0:(Q �; (P � next))))nHFigure 8.11: Full breadth{�rst ontrol operators
�; �1 : (su:A) �; B � su:(A �; B)�; �2 : (next:A) �; B � B �; A�; �3 : Done �; B � donelause:B��� 1 : Done�� B � next:Done��� 2 : (su:Done �; A)�� B � next:(B �; (A���B))��� 3 : (res:A �; A0)�� B � next:((B �� A) �; (A0 ���B))��� 4 : su:Done�� B � next:(B �; Done)��� 5 : res:A�� B � next:((B �� A) �; Done)����1 : Done���B � Done����2 : (su:Done �; A)���B � B �; (A���B)����3 : (res:A �; A0)���B � (B �� A) �; (A0 ���B)����4 : su:Done���B � B �; Done����5 : res:A���B � (B �� A) �; DoneFigure 8.12: Full breadth{�rst ontrol bisimilarities154



tains CCS de�nitions of the full breadth{�rst ontrol operators. The sort of ationspossible for agents P is:L(P ) = f su(�); res(�); done; donelause; next gThe su, res, done, and donelause ations are used in the same way as in the lastsetion. The next ation represents when all the immediate desendents of one lausehave been resolved, and that the omputation is to ontinue at a new lause. As before,supersripts are sometimes used to relabel ations.The �� operator is the same as before. The �� baktraking operator usesa breadth{�rst omputation strategy idential to that of the �+ operator disussedearlier. There are three di�erenes between �� and �+. Firstly, the �� operator imme-diately generates a next ation, whih is used by any external �; sequening operator.Seondly, �� is de�ned to be left{assoiative: A��B��C � (A��B)��C. This asym-metry is introdued by the next ation. Lastly, �� uses a ��� operator for its reursivealls. The ��� operator is idential to ��, exept for the lak of a next ation within it.The funtionality of �� and ��� will be made lear later after higher{level bisimilaritiesare derived.The sequening operator �; ombines harateristis of the j;j and +; oper-ators. The �; operator interleaves the searh whenever a next ation is enountered,rather than with su ations as with j;j . Like +; , the ation donelause marks thetermination of lauses. It is also right{assoiative only:P �; Q �; R � P �; (Q �; R)Derivations of the high{level bisimilarities of �gure 8.12 follow.Theorem 10 �; �1 : (su:A) �; B � su:(A �; B)�; �2 : (next:A) �; B � B �; A�; �3 : Done �; B � donelause:BProof:�; �2 : (next:A) �; B� (next0:A[h℄ j (B �; (next:A� next)) n H : Con �; ; Rel; expansion� A[h℄nH j (B �; A) : simplify� B �; A : simplify�; �1 and �; �3 are similar. 2155



The derivations of the ��� bisimilarities are idential to to their �� ounterparts,exept for the presene of the next ations.Theorem 11��� 1 : Done�� B � next:Done��� 2 : (su:Done �; A)�� B � next:(B �; (A���B))��� 3 : (res:A �; A0)�� B � next:((B �� A) �; (A0 ���B))��� 4 : su:Done�� B � next:(B �; Done)��� 5 : res:A�� B � next:((B �� A) �; Done)Proof:(i) ��� 1: using expansion (omitted)(ii) ��� 2 :((su:Done) �; A)�� B� next:(((su:Done) �; A)[h℄ j Hloopi) n H : Con ��� next:((Done �; A)[h℄ j (B �;(Nextlause((su:Done) �; A� su)���B))) n H : expansion� next:((Done �; A)[h℄ j (B �; (A���B))) n H : Lemma 8� next:(B �; (A���B)) : simplify(iii) ��� 3 :((res:A) �; A0)�� B� next:(((res:A) �; A0)[h℄ j Hloopi) n H : Con ��; expansion� next:((A0 �; A)[h℄ j(B �� (Clause(res:A �; A0 � res)[d�1℄)) �;(Nextlause((res:A) �; A0 � res)���B)) n H : expansion� next:((A0 �; A)[h℄ j (B ���(A[d℄[d�1℄)) �; (A0 ���B)) n H : Lemmas 7; 8� next:((B ���A) �; (A0 ���B)) : simplify(iv) ��� 4 and (v) ��� 5 : Their derivations are similar to ��� 2 and ��� 3 respetively.2 The basi ontrol mehanism is now illustrated. LetD � f res; next; donelause; donelause00 gA omputation is initially a goal query, possibly with baktraking:(P �� Q) n DThe general form of prediate P isP1 �; P2 �; � � � �; Pk156



Substituting this in the query gives:((P1 �; P2 �; � � � �; Pk)�� Q) n DExpanding this yields: (next:(A1 �; A2 �; � � � �; Ak)) n Dwhere eah Ai(1 � i � k) is either of the form su:Done, Done, or res:A0i, where A0iis a desendent goal expression. Expanding this gives,(A1 �; A2 �; � � � �; Ak) n Dsine the restrition of D on the query suppresses next ations. The next step is toproess A1. If A1 � su:Done, then �; �1 will produe this su as a result for theomputation: su:(A2 �; � � � �; Ak) n DIf A1 � Done, then �; �3 makes it drop out:(A2 �; � � � �; Ak) n DShould A1 be a baktraking onstrut, then it generates an expression akin to the oneabove for the query: A1 � res:A0i� next:(B1 �; � � � �; Bn)where the Bi's have the same form as the Ai's above. Substituting this into the querygives: ((next:(B1 �; � � � �; Bn)) �; A2 �; � � � �; Ak) n D� (A2 �; � � � �; Ak �; B1 �; � � � �; Bn) n D : �; �2The queue of goal expressions grows in this manner whenever new baktraking on-struts are exeuted, and the queue shrinks when either su or Done terms are en-ountered.Worth explanation is the way the next ation appends goal sets onto the endof the queue. It was mentioned earlier that �� is left{assoiative: A �� B �� C �(A�� B)�� C. This left-assoiativity is used so that only one next ation is generatedevery time a baktraking �� sequene is enountered. In the de�nition of �� in �g-ure 8.11, the ation next is immediately generated when the operator is enountered,157



whih is evident within all the bisimilarities for �� in �gure 8.12. When an expressionontains multiple instanes of ��, then a right{assoiative struture will ause multipleinstanes of next to be generated, in fat, one for eah �� in the expression. When left{assoiativity is used, the other next ations are generated by agents on the left{handsides of �� expressions. By relabelling them with [h℄, they are e�etively suppressedduring exeution of ��, and only the right{most ��'s next ation is generated. The��� operator is used by �� so that extraneous next's are not produed in the reur-sive de�nition. The e�et of all the above is the generation of one next per lausebeing exeuted. This represents one single resolution of all its desendents, given thebreadth{�rst omputation rule used within it.
p(X) : � a(X); b(X):q(w):a(x):a(y) : � a(y):a(z):b(z): ()

p(X) def= p1(X)p1(X) def= True�� a(X)�� b(X)q(X) def= q1(X)q1(X) def= X = wa(X) def= a1(X) �; a2(X) �; a3(X)a1(X) def= X = xa2(X) def= X = y �� a(y)a3(X) def= X = zb(X) def= b1(X)b1(X) def= X = zFigure 8.13: Program and CCS translationFigure 8.13 ontains a program and CCS translation, and �gures 8.14 and 8.15ontain symboli omputations. Steps tagged by y represent when the restrition ofD is applied. The omputation in �gure 8.15 uses the stream from �gure 8.14. Theextraneous donelause's are ignored by �; .
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a(X)�� b(X)� (a1(X) �; a2(X) �; a3(X)) �� b(X) : Con a� (su(�1):Done �; a2(X) �; a3(X)) �� b(X) : Resol a1;�1 = fX  xg� next:(b(x) �; ((a2(X) �; a3(X)) ���b(X))) : ��� 2� next:(b(x) �; ((res(�2):a(y) �; a3(X))���b(X))) : expansion; �� �1;�2 = fX  yg� next:(b(x) �; (b(y)�� a(y)) �; (a3(X)���b(X))) : ��� 3� :::� next:(b(x) �; (b(y)�� a(y)) �; b(z) �; Done) : as above� next:(Done �; (b(y)�� a(y)) �; b(z) �; Done) : Resol b(x)� next:donelause:((b(y) �� a(y)) �; b(z) �; Done) : �; �1� next:donelause:((Done�� a(y)) �; b(z) �; Done) : Resol b(y)� next:donelause:(next:Done �; b(z) �; Done) : ��� 1� next:donelause:(b(z) �; Done �; Done) : �; �2� next:donelause:su(�3):donelause:donelause:Done : Resol b(z)z�3 = fX  Zg2 Figure 8.14: Simplifying a(X)�� b(X)
p(X)�� q(Y )� (True�� a(X) �� b(X)) �� q(Y ) : Con p; p1� (res(�):(a(X) �� b(X))) �� q(Y ) : expansion; �� �1� q(Y )�� ((a(X) �� b(X)) �; Done) : ��� 5y� su(�4):Done�� ((a(X) �� b(X)) �; Done) : Resol q(Y ); �4 = fY  wg� ((a(X) �� b(X)) �; Done) �; Done : ��� 4; expansiony� (next:donelause:su(�3):donelause:donelause:Done) �; Done) �; Done : Figure 8:14� (Done �; donelause:su(�3):donelause:donelause:Done) �; Done : �; �2� su(�5):Done : expansion;y2 �4 = �3 [ �4= fX  z; Y  wgFigure 8.15: Symboli omputation of \: � p(X); q(Y ):"159



8.4 Freeze prediatesThis setion models a simple prediate freezing strategy similar to that of SICSTUSProlog (Carlsson and Widen 1988). The semantis given here should be onsidered tobe a sketh of how freezing mehanisms an be handled in CCS, rather than a ompletesemantis of a prediate freezing implementation.Prediate freezing permits the dynami alteration of program ontrol duringexeution. Program goals are either (i) ative or exeutable, or (ii) bloked or frozen.An ative goal is one whih is a andidate for resolution, and a bloked goal is one whihis suspended pending further omputation. The riteria for deiding when to freezeor awaken a bloked goal is typially the instantiation pattern or mode of a prediate.For example, a prediate may be designated to be frozen whenever its argumentsare non{ground terms. Although prediate freezing is onsidered to be sequential byvirtue of the fat that it is supported in some sequential implementations of Prolog,for example, SICSTUS and NU{Prolog (Thom and Zobel 1988), it begins to vergeon onurrent paradigm of logi program ontrol. In addition, prediate freezing isvery implementation dependent, and di�erent implementations have di�erent ontrolonventions.In SICSTUS, a prediate is designated as freezable using a wait delaration,and suh a prediate beomes bloked whenever its �rst argument is uninstantiated.For example, with the delaration ?� wait p:the prediate p is frozen if, during exeution, a all to p ontains a non{instantiated�rst argument. Suh a goal beomes bloked until either (i) the variable in the �rstargument beomes instantiated, or (ii) the goals following p in the omputation all fail,and p therefore fails due to exhausted baktraking.Some example translations are in �gure 8.16. Prediates delared as freezableuse the Freeze operator, while others have sequential prediate de�nitions as in stan-dard Prolog. A new baktraking operator �f is used. The goal True is appended tothe end of all �f expressions. Queries are handled by a Query operator.The CCS de�nitions for the operators are in �gure 8.17. The sort of possibleations are L = fsu; done;wait; kill; awake; donew; var; nonvar; flounderedg, along160



M[[ [P1; P2; :::; Pk℄ ℄℄ = 8>><>>: P def= Freeze(X1; (P1 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pk)) : P freezable;X1 1st arg: of PP def= P1 ;̂ � � � ;̂ Pk : otherwiseM[[ Pi(~t): ℄℄ = Pi(~x) def= ~x = ~t�f TrueM[[ Pi(~t) : � G1; ::: Gn: ℄℄ = Pi(~x) def= ~x = ~t�f G1 �f � � ��f Gn �f TrueM[[ ?� P; Q: ℄℄ = Query(P �f Q�f True)Figure 8.16: Example translations
Let [e℄ � 8� [ �0=� ℄[n�℄ � 8� [ �n=� ℄ for a unique nE � [� f �0 gI � [i;� f �i gA�f B def= ( A[e℄ j Eloopj ) n EEloopj def= done0:Done+ su0:B ;̂ ((A� su)�f B)+ wait0:(B ;̂ kill:Done j A[n�℄) n kill+ Pi awakei:(Eho(i) �f A�f B) ;̂ EloopjEho(i) def= �i:�:Eho(i) + donewi:DoneFreeze(X;P ) def= ( V ar(X) j var:wait:Waitk(X) + nonvar:P ) nfvar; nonvargWaitk(X) def= var:wait:Waitk(X)+ nonvar:awake:P ;̂ (donew:Synhronise(X)) ;̂ Waitk(X)+ kill:DoneQuery(Q) def= ( Q[e℄ j QLoop ) n E n IQLoop def= su0:(waiti:f loundered:QLoop+ su:QLoop) + done0:DoneFigure 8.17: Operators for prediate freezing161



with indexed �0 and �i(i � 0) of these L ations. In A �f B, the behaviour of theexpression is idential to standard baktraking using � when no frozen prediates areinvolved, as is evident in the �rst two terms in Eloopj1. However, if A beomes blokedand generates a wait ation, the bloked A is then exeuted onurrently with B. Thebehaviour of this frozen A is disussed below. The expression [n�℄ denotes a uniquerelabelling of agent A using some new integer value n. The kill signal, loal to thisterm, terminates the bloked A when B has exhaustively baktraked and terminated.The fourth term represents the ase when some bloked goal has awoken, whih is seenvia the generation of an awakei ation. When this ours, the stream generated by thisawoken goal, whih is uniquely determined by the label index i, is introdued to thefront of the urrent omputation. In summary, the net e�et of �f is to (i) exeute non{bloked goals in the usual sequential way; (ii) exeute bloked goals autonomously withthe urrent omputation, killing them later as appropriate; and (iii) injeting awokengoals into the omputation.The Freeze operator uses a builtin system prediate V ar(X), whih ontinuallypolls the variable X, generating var as long as X is not instantiated, and nonvarwhen it beomes instantiated. Freeze itself will initially exeute P diretly if the �rstargument X is instantiated, or it goes into a polling mode via the Waitk loop if Xis uninstantiated. Within the Waitk loop, the ation wait is generated as long as Xremains uninstantiated. When X beomes instantiated, the ation awake is generated,and the prediate P itself is exeuted. A donew ours when P has terminated. Then abuiltin Synhronise agent is invoked, and the loop is re-exeuted. Synhronise waitsfor its variable argument to unbind and re-bind. This is done so that a bloked goaldoes not in�nitely awaken for one binding of a variable, but instead waits for a newinstantiation of the variable before awakening. A kill signal terminates the Freezeagent. The Query operator generates floundered should there be any bloked ationsat the end of an exeuted query. It also suppresses any bloked goal streams via \ n I".A small program and its CCS equivalent are in �gure 8.18. A symboli om-putation will now be shown. Consider the query \? � p(X); r(X):". The derivationbegins:1 As before, loops are uniquely identi�ed by subsripts.162



?� wait p:p(X):r(a):r(b): () p(X) def= freeze(X; p1(X))p1(X) def= Truer(X) def= r1(X)r1(X) def= X = a�f TrueFigure 8.18: Program and CCS translationp(X)�f r(X)�f True� (Freeze(X; p1(X))[e℄ j Eloopj)nE : Con �f ; p� ((r(X)�f True ;̂ kill:Done j Freeze0(X; p1(X))[1�℄)nkill (1) : simplifyThe Freeze0 term in the last line represents the state of the goal bloked by X. Theunderlined expression is now expanded:r(X)�f True� (r(X)[e℄ j Eloopk) n E : Con �f� (su(�1):Done[e℄ j Eloopk) n E (2) : Resol r; �1 = fX  agAt this point, beause X is bound, the bloked goal is awoken, and the Freeze0 ex-pression generates the stream:Freeze0(X; p1(X))[1�℄ � awake1:su(�)1:Done1:F reeze00(X; p1(X))This stream interrupts the exeution at (2):(su(�1):Done[e℄ j Eloopk) n E� (su(�1):Done[e℄ j (su(�):Done�f su(�1):Done�f True);̂ Eloopk) n E : expansion� (su(�):Done�f su(�1):Done�f True) ;̂ Eloopk) n E : simplifyThis ontinues, and produes su(�1):Done as a result. Then, Freeze00 stalls until Xis unbound, and the expression at (1) ontinues exeution, produing one ounderingresult. When it terminates, the bloked agent is killed.The semantis of a pratial implementation of prediate freezing would di�erfrom the above in the following respets:� When two or more prediates are bloked, an order for unbloking them needs163



to be established. A simple strategy is to use the order in whih they beamebloked. The above treatment, however, nondeterministially hooses goals tounblok.� The simple \V ar" approah above an be enhaned to use more sophistiatedtests.� The above generates solutions only when there are no outstanding frozen goals.An alternative approah is to produe solutions supplemented by a message thatoundering goals were present.8.5 Sequential nondeterminismVarious forms of nondeterministi sequential ontrol are readily modelled with CCS.The ontrol shemes suggested here exploit CCS's modelling of nondeterminism nor-mally used for onurreny. Consequently, these nondeterministi sequential strategiesare very similar to onurrent ones. They di�er from the previous breadth{�rst ones inthat nondeterminism is used for hoosing whih goal or lause is to be used, while thebreadth{�rst shemes use a stritly deterministi seletion riteria, it being the statiordering within program de�nitions.Nondeterminism an be introdued into both the omputation and searh rules.One rude form of nondeterministi searh is to model all possible permutations oflause searh orderings. For example, for a three lause prediate,M[[ [P1; P2; P3℄ ℄℄ = P1 ;̂ P2 ;̂ P3 + P1 ;̂ P3 ;̂ P2 + P2 ;̂ P1 ;̂ P3+ P2 ;̂ P3 ;̂ P1 + P3 ;̂ P2 ;̂ P1 + P3 ;̂ P1 ;̂ P2CCS's hoie operator \+" delimits nondeterministi hoies of lause ordering. Thisexpression models every possible ordering for the three lauses. If the expansion the-orem is applied to suh an expression, the six streams produed by the six searhstrategies will be generated. However, the stream generated by eah strategy is stati-ally de�ned.A more nondeterministi searh is the following. Let [gi℄ � [donei=done℄. Then,M[[ [P1; P2; :::; Pn℄ ℄℄ =( P1[g1℄ j P2[g2℄ j � � � j Pn[gn℄ j done1:done2: � � � :donen:Done) n fdone1; :::; donengThis expression represents all possible interleavings of streams generated by the lausesPi. Eah time a solution is omputed by a lause, it is generated as a result. The �nal164



term with the indexed donei ations ollets all the termination signals from the lauses,and generates done when and only when they have all terminated. These terminationsignals are olleted in an arbitrary order; other permutations of them are not seenbeause of restrition. It should be apparent that the nondeterministi searh aboveis also a model of a simple form of OR{parallelism without lause ommits (guards).All the lauses are oneptually exeuted onurrently, and the semantis models allpossible interleavings of their generated streams. It is onsidered to be a sequentialontrol strategy here beause the streams are intended to be used by some sort ofsequential omputation rule elsewhere, for example, with the standard baktrakingoperator �. Eah term in the summation therefore represents a nondeterministiallyhosen sequential searh possibility. However, this does not prelude its use as asemantis of parallelism, and this shows the lose relationship between logi programnondeterminism and parallel omputations.Nondeterministi omputation rules are also possible. A rude nondeterministiomputation rule for three goals isM[[ G1; G2; G3 ℄℄ = G1 �G2 �G3 + G1 �G3 �G2 + G2 �G1 �G3+ G2 �G3 �G1 + G3 �G2 �G1 + G3 �G1 �G2As with the similar searh strategy shown previously, this represents the six possiblepermutations of goal ordering, eah permutation of whih uses standard Prolog bak-traking. Applying the expansion theorem to this expression yields the six possiblebehaviours whih result from eah ordering of goals.A better nondeterministi omputation rule strategy is possible. Let [fi℄ �[sui=su; donei=done℄. ThenM[[ P (~t): ℄℄ = P ( ~X) def= ( ~X = ~t)M[[ P (~t) : � Body: ℄℄ = P ( ~X) def= ( ~X = ~t)�M[[[ fBodyg ℄℄℄M[[[ fGg ℄℄℄ = GM[[[ fG1; :::; Gkg ℄℄℄ =( G1[f1℄ j � � � j Gk[fk℄ j Pkj=1 su j(�):(M[[[ [fGi�gi6=j ℄℄℄;̂M[[[ fGj � su(�)g [ fGigi6=j ℄℄℄)+ done1:done2: � � � :donek:Done ) n [kj=1 f su j; done j gThe notation [fGigi6=j denotes the set of goals indexed by i but not inluding Gj. Allthe goals are initially exeuted onurrently. When one goal sueeds, then the rest ofthe goals are exeuted with the �rst goal's omputed answer substitution applied to165



them. When they terminate, all the goals are re-exeuted, but with the initial goal inthe next state (Gj � su(�)). As with the nondeterministi lause searh, the wholeagent terminates when all the goals terminate. The net e�et of this semantis is(i) goals are nondeterministially seleted, and (ii) the semantis models all possiblenondeterministi omputations. As with nondeterministi searh, this strategy is alsovery analogous to simple AND{parallelism.8.6 Program analysisUsing the semantis given previously, termination and transformation properties ofprograms under various ontrol shemes an be asertained. In the ase of programtermination, proofs entail the derivation of a symboli omputation of some query inquestion, showing via indution and well{founded orderings that the streams generatedare �nite, in�nite, or looping. The semantis of ontrol a�et proofs by determiningthe way in whih the symboli omputation evolves for the program. When de�ned,high{level bisimilarities and other ontrol{spei� properties determine how streamsare generated and shared amongst program omponents. It is therefore helpful toderive behavioural properties for the partiular ontrol strategy being used in order tosimplify proofs.
p(X) : � a(X); b:p(X) : � p(X):a(1):a(2) : � a(2):b: ()

p(X) def= p1(X) +; p2(X)p1(X) def= True�� a(X) �+ bp2(X) def= True�� p(X)a(X) def= a1(X) +; a2(X)a1(X) def= X = 1a2(X) def= X = 2�� a(2)b def= b1b1 def= TrueFigure 8.19: Looping programConsider the looping program of �gure 5.3 of setion 5.3.2, whih is reprodued166



in �gure 8.19 with a breadth{�rst omputation rule operator. The termination analysisto follow shows how looping an still appear with a breadth{�rst omputation rule.Two termination properties for the breadth{�rst omputation rule are the following:Property 1 : ? +; P � ?Property 2 : res ! +; P � ?Reall that res ! is an in�nite stream of res ations.The all to a(X) is �rst derived:a(X)� a1(X) +; a2(X) : Con a� su(�1):donelause:a2(X) : Resol; expansion; �1 = fX  1g� su(�1):donelause:res(�2):res(�) ! : �� �1 repeated; �2 = fX  2gAt this level, the looping behaviour manifests itself as an in�nite stream of res ations.This should not yet be replaed with ?, beause it is possible this stream might beused externally.Next, the all to p is expanded. We assume that res and donelause areimpliitly restrited at the query level.p(X)� p1(X) +; p2(X) : Con p� (res(�):a(X) �+ b) +; p2(X) : Con p1; �� �1� (su(�1):donelause:res(�2):res(�) ! �+ b +; p2(X) : subst: a(X)� b +; (res(�2):res(�) ! �+ b +; p2(X) : �+� 2� su(�1):(res(�2):res(�) ! �+ b) +; p2(X) : Resol b; +; �1� su(�1):((res(�) ! �+ b) +; Done) +; p2(X) : �+� 5� su(�1):(res(�) ! �+ b) +; p2(X) : simplify� su(�1):res(�) ! +; p2(X) : simplify� su(�1):? +; p2(X) : Property 1� su(�1):? : Property 2The expression redues to an in�nite stream of res ations, whih loops in the abseneof any external goals linking with it.Another example is the variation of the 91 program in �gure 8.20, originallystudied in setion 5.3.5 using standard Prolog ontrol. With standard Prolog's ompu-tation rule, it was determined that q(n; Y ) � su(fY  n� 10g):? for n > 100. Theprogram is now analysed using a breadth{�rst omputation rule. It an be seen thatthe �rst lause generates the same solution fY  n� 10g and terminates. The seondlause is now analysed. The restrition of the ation set fres; donelause; donelause00g167



q(X;Y ) : � X > 100; Z is X � 10:q(X;Y ) : � X � 100; U is X + 11; q(U; Y ); q(Y;Z):mq(X;Y ) def= q1(X;Y ) +; q2(X;Y )q1(X;Y ) def= True�� X > 100�+ (Z is X � 10)q2(X;Y ) def= True�� (U is X + 11)�+ q(U; Y )�+ (X � 100) �+ q(Y;Z)Figure 8.20: 91 programis impliit over the following expansion. Also, the syntati equivalenes D � (n �100) �+ q(Y;Z) and E � (m � 100) �+ q(Y 0; Y ) are used for onveniene.q2(n; Y )� res:(U is n+ 11) �+ q(U; Y )�+ D : Con q2� q(m;Y )�+ D : simplify; �+ � 4;U  m; m = n+ 11� (q1(m;Y ) +; q2(m;Y ))�+ D : Con q� (res:su(�2):Done +; q2(m;Y ))�+ D : simplify q1;�2 = fY  lg; l = n+ 1� (n � 100�+ q(Y;Z)�+ su(�2):Done)+; q2(m;Y )�+ D : �+ � 3� (Done�+ q(Y;Z)�+ su(�2):Done)+; q2(m;Y )�+ D : subst: �� Done +; q2(m;Y )�+ D : �+ � 1� q2(m;Y )�+ D : +; �2; simplify� (res:U 0 is m+ 11�+ q(U 0; Y 0)�+ E)�+ D : subst: q1� (n � 100) �+ q(Y;Z)�+ U 0 is m+ 11�+ q(U 0; Y 0)�+ E : �+ � 5; simplify� Done�+ q(Y;Z)�+ U 0 is m+ 11�+ q(U 0; Y 0)�+ E : subst: �� Done : �+ � 1A breadth{�rst omputation rule therefore auses the query to terminate. This hap-pens beause �nite failure aused by the numerial test � an be asertained, whereasstandard left{to{right ontrol searhes down the in�nite tree before this test an beapplied.
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8.7 Composition of ontrolA powerful feature of the CCS semantis is the relative ease of interomposing operatorsto reate new ontrol shemes, sine the underlying CCS formalism is uniform for allthe various semantis. This is not neessarily as simple as putting di�erent operatorstogether in expressions. When ombining di�erent ontrol mehanisms, a useful rela-tionship between them must be �rst be established so that a suitable and usable ontrolstrategy results. In addition, di�erent ontrol shemes often use di�erent protools,and the reation of hybrid ontrol strategies requires that a onventionalised strategyis de�ned between them. Therefore, a tehnial task is to standardise the interfaebetween di�erent operators so that useful and preditable behaviour is modelled.Consider the modelling of a ontrol strategy whih merges standard Prolog'sbaktraking and full breadth{�rst ontrol. A design issue for this new ontrol shemeis to assure that the additional ations used by the breadth{�rst sheme do not interferewith the � and ;̂ operators. Beause � and ;̂ only use the sort F = fsu; doneg,they will naturally ignore the full breadth{�rst ationsL = fres; donelause; next; donelause00g:However, what e�et this ignoring of ations has upon the breadth{�rst searh, aswell as on other program omponents, must be deided upon. Beause the breadth{�rst expressions generate the ation next to begin the searh down a new lause, the� operator should ignore this signal and others in order to loalise the breadth{�rstsearh within its two baktraked goals. Let[g℄ � [ res0=res; next0=next; donelause0=donelause; donelause000=donelause00℄G � f res0; next0; donelause0; donelause000 gand L as above. A modi�ed �0 whih loalises breadth{�rst searh is:P �0 Q def= (P [g℄ �Q) n G n LThe restrition of L assures that these ations, whih an be produed by Q, do nota�et ontrol outside this expression.To use this new ontrol, onsider the expression:Q def= (A1 �� � � � �� Ak)�0 (B1 �� � � ��� Bn)169



The behaviour of Q is as follows:1. The left{hand{side expression with Ai's is exeuted using a full breadth{�rststrategy. However, this searh is loalised within the sope of this Ai term. Anybreadth{�rst searh outside the LHS and Q will not be part of the breadth{�rstsearh within Q.2. Whenever a su is omputed, the right{hand expression with Bi's is invoked.The Bi expression then exhaustively generates solutions, again using a loalisedbreadth{�rst ontrol. When it terminates, ontrol passes bak to the Ai expres-sion.3. When the Ai expression terminates, the whole expression terminates.This behaviour is simply standard Prolog's baktraking between two goals, but thesegoals eah use full breadth{�rst searh within them.It should be noted that the merging of ontrol strategies suh as the predi-ate freezing and nondeterministi ones with other shemes requires more e�ort. Withprediate freezing, the unfreezing mehanism must be introdued to all the baktrak-ing omponents. Suh a onversion would be uniformly administered throughout thesemantis. Beause the nondeterministi strategies exploit CCS's summation operator,are must be taken regarding its a�ets on observational equivalene, sine expressionsare not always substitutive within summation expressions.8.8 ConlusionThis hapter presented CCS models of other sequential logi programming ontrolstrategies. Three di�erent breadth{�rst ontrol shemes, a prediate freezing meh-anism, and some nondeterministi sequential ontrol strategies were modelled. Theuse of these semantis towards program analysis was disussed. The interompositionof di�erent ontrol operators was also addressed. This exerise in modelling variousontrol shemes in CCS proved that the proess algebra paradigm is a good formalismfor desribing logi program ontrol, whih is a entral hypothesis of this thesis.The breadth{�rst semantis share the same advantages as the semantis forstandard Prolog: all used the domain of streams of answer substitutions; all used170



ontrol operators whih orrespond syntatially to program omponents; and with theexeption of the prediate freezing semantis, all had higher{level bisimilarities de�nedfor them. One problem is that, as with the standard Prolog semantis, the basi ontroloperators de�nitions of the breadth{�rst shemes desribe the operational semantisat too �ne a level of detail. However, the high{level bisimilarities for the operatorsreate an higher level of abstration whih is more oneptually useful.CCS betrayed some drawbaks when deriving the semantis of various ontrolshemes. A design motivation of CCS is that it is a minimalist model of onurreny inwhih a wide variety of onurrent behaviours an be desribed using a small set of basiCCS operators. This has both advantages and disadvantages from the standpoint ofderiving programming language semantis. One obvious advantage is that the designerneed only learn and master a small voabulary of formal tools. A disadvantage is thatomplex language behaviour is not always easy to oneptualise using the primitiveoperators of kernel CCS. Desribing some of the high{level behaviour of the breadth{�rst shemes in terms of low{level primitives was diÆult. The solution to this wasto derive higher{level operators in terms of the CCS kernel language (eg. \-", Clause,et), a task often found to be nontrivial. The design proess would have bene�ted byhaving a stok library of higher{level operators already supported by CCS, suh asthose available in Hoare's CSP (Hoare 1985a).A powerful way of deriving new operators in CCS is via rules of inferene. Mil-ner de�nes the basi CCS operators using rules of inferene. This approah also lendsitself well for de�ning the ontrol operators studied in this hapter. Doing so meansthat, instead of basi CCS de�nitions, ontrol operators are de�ned diretly in termsof the semanti expressions of whih they are omponents. A tehnial requirement,however, is that suh operators must be shown to preserve the theory of equality beingused. For example, if an operator f is de�ned via rules of inferene, and if P � s,then it must be shown that f(P;Q) � f(s;Q). This proof must be shown for allpossible forms of expressions P . Suh de�nitions are possible for all the ontrol oper-ators given in this hapter, and would have been similar in desriptive ontent to thehigh{level bisimilarities. Proofs that observational equivalene was preserved wouldhave then been required. Tehnially speaking, de�nition by inferene would have al-leviated the problem of distinguishing individual lause streams in the breadth{�rst171



ontrol shemes. Instead of using Clause and NextClause, lause streams would havebeen diretly represented in inferene rules by referring to the expressions between +;and �; operators.CCS is most suitable to modelling ontrol strategies whih an be haraterisedeither by the relative positioning of goals or lauses, or by nondeterminism. StandardProlog ontrol, interleaved searh, and all the breadth{�rst strategies an be desribedby the relative ordering of goals and lauses, while prediate freezing and the nondeter-ministi strategies exploit nondeterminism. Some ontrol rules, however, are diÆultto model in basi CCS, and their de�nitions would probably be involved. For example,a omputation rule whih uses the �rst positive or ground negative atom is not easilyderived in CCS, beause the ontrol mehanism needs to examine whether atoms arenegative, and if so, whether the arguments are ground. This information would haveto be ommuniated within the ontrol protool, whih is undesirable. This is a seri-ous weakness if ontrol shemes like safe negation as failure are to be modelled, whihrequire that the groundness of negated atoms be onsidered when seleting goals. An-other example of a diÆult omputation rule is one whih prioritises partiular atoms,for example, by using a priority ordering b; a;  for goals. Basi CCS de�nitions of suhbaktraking ontrol either need to \hard wire" these atoms into the baktraking op-erator de�nition, either expliitly or by ommuniating the identity of atoms within theprotool, whih again is very inelegant. The only pratial solution to the de�nition ofsuh ontrol operators is to de�ne them using rules of inferene.A ommon method of prototyping various logi program ontrol strategies is viameta{interpreters. Figure 8.21 shows a simple breadth{�rst omputation rule meta{interpreter2. The searh and omputation rules whih our with this interpreter arethe ones modelled in setion 8.2. The interpreter's behaviour is determined by theoperational semantis of the meta{language. This semanti irularity an be overomeif a onrete semantis of ontrol is introdued at some level, suh as in setion 4.6.Other semanti formalisms ould be used to desribe logi program ontrol.Denotational semantis like (Debray and Mishra 1988) are too mathematially un-wieldy for analysing programs. The advantages of proess algebrai semantis overBaudinet's style of funtional semantis (Baudinet 1988) is espeially apparent when2 Based on one by Lee Naish. 172



solve bf(G) : �solve bf d(G� T; T ):solve bf d(QH; QT ) : �QH == QT;!:solve bf d((A;B)� C; D �E) : �!;lause(A; D);solve bf d(B � C; E):solve bf d(true�A; B) : �!;solve bf d(A; B):solve bf d(A�B; C �D) : �lause(A; C);solve bf d(B; D):Figure 8.21: Breadth{�rst omputation rule interpreteralternate ontrol shemes are to be modelled. Baudinet requires the �nal stream re-sults to be axiomatially de�ned, whereas the CCS semantis de�nes the operationalsemantis diretly, and the stream results are onstruted from it.
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Chapter 9Conlusion
This hapter summarises and ritiques the main results of the thesis. More spei�tehnial evaluations are given in the disussions of previous hapters. Setion 9.1 givesa summary and disussion of the thesis. Some future researh diretions are suggestedin setion 9.2. Setion 9.3 disusses using CCS to handle onurrent logi programs.9.1 SummaryThis thesis presents a new algebrai semantis of standard Prolog, as well as for logiprogramming languages using other sequential ontrol shemes. The semantis uses anAND/OR proess interpretation of logi program omputation. Unlike most other pro-ess interpretations modelling onurreny, the proesses modelled here are sequential.The semantis is enoded as a proess algebra using Milner's CCS.The CCS semantis of Prolog belongs to the family of strutured operationalsemantis of programming languages (Plotkin 1981) (Hennessy 1990), sine CCS itselfis de�ned using algebrai transitional rules of inferene. The design and utility ofthis semantis is strongly inuened by the CCS formalism underlying it. CCS's basitreatment of ommuniating agents is an underlying means for modelling logi programomputations. Goals and lauses of logi programs orrespond semantially to ANDand OR agents respetively. The semantis of the inferene sheme used is modelled byappropriate de�nitions for these agents. During a omputation, the dynami AND/ORomputation tree is denoted by a orresponding evolving CCS expression, whih isessentially an algebrai representation for the tree.The utility of a program language semantis is determined by many fators,inluding the mathemati formalism in whih it is written, the nature of the language174



being modelled, and most importantly, its performane as a tool for high{level reason-ing about programs. To prove properties of logi programs, a useful semantis shouldhave the following features:1. Semanti expressions should be mappable to program onstruts (and vie versa).The semantis should reet the modularity of logi programs.2. The ontrol sheme should be modelled as abstratly as possible. There shouldbe few mahine{oriented mehanisms enoded in the semantis (eg. staks).3. The semantis should operate over a domain not overly abstrated from a logiprogram's stream of answer substitutions.The CCS semantis of Prolog satis�es all the above. Semanti equations are stru-turally isomorphi to their logi program ounterparts. At the bisimilarity level, ontrolis modelled at a high level of abstration. Unlike the omplex domains of denotationalsemantis, its stream domain is pratial to apply to many types of logi programanalyses.A general priniple in de�ning a useful programming language semantis is to�nd the right semanti level required for the intended language and appliation. Thisissue was enountered here. The semantis of the � and ;̂ operators were �rst de�nedin basi CCS. However, this level is too primitive for reasoning about programs. Asa result, these de�nitions were used to derive bisimilarities whih model ontrol at ahigher level. This higher{level model is more suitable for program analysis appliations,given its syntati proximity to the syntax of Prolog programs.The main feature of this semantis is that the ontrol omponent of logi pro-gramming languages is onisely and rigorously represented. The semantis allows thedetails of data ow, suh as the binding states and binding distributions, to be madeabstrat. This is onvenient for appliations in whih data ow is of subsidiary im-portane. The semantis of Prolog's ut is partiularly easy to model in CCS, as thepruning of omputation tree branhes whih ours when a ut is ativated is mod-elled by foring agents to deadlok. One a semantis for standard Prolog ontrol wasderived, the desriptive robustness of CCS was tested by modelling various types ofbreadth{�rst ontrol, as well as prediate freezing. As with the semantis of standardProlog ontrol, the semantis of the breadth{�rst shemes are hierarhial: ontrol175



operators are de�ned using basi CCS, and high{level bisimilarities are de�ned on topof these de�nitions. Some nondeterministi sequential strategies are also modelled,whih an be onsidered to be semantis of simple parallel ontrol shemes. A power-ful possibility is the interomposing of ontrol operators. This requires a oaleseneof protools between operators so that reasonable and preditable behaviour results.The use of CCS in this thesis is somewhat ontrary to its intended purpose.CCS is intended as theory for studying di�erent onurrent phenomena. Its entralmotivation is that a wide variety of onurrent omputations an be represented andstudied using a small but powerful set of basi algebrai operators. In addition, CCS isnot intended as a semanti formalism for verifying properties of individual programs {and espeially not sequential ones. However, despite these di�erenes in motivations,this thesis proves that CCS is well{suited as a alulus of sequential logi programontrol. There are many reasons why it is suessful in this regard. As mentionedabove, CCS's notion of proess or agent is ommonly used in logi programming se-mantis. Sequential mehanisms are easily desribed in CCS, and as a onsequene,the sequential AND/OR proess interpretation of Prolog is readily modelled. The dy-nami nature of logi program omputation trees is naturally represented by evolvingCCS expressions. CCS's faility for de�ning hierarhial levels of semantis lends itselfwell to deriving high{level bisimilarities for ontrol operators. Finally, the ability toreason about sequential logi programs using CCS streams is very useful.CCS's notion of behavioural equivalene is useful in logi program analysis. Thetheory of observational equivalene used in this thesis ditates that two programs areequivalent only if the observed streams of omputed answer substitutions generated bythem are equivalent. This strit notion of equivalene is helpful when unfair ontrolstrategies suh as Prolog's are being onsidered. When fairer ontrol shemes arebeing studied, this equivalene ould be relaxed, perhaps in favour of a set{basedharaterisation of omputed results, whih is what delarative logial semantis isintended to model in the �rst plae.The urrent sheme of CCS representation does not adequately model Prologdata ow. CCS's value{passing alulus is extended to handle the Herbrand universeand logi variables. This is done by adding some new transition rules to CCS, whihenabled the syntax of expressions using logial variables to be analysed. Having to176



modify the CCS formalism this way is not ideal, and the rami�ations of a logialvariable domain in CCS is an interesting topi for further study. However, the entralmotivation of this thesis was not a rigorous representation of the data domain, butrather, a semantis of ontrol. Researh in (Ross n.d.) has applied the �{alulus(Milner et al. 1989) { a proess algebra similar to CCS but with label passing { to thesemantis of parallel Prolog. The �{alulus an diretly model the Herbrand domainand logi variables, and should be appliable to the sequential semantis in this thesis.The semantis is similar to the funtional semantis of Prolog in (Baudinet1988). The CCS semantis an be onsidered to be a rational reonstrution ofBaudinet's semantis. Baudinet de�nes axiomatially the stream results of Prologgoals and lauses; the CCS semantis de�nes the operational behaviour of Prolog goalsand lauses (via the ;̂ and � operators), and the stream results are onstruted withappliation of the expansion theorem. Termination, non{termination, and looping areanalysed diretly using CCS, rather than axiomatially as by Baudinet. The advan-tages of this approah over hers are: (i) a variety of logi program behaviours an bereasoned about; (ii) di�erent sequential ontrol shemes an be more easily modelled(inluding a leaner treatment of the ut); (iii) the modelling of onurreny is a learpossibility; and (iv) within program analyses, algebrai transitions and indution arearguable more intuitive than �xpoint indution.The utility of the semantis is tested by using it in program termination andprogram transformation appliations. The main ontribution of the semantis in theseappliations is its ability to onisely represent ontrol, whih aided reasoning aboutontrol within proofs. In the ase of standard Prolog ontrol, termination harater-istis are fundamentally determined by the partiulars of goal and lause order. TheCCS semantis enfores a rigid ordering of program omponents, while its stream{based domain allowed di�erent phenomena suh as nontermination and looping to bemodelled. Some basi termination properties of Prolog are derived with the semantis,whih are used in termination analyses when showing that the CCS representationsof programs onformed to well{founded orderings. The use of Baudinet's data ownotation is neessary if data ow is to be expliitly represented. Alternatively, a moreonventional logial treatment using quanti�ers is worth investigation.Proofs of program transformations using uts are straight{forwardly done with177



the semantis. The data omponent of the semantis an be entirely abstrated fromproofs, whih simpli�es the resulting proofs. Proofs of di�erent soure{to{soure trans-formations are done by showing that the CCS expressions for eah type of transforma-tion shema were bisimilar, whih is an exellent appliation of the bisimulation prooftehnique.The semantis is used to suggest a haraterisation of sound partial evaluationtransformations of Prolog programs. Corretness{preserving partial evaluation trans-formations are performed on a program by applying bisimilar transformations on theprogram's semanti representation. A simple example of suh transformations are thehigh{level bisimilarities of the ontrol operators, whih is a way of formalising therudimentary ontrol strategy used by partial evaluation algorithms. Conversely, non{sound partial evaluation transformations are those whih do not preserve the semantiintegrity of the program's semanti representation.9.2 Future diretionsThere are theoretial and pratial extensions for this researh. On the theoretialside, one possible projet is to study in more detail di�erent semanti interpretationsof CCS when applied to modelling logi programming languages, and ompare theseinterpretations with existing delarative and operational semantis of logi programs.For example, CCS has a �xpoint interpretation in whih reursive agent de�nitions areuniquely interpreted by anonial �xpoint expressions. It is worth investigating theformal relationship between this and existing �xpoint theories of logi programs.Another possibility is to haraterise di�erent types of nondeterminism inherentin logi program omputations. The stream interpretation of logi programs an berelaxed to reate a set of answer substitution interpretation. It might be possible to usea proess semantis to study the di�erent omputational means by whih a programan generate the same set of omputed solutions. Of obvious utility in a onurrentontext, this approah might also be appliable to sequential programs in order todetermine the \degree of parallelism" inherent within them. CSP (Hoare 1985a) isworth investigating in this regard, sine its haraterisation of nondeterminism usingsets of ations seems similar in nature to existing model{theoreti semantis of logiprograms. 178



On the pratial side, one possible topi is to extend the semantis to handlemore features of sequential Prolog. One obvious feature readily modelled with streamsis the input{output faility. More ontrol shemes an be modelled in CCS. Thebreadth{�rst and prediate freezing mehanisms addressed here are just a few of manypossible sequential ontrol shemes, and the modelling of onstraint logi programminglanguages is worth onsidering. (The next setion addresses the issue of onurreny.)However, proess algebras are by no means the most suitable tool for modelling sometypes of Prolog phenomena, for example, the database manipulations done by assertand retrat. It is probably the ase that, rather than aiming for a single semantiformalism whih desribes all the features of a language, di�erent semanti tools shouldbe hosen aording to how e�etively they model the phenomena being studied.The CCS semantis is intended as an example of a programming alulus whihis to be used \by hand". It has been argued, however, that formal software engineer-ing is fundamentally awed if one onsiders the omplexities that are enountered withthe formal proofs of even the smallest of programs (de Millo et al. 1979). If programproofs defy intuitive understanding, then there is not muh hope for the formal meth-ods approah. Computed{aided program development and analysis is the solution:omputers are perfetly suited for keeping trak of the omplexities and bookkeepingwhih our in formal proofs. A pratial extension of this thesis is therefore the re-ation of a semi{automated support environment for logi program analysis. There area number of possible approahes for suh a system. One approah for suh a system isto have a kernel support module for CCS, whih might take the form of a subset of theConurreny Work Benh used in CCS analysis (Cleaveland et al. 1989). An interfaewould then interat between this module and higher{level modules tailored for logiprogram analysis. These modules would allow useful interation between the user,support routines, and the AND/OR proess tree semantis of logi program omputa-tion as enoded in CCS. In addition, interative modules enapsulating methodologiesfor proving partiular program properties suh as termination, transformations, andpartial evaluation, ould be designed. Suh modules ould be made semi{automatedwith the use of sophistiated proof tehniques (Plumer 1990) and proof plans (Bundyet al. 1988).Another approah is to enode the CCS semantis for Prolog ontrol in terms of179



an algebrai rewrite system (Dershowitz and Plaisted 1985). A term rewriting system isa set of algebrai equations of the form e(~t)) e0(~t), where e and e0 are expressions withvariables ~t ranging over terms in an algebra E. A rewrite rule is applied by mathingan expression x 2 E with a left hand side e of one of the rules, and applying the ruleto result in a derivative x0. The CCS semantis for Prolog an also be haraterised asa rewrite system. The bisimilarities of �gures 3.5 and 3.6 represent onditional rewriterules having the form C � ( P ) P 0 )where C is a ondition, P is the term to be rewritten, and P 0 is the rewritten term.For example, the rewrite rule for Seq is( � 6= done ) � ( (�:P ) ;̂ Q ) �:(P ;̂ Q) )The ontrol bisimilarities, along with the agent de�nitions for the program, are straight{forwardly enoded as onditional rewrite rules. Higher{level modules tailored to Prologprogram analysis an then be built on top of this rewrite system.9.3 Extending the semantis for onurrenyA entral hypothesis of this thesis is that proess algebras are a suitable means formodelling both sequential and onurrent logi program omputations in one uniformformalism. The utility of proess algebras for modelling di�erent sequential ontrolshemes has been illustrated here. CCS has been applied elsewhere towards onur-rent logi languages (Bekman et al. 1986) (Bekman 1986) (desribed shortly), albeitin quite a di�erent manner than the style of semantis used here. In fat, the non-deterministi sequential strategies modelled in setion 8.5 an be onsidered to beaxiomatisations of very simple onurrent strategies. The next logial step is thereforeto extend this style of semantis to handle a variety of onurrent ontrol strategies.The semantis of onurrent logi programming languages is an ative researharea, and CCS has been applied to desribe onurrent logi program exeution. Theissue of ontrol is espeially relevant in this area, sine that is the essential distintionbetween sequentiality and onurreny. Given two sequened agents, one an om-mene only when the other has terminated. The mehanism for aomplishing thissequening requires the use of a termination protool between the agents. In CCS, this180



is de�ned by the expression ( P [b=done℄ j b:Q ) n bThe CCS expression P j Qmodels all possible interleavings of generated solutions of these two onurrent agents.Of ourse, most implementations of onurrent logi programming languages requireadditional ontrol mehanisms between onurrently exeuting program omponents,and this simple representation would require additional ontrol mehanisms.The CCS semantis for onurrent Prolog in (Bekman et al. 1986) (Bekman1986) is more onise than the sequential CCS semantis. The major di�erene is thatBekman maps prediates to ations, while this semantis maps prediates to agents,and uses spei� ations to denote suess and termination. Bekman's lak of spe-ialised ations makes modelling aspets of onurrent and sequential ontrol diÆult.For example, when modelling a breadth{�rst omputation rule, it is onvenient to usea speialised ation suh as res for denoting phenomena suh as a single lause resolu-tion. Not using these speial ations means that the inferene rules of the basi CCSoperators must neessarily be more speialised and omplex. Bekman also modi�esthe de�nition of CCS's omposition operator to aount for uni�ation and the dis-tribution of bindings. This abstrats the operational semantis of onurrent ontrolmehanisms suh as guards and variable annotations. The CCS semantis of this thesisexpliitly models uni�ation using a uni�ation agent, leaving CCS unaltered. For on-veniene, a higher{level resolution bisimilarity Resol is used. Finally, Bekman usesCCS value variables to diretly model the Herbrand universe. This is possible beausebaktraking is never done, and so the full semantis of logial variables as found insequential implementations need not be modelled. The semantis of this hapter mustunbind logial variables during baktraking. Bekman's abstration of logi variables(as well as the aforementioned ontrol mehanisms) means that many properties ofonurrent languages are not preisely modelled.An obvious researh topi is to model onurrent logi program languages suhas GHC (Ueda 1986) or Andorra Prolog (Haridi and Brand 1988) using CCS in a stylesimilar to that of the semantis in this thesis. A general goal is that onurrent and181



sequential ontrol should be represented { and interomposable { within one semantiframework. Besides the unifying perspetive a�orded by modelling these paradigmsunder one formalism, this also has pratial reperussions. Unonstrained large{saleparallelism is not pratial given urrent hardware and software tehnology. As a result,onurrent languages have to use many ontrol mehanisms for harnessing parallelism,suh as guards and variable annotations. Muh of these ontrol devies are sequen-tial in nature. A semantis of sequential ontrol mehanisms is therefore neessary ifonurrent ontrol is to be adequately understood.Extending the sequential semantis to handle onurrent omputations willrequire some enhanements. Replaing the sequential ontrol operators with CCS'somposition j operator is not suÆient for modelling onurreny. Given a sequentiallybaktraked expression A�B�C, a simple AND{parallel inarnation of this expressionis A j B j C. One problem with this expression is that there are no means availablefor these goals to ommuniate with one another, other than by simply handshaking.This suggests the need for new onurrent ontrol operators, similar in spirit to thesequential ones of this thesis. As with sequential ontrol, onurrent ontrol operatorswould model all the relevant aspets of onurreny without getting into too low{level of detail, and at a high enough level to permit reasoning about programs. Thenondeterministi strategies given in setion 8.5 is a �rst step in this diretion.Variable sharing between onurrently exeuting program omponents is a ma-jor issue in onurrent language design. A CCS semantis of shared memory mightlend insight into implementation issues. A logi variable ould be modelled by anautonomous agent whose state hanges as substitutions are applied to it.Applying a semantis for onurrent logi program ontrol for proving programproperties would bene�t with the use of a semi{automated program veri�ation en-vironment. Conurrent programs require a support environment even more so thansequential ones. Enormously vast numbers of omputational states arise within eventhe most trivial of onurrent programs. The orresponding semanti expressions forsuh omputations are inherently massive in sale and omplexity. When ombinedwith the dynami nature of the omputation tree and data domain whih arises withlogi programs, this means that a support environment is ruial.182
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